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SUMMARY
Growing interest in close-coupled aircraft configurations, often using vec-
tored thrust exhaust nozzles, has forced increasing emphasis on the ac-
curate simulation of propulsive flows in aircraft wind tunnel models. NASA
Ames Research Center is developing the Propulsion Simulator Calibration
Laboratory(PSCL) in which calibrations can be performed to determine
the gross thrust and airflow of propulsion simulators installed in wind
tunnel models. This report describes the preliminary checkout, evalua-
tion and calibration of the PSCL's 3-component force measurement sys-
tem.
Methods and equipmentweredeveloped for the alignment and calibration of
; the force measurement system. The initial alignment of the system demonstrated
the need for more efficient means of aligning system's components. The use of
precisionalignment jigs would increase both the speed and accuracy with which
the system is aligned. The calibration of the force measurement system proved
that the methods and equipmentdeveloped for this procedurecould be used suc-
cessfully.
The initial calibrationof the force measurementsystem of the PSCL showed
that calibrations of propulsionsimulatorscan be performedwith force accuracies
of 4-0.826%fuU scale. This is lowerthan the _-0.05%fuU scale accuracy required
for these calibrations. The accuracy of the force measurement system is limited
by the low accuracy of the force transducers being used. It is recommended
that higher accuracy transducers be used to improve the system's performance.
Further investigations that are requiredto validate the system's performanceare
outlined.
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Introduction
The Aerodynamics Division at NASA's Ames Research Center is con-
structing a laboratory which will accurately calibrate propulsion simulators
installed in wind tunnel models. This facility, called the Propulsion
/- Simulator Calibration Laboratory(PSCL), provides the proper static pressure
environment in which the gross thrust and airflow of the simulators are
calibrated. It will be used for the calibration of turbo powered simulators,
flow through and jet effects models, and for secondary calibrations of airflow
meters.
The purpose of this project was to perform the operational checkout
and initial calibration of the PSCL's force measurement system. This project
was performed in conjunction with the construction and checkout of the other
facility systems in the overall effortto make the PSCL an operational laboratory.
Figure 1.1 shows a wind tunnel model installed in the PSCL's calibration tank.
The operational checkout of the force measurement system consisted
of developing the methods and equipment used to level and align the various
/ !
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Figure 1.1: PSCL Calibration Tank (ref. 1)
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components of the force measurement system during their installation. Since
the force measurement system is-designed such that its configuration can be
changed to calibrate a variety of simulators, this leveling and alignment procedure
will be used repeatedly. The operational checkout also involved an evaluation
of the ease and accuracy with which the system can be set up and used.
Recommendations are made for improvementsto the system's equipment and the
set up procedures.
The initial calibration of the force measurement system investigated the
operational characteristics of the system. After developing the equipment
and methods that were required to perform the calibration, an evalua-
tion of the overall accuracy of the system and of those elements likely
j- to degrade performance of the system was made. Again, recommenda-/
tions for improvements are made along with suggestions for future investiga-
tions.
The following paragraphsoutline how the information about this projectwill
be presented in this report.
Chapter 2 provides a description of the developments in aeronautics that
spawned the need for the PSCL. A brief history is given on the work that has
been done in the area of propulsion simulation.
In Chapter 3 the PSCL is described to familiarize the reader with the
laboratory's various systems and capabilities.
Chapter 4 contains a detailed description of the force measurement system,
of both its components and the theory of its operation. The parameters
which are expected to effect the system's accuracy are discussed. Methods
j--- \
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of correcting for these parameters are outlined. This chapter also details the
procedures and equipment used to level and align the system during its initial
installation.
An overview of the calibration is provided in Chapter 5. This includes
a discussion of how the system's errors were investigated. The equipment
and procedures used in the calibration and the results of the calibration are
discussed.
The recommendations,developed as a result of this project, are contained in
Chapter 6. Conclusions on the accuracy of the force measurement system, along
with its operationalcharacteristicsarecovered. Recommendations to improvethe
system's operation and its accuracy arepresented along with recommendationsof
_°_ further work that is needed to be performed.
Chapter
History
2.1. Introduction
The advent of close-coupled aircraft configurations(an example of which
is shown in Figure 2.1) has forced increasing emphasis on the accurate simulation
of propulsive flows in aircraft wind tunnel models. Compact placement of the
inlet, canard, wing, and exhaust nozzle are characteristic of the V/STOL(Vertical
Take Off and Landing) fighter aircraft that are currently being studied. These
configurations exhibit a significant amount of airframe/propulsion system flow
field interaction which is not adequately predicted by present wind tunnel test
methods.
2.2. Compact Multi-Mission Ab_aft Propulsion Simulator
The AerodynamicsDivisionatAmes ResearchCenteriscommittedtotwo
programsdesignedtoadvancethestate-of-the-artofpropulsiveflowsimulation
5
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Figure 2.1: Close-Coupled Aircraft Configuration
FEATURES:
• Lift/cruise engine with non-axisymmetric
thrust vectoring nozzles
• Forward lift fan or lift engine
• Close coupled inlets and nozzles
-Canards
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in aircraftwind tunneltests.The firstprogram isthe developmentof an
airdriventurbinenginecalledtheCompact Multi-MissionAircraftPropulsion
Simulator(CMAPS).Conventionalwindtunneltestsoftenemploytwo modelsto
simulatetheairframe/propulsionsysteminteractions.A flowthroughmodel is
usedtoobtaintheinletperformanceand a jeteffectsmodel isusedtoobtain
the nozzleperformance.The informationfrom the testsof thesetwo models
iscombinedto determinethe overallsystemperformance.The CMAPS has
the advantageoverthe two model techniqueby beingableto simultaneously
simulatetheinletand exhaustflowsofsupersonicfighteraircraftinwind tunnel
models.
The CMAPS, seen in Figure 2.2, is a 0.085 scale version of a mixed
flow turbine engine. The design is based on an engine with a fan pres-
sure ratio of 2.9 and bypass ratio of 1.1. The engine employs a four stage
compressor, a single stage turbine, and a single compressor/turbine rotor in
its design. It has an overall length of 26.4 cm (10.4 in.), without an ex-
haust nozzle, and a compressor face diameter of 7.6 cm (3.0 in.). The
turbine is driven by high pressure air which is supplied from an external
source.
Since the program began in 1969, the simulators have gone through several
phases of development and testing. Much of the work was performed under the
sponsorship of the United States Air Force Aero Propulsion Laboratory by the
General Electric Company, McDonnell Douglas Corporation, Tech Development
Inc., and ARO Inc. at Arnold Engineering and Development Center(AEDC).
This included the mechanical and operational checkout_control and performance
testing, and the development of wind tunnel test techniques for these engines.
F
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Figure 2.2: Compact Multi-Mission Propulsion Simulator (Courtesy of NASA ARC)
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The .ARCprogram is currently evaluating the simulators for their applications
to wind tunnel tests of fighter aircraft. This has included conducting a
wind tunnel test operating two simulators installed in an aircraft wind tunnel
model.
2.8. Propulsion Simulator Calibration Laboratory
The construction of the Propulsion Simulator CalibrationLaboratory(PSCL)
is the second program in this effort to develop the hardware and techniques
needed to better simulate propulsive flows. The PSCL is designed to fulfill the
need for a facility in which the CMAPS and other simulators can be accurately
_f calibrated.
The conceptualdesignof the PSCL, which began in 1979,showed that
a facilitywas neededthatcouldprovidethe properstaticpressurenviron-
ment so that simulatorscould be calibratedat the correctnozzlepres-
sure ratios. To obtaininstalledperformance(inletand nozzleeffectsin-
cludedin the calibration)the calibrationchamber had to be largeenough
to accomodate an entirewind tunnelmodel with the simulatorsinstalled.
The facilitywould need to supplyheated,high pressureair to drivethe
CMAP'S turbinesand as an inletairsupply. Accurateflow and force
measurementsystemswould be requiredto calibratesimulatorairflowsand
thrust. The conceptualdesignof the PSCL evolvedfrom theserequire-
ments.
The detailed design of the laboratory has been completed along with the
9
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majority of the construction and fabrication work. The operational checkout of
the laboratory's systems is now underwayalongwith the facility safety review. As
a part of the effort to make the PSCL operational, a projectwas begun in January
1981 to perform the operational checkout and calibration of the laboratory's
force measurement system. This report discusses the work performed on this
project.
foo \
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PSCL FacilityDescription
3.1. Introduction
S _
The Propulsion Simulator Calibration Laboratory will furnish all
the facilities necessary to perform the accurate calibration of gross thrust
and airflow for propulsion simulators. In addition to the CMAPS, the
PSCL will be used for the calibration of flow through and jet effects
models, isolated ducts and nozzles, and secondary calibrations of airflow
meters.
For the CMAPS to be used as an effective tool, the PSCL must provide
calibration data accuracy on a level correspondingto -4-1 drag count in wind
tunnel testing. To achieve this goal requires that PSCL have the following full
scale(F.S.) measurement accuracies:
• 4-0.1 _for airflow measurements
• ::f=0.05_for force measurements
I1
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• -I-0.25 %for pressuremeasurements
• -t-l°F for temperature measurements
The PSCL occupies the area once used for a 0.3 x 0.9 m (1 x 3 ft)
supersonic wind tunnel. The test section of the old tunnel circuit has been
removed and a vacuum tank installed in its place. Figure 3.1 shows the floor
plan of the PSCL. The major systems of the laboratory are (1) a vacuum tank
and pumping plant, (2) a forcebalance assembly(locatedinside the vacuum tank),
(3) a high pressure air supply and control system, and (4) a data acquisition
system.
ir 3.3. Vacuum Tank and Pumping Plant
The vacuum tank(Figure 1.1) provides the proper static pressure en-
vironment in which the propulsion simulators are calibrated. Since the
static pressure of the wind tunnel test is matched in the vacuum tank, the _
simulators can be calibrated at the correct nozzle pressure ratio. The tank's
large size, approximately 7.62 m (25 ft) in length and 3.66 m (12 ft) in
diameter, permits an entire wind tunnel model(including its sting and the re-
lated test hardware) to be submerged in this pressure environment. This
reduces the amount of time spent to disassemble and reassemble the model,
and also increases the commonality between the static test and the wind tun-
nel test setup. The entire bell end of the tank is hinged, which allows
access to the wind tunnel models and the various systems installed in the
tank.
f"
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Figure 3.1: Floorplan of Propulsion Simulator Calibration Laboratory (ref. 1)
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The PSCL willusethe0.3x 0.9m tunnel'spumpingplantforthetank
vacuum source.The pumping plantconsistsoffourparallelconnectedCarrier
Corporationcompressors(#l-4inFigure3.1)inserieswitha ClarkCorporation
compressor(#5inFigure3.1).The Carriercentrifugalcompressorsare each
ratedat 228,120kg-m/sec(3000HP) and have a compressionratioof 2.38.
The Clarkcentrifugalcompressorisratedat386,283kg.m/sec(5080HP) and
has a compressionratioof3.43.The pumping planthas a totalcompression
ratioof8.1which Mlows the tanktobe maintainedat 12.4kN/m 2 (1.8psia)
with the CMAPS beingoperatedat theirmaximum flowof 8.16kg/sec(18
lb/sec).
S && Force Measurement System
The force measurement system uses a metric framesupported on an isolation
frame by hydrostatic bearings(see Figure 3.2.) The design allows three degrees
of freedom in the horizontal plane(two forces and one moment). Connecting
rods link the metric frame to the three load cells that are attached to the
rails fixed at the sides and end of the vacuum tank(see Figure 3.3.) The
three high-precision uniaxial load cells are used to measure the forces and
moment. This will satisfy the force measurement requirements in the lift,
thrust, and pitch degrees of freedom for V/STOL models equipped with vec-
tored thrust nozzles and forward lift engines. Sets of load cells are avail-
able for load ranges up to 4448 N (10001b). A detailed description of the
force measurement system and its alignment is presented in the next chap-
ter.
f
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Figure 3.2: PSCL Floating Support System(ref. 1)
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Figure 3.3: The PSCL's Force Measurement System
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3.4. Hish Pressure Air System
The PSCL's high pressure air supply and control system is designed to meet
the airflow requirementsof the wide variety of simulators to be calibrated in
the laboratory. To accomplish this task, the laboratorymust be able to provide
correctairflowto the simulatorscontrolledto the properpressureand temperature.
All the airflows must be accurately measured and must cross onto and off the
metric frame with a minimal effect to force measurements. And finally, special
hardware is required to supply air to simulator inlets and extract the exhaust
flows.
3.4.1. Air System Heater and Control Valving.
For the CMAPS, heated, high pressure air is required for the inlet air
supply and to drive the turbine. Figure 3.4 shows schematic of the PSCL's
high pressure air system. High pressure air, 20.68 MN/m 2 (3000 psia)
is supplied to the laboratory by the Ames High Pressure Air Distribution
Network.
As the air enters the laboratory, it passes through a 25# filter. Part
of the air passes through a 1 MW air heater while the remaining air is
bypassed. The heater can bring the air to a temperature of 93.3°C (200°F).
Part of the air from the heater is supplied directly to the CMAFS tur-
bine. Heating the air to drive the turbine prevents ice from forming in
the CMAPS bleed air passages. The heated air that was not directed
I
17
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Figure 3.4: PSCL High Pressure Air System(ref. 1)
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to the turbines and that air which originally bypassed the heater is then
used to supply the inlet air. This air is mixed by a valve to match
the expected wind tunnel total temperature. As shown in the figure, each
simulator will have its own set of control valves for the inlet, drive, and bleed
airflows.
3.4.2. Airflow Measurement.
To accurately calibrate the simulators' airflow, all of the inlet, drive
and bleed flows must be accurately measured. Critical flow venturis have
been selected for this task because of their high level of accuracy. Figure
3.4 shows the placement of the venturis in the high pressure air sys-
¢ tern.
3.4.3. Air Line Bridge.
Airflows need to cross on and off the metric frame without effecting the
force measurement accuracy. Figure 3.5 shows the air line bridge developed
for this task. The bridge consists of one inlet air line, one drive air line,
and two bleed air lines. The bridge attaches at the top of the vacuum
tank and at the metric frame. It is designed with the large distance bet-
ween the attachment points to provide a low stiffness, low hysteresis bridge
across the load cells. The air lines are circular so that any effects of heat-
ing and pressurizing the lines will be canceled. The model airflows will cross
the metric boundary at right angles to the plane of measurement. This will
I9
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Figure 3.5: High Pressure Air Line Bridge
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minimize the effect of the momentum of these flows on the force measure-
ments.
3.4.4. Inlet Air Supply Plenum and Ducting.
Because an inlet operating statistically experiences severe flow distor-
tion, air will be supplied to the simulator inlet to match wind tunnel
freestream stagnation conditions." The inlet air will be supplied through a
settling plenum and duct work connected through a metric break to the in-
let of the model. The inlet plenums will be designed to be adjustable so
that a variety of simulator equipped models can be accommodated. An
air supply pressure up to 110.3 kN/m _ (16 psia), regulated to a tempera-
ture of 48.9°C (120°F), will be available at the inlets for simulator calibra-
tions.
&4.5. Ensine Exhaust Air ScavensinffDucts.
The engine exhaust extractors will be designed to capture simulator exhaust
to prevent exhaust recirculation or impingment on the metric frame. This
system, like the inlet plenums, will be moveable so that a variety of flows
can be captured. This will include flows from forward lift engines as well as
deflected nozzles. The exhaust extractors duct the captured air to the vacuum
pumps.
F-
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3.5. Data Aequitition System
The PSCL has a data acquisition system(DAS) compatible with the Ames
Unitary Wind Tunnel Standard Data Acquisition System. There are 60
data channels presently available, with the capability to expand to 250 chan-
nels. All the instrumentation cabling required for a simulator calibration
is provided. A termination panel is installed on the metric frame for con-
venient connection of the simulator instrumentation to the DAS. Excitation
and signal conditioning will be done by a Teledyne Controls Programmable
Preamplifier Filter Unit (PPAFU). Analog data will be collected at the .calibra-
tion laboratory by a Teledyne Controls Remote Multiplexer-Demultiplexer Unit
(RMDU). The RMDU will convert the analog signals to digital data and
S, transmit the data offsite to the PSCL's central processor via a fiber optic
link.
The data acquisition and storage is managed by a Digital Equipment
Corporation PDP 11134. The PDP 11134 is equipped with 256k MOS memory
and two 5.2 MB disk drives. Although plotting and the majority of the computa-
tion is done offsite, selected parameters will be computed on a real time basis and
made available in the control room.
Figure 3.6 provides a summary of the PSCL's capabilities.
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Figure 3.6: PSCL's Capabilities
CALIBRATIONCAPABILITY
-InstalledSimulatorPerformancein CompleteUnitary
WindTunnelModels
-IsolatedSimulatorPerformance
-FlowThruandJetEffectsModelPerformance
-IsolatedDuetsandNozzles
-Flowmeters
-InstalledSubsonicSimulatorPerformance
-IsolatedSubsonicSimulatorPerformance
SYSTEMCAPACITY
-Force 0-4448N (0-1000lb)
-Airflow0-11.8kg/sec(0-26lb/sec)
-AirHeating1megawatt
-Vacuum1E41ON/m_ @8.2kg/sec(1.8psia@18Ibm/see)
-EnginePressureRatio/NozzlePressureRatioSimulatedto M22.0
f -ChamberSize---3.66m (12ft) diax 7.62m (25ft)long
DATAACQUISITIONSYSTEM
-UnitaryWindTunnelStandardDabAcquisitionSystem
DigitalEquipmentCorp.PDP11/34with256kWMOSMemory
2 Each52 MBDiskDrives
DataReductionAvailableOnSite
PlottingAvailableOffSite
-45 Channels_alog(Expandableto _50Channels)
ACCUPACYGOALS(STATE-OF-THE-ART)
-OverallForceResolutionEquivalentb :t:1DragCount
(or better)
-:_0.1%AirflowAccuracy "_
-:_0.05%ForceAccuracy _, FullScale
-±025%PressureAccuracy }
-±0.6°C(l°F)TemperatureAccuracy/
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PSCL Force Measurement System
4.1. Introduction
The force measurementsystem of the PSCL is a three component balance
which is designed to performaccurate force calibrations of propulsion simulators
installed in wind tunnel models. The PSCL's force measurement system has
three degrees of freedom in the horizontal plane, permitting measurement of
two forces and one moment. This fulfills the calibration requirements for the
thrust, lift, and pitching moment generated by simulator equipped V/STOL
models.
Figure 4.1 shows the arrangement of the components of the force
measurement system in the vacuum tank. The system consists of: 1)a wind tun-
nel model support system, 2)load cell connecting rails, 3)flexure/connecting rod
assemblies, 4)load cells, 5)load cell mounting hardware,and 6)frame lock-out and
frame travel stops(which are not shown.)
Simulator equippedwind tunnel models are mounted on the metric frame
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Figure4.1:PSCL ForceMeasurementSystem
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which is floating on three hydrostatic oil bearings(see Figure 3.2.) This al-
lows the frame free movement in the horizontal plane. Thrust loads produced
by the simulators are transferred from the metric frame through a connecting
rod to a load cell mounted on the rear load cell rail. Lift loads and pitch-
ing moments are transferred through connecting rods to the two load cells
mounted on the side rails. All loads are in tension. Figure 4.2 shows the
layout of the system's force sensing members and gives the basic equations
used for determining the forces and moment. The nomenclature presented
in the figure conforms to the standard used for wind tunnel model force
balances.
The force measurement system, like the rest of the PSCLj was designed to
be as flexible as possible so that a wide variety of force calibrationscan be per-
fr-\
formed. The configurationof the balance andthe support systems can be changed
to accomodate specifictests. The force balance capacity can be variedby simply
changing load cells.
4.2. System Components
4.2.1. W'mdTunnelModel Support System.
The wind tunnel model support system, shown in Figure 4.3, consists
of a metric frame, three hydrostatic bearings, and an isolation frame. The
metric frame is designed to support a variety of simulator equipped wind
f.
f
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Figure 4.2: Force Balance Axis System and Nomenclature
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tunnelmodels.Thisincludesstingmountedand floormountedhalf-model
types.
The metricframeisfloatedon threelow-frictionhydrostaticbearings.A
representationof a bearingisshowninFigure4.4. The bearingstravelon
a Rim ofhighpressureoilpumped betweenthepad surfaces.The lowerset
ofpads(fiat)allowhorizontaltravelofthebearings,whiletheuppersetof
pads(hemispherical)allowsthebearingstoadjustoa slightangularmisalignment
duringsetup. A hydraulicpowersupplyisused to pump highpressure
oil, 20.7 MN/m 2 (3000 psi) to the bearing pads at a rate of 7.2 1/min
(1.9 gpm). A scavenge pump collects the oil at the bearings and returns
it to the hydraulic power supply to be recirculated. The bearings have a
horizontal travel of ±0.64 cm (-4-0.25 in.) and an angular travel of -4-0.09 tad
/ (±5°).
The hydrostatic bearings rest on the corners of the triangular isolation
frame. The three legs of the isolation frame pass through the wall of the
vacuum tank to the floor of the laboratory. This arrangement isolates the
model support system from any physical distortion of the tank due to changes
in the chamber temperature and pressure. There is a screw jack at the end of
each of the isolation frame's legs to allow leveling and height adjustment of the
frame.
4.2.2. Load Cell R_ils.
An overhead view of the load cell rails is shown in Figure 4.2. The load
cells are mounted on the non-metric rear and side rails which are bolted to
S
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Figure 4.4: Hydrostatic Bearing
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blocksthatareweldedtothevacuumtank.Rods connectheloadcellstothe
metriccenterailwhichisboltedtothemetricframe.Therearefifteen(15)
stations,paced0.3m (1ft)apart,availableforplacementofthetwoliftload
cells(N1and N2.) Thisflexibilityinplacementwillallowthesystemtobe
configuredsuchthattheloadcellscarryequaloadsevenasdifferentmodelsare
calibrated.
• 2.& Flexure/Connecting Rod Assemblies.
Flexure/connecting rod assemblies transfer the tension forces from the metric
frame to the load cells. Figure 4.5 shows an assembly. Long connecting rods,
approximately 0.9 m (36 in.), are used to minimize the effects of misalignment of
the load cells due to deflections in the support hardware during loading. The
jam nuts permit the orientation of the flexures to be adjusted by removing
any slack in the connecting rod's threads. Low-stiffness flexures(Figure 4.6)
have been placed at the end of the connecting rods to allow for a slight
amount of misaligument during installation and operation. The flexures have
an initial stiffness(K_) of approximately 264 cm-kg/rad (4 in-lb/deg). The
cut-out perpendicular to the flexural element is sized to prevent excessive
deflections.
,t.2.4.Load Cells.
Three high-precision uniaxial load cells are used to measure the forces
generated by the simulators. Figure 4.7 shows the typical geometry of the
31
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Figure 4.5: Flexure/Connecting Rod Assembly
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Figure 4.6: Low-Stiffness Flexure
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Figure 4.7: PSCL Load Cell Specifications
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load cells along with their performance specifications. The load cells are
manufactured by Genisco Corp. Load cells with full scale ranges from 22
to 4448 N (5 to 1000 lb) are available for conducting calibrations. The
capability to change the load capacity will allow the force measurement sys-
tem to be tailored to the specific requirements of each calibration. This
should provide the highest possible force resolution for each simulator calibra-
tion.
4.2.5. Load Cell Mounting Hardware.
.The load cells are clamped to the load cell rails using the mounting
hardware shown in Figure 4.8. The load cell is screwed onto the load cell
mount which is clamped between the top and bottom pieces of the mount-
ing bracket. The load cell mount has 2.54 cm (1.0 in.) of travel in
the mounting brackets so that the flexure/connecting rod length can be ad-
justed.
4.2.6.Frame Lock-OutSystemand TravelStopBlocks.
Two systemshavebeen developedto protectthe forcemeasurementsys-
tem. The firstsystem,the metricframe lock-out,restrainsthe movement
of the framewhen thehydrostaticbearingsarenot operating.Thisprevents
possibledamage to the bearingsurfaces.The system usesfourhydrauli-
callyactuatedpistonsplacedon the siderailsnear the fourcornersof the
metricframe. When released,the pistonseatincones,which are attached
$5
Figure 4.8: Load Cell Mounling Hardware
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to the metric frame, to lock out any movement of the frame. This system
also protects the load cells from damage while installing models or perform-
ing other work in the tank. Figure 4.9 shows one of the four lock-outs.
The second protection system is the frame travel stop blocks. The travel
stop blocks, shown in Figure 4.10, limit the travel of the metric frame to prevent
the load cells from being overloaded. The blocks consist of a square beam
placed inside a larger square beam. One beam is bolted to the metric frame
and the other to the non-metric supporting structure. By adjusting screws, the
distance that one beam can move with respect to the other is limited. The
gap for the screws is set using micrometers. There is one set of blocks at each
end of the metric frame. There are future plans to develop a sensing system
; to be used in conjunction with the travel stops to warn if the travel stops are
fouling.
4.3. Fore Measurement System Error Parameters
From the general description of the PSCL and the detailed description
of the force measurement system, it can be seen that the PSCL's force
measurement system is influenced by a wide range of parameters which
could cause errors in the force readings. If these errors are large enough
to effect the accuracy of the system, :[:0.05% full scale, they will either
have to be eliminated or an analytical method will have to be developed
to account for them. The following subsections describe the parameters ex-
pected to effect the force readings and suggest ways to either account for
$7
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4. PSCL Force Measurement System 4.8.1. Misalignment Errors
these parameters in the data reduction equations ar physically correct the er-
rors.
4,3.1. MisalignmentErrors.
Errorswill be created due to the misalignment of the frame with respect to
the load cells. This includes both the initial misalignment, introduced duringthe
forcemeasurementsysteminstallation, and the misalignmentdue to the structural
deflection of the system underloading. Figure 4.11 shows the effects of an initial
misalignment on a load reading. Instead of sensing the applied load, F_p, only
the load Fap_cos _ is measured. The percent of the errordue to misalignment is
given by
(_-- %Error _--"F_pp -- F_pp COSO_
F_p
1 _ COS
This relation also applies to any misalignment of the calibrating load with
respect to the load cells. Applying the above relationship to the PSCL's force
measurement system, the magnitude of the allowablemisaligument was found to
be -_-0.89cm (_0.35 in.) This is based on an allowable error of _0.005%F.S.,
which is one orderof magnitude smallerthan that requiredfor the forcemeasure-
ment system.
Interactions(loads induced in one gauge by the loading of another gauge)
due to the system deflecting under a thrust load is illustrated in Figure
4.12. Although no load is applied in the lift direction, the lift load cells
are loaded due to the displacement of the frame caused by the thrust
load.
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Figure 4.11: Effects of Initial Misalignment
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Figure 4.12: Effects of Structural Deflection
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As mentioned in Section 4.2.5, the connecting rods were made as long
as possible to minimize a and the resulting effects. If the interactions are
large enough to effect the force measurement accuracy, they can be taken into
account, because they should be repeatable. The procedure used to account
for the interactions in the wind tunnel model balances at Ames should also
apply to the PSCL's force measurement system. The loading schedule for the
calibration of the force measurement system's interactions was developed with
this procedure in mind. rt is recommended that any interactions present in
the system be corrected using this method, because the programmingis already
available.
A simplifiedversion of the procedureused for the wind tunnel model balances,
adapted from Reference 2, is presented here to familiarize the reader with these
_.
techniques. For a detailed descriptionof this procedure, the reader is directed to
References 2 and 3.
For this example, the interaction corrections to the thrust load cell(A)
are outlined. This method, however, can be applied to any gauge. Using
this procedure, the interactions that are present in the balance are deter-
mined experimentally. Once the interactions have been determined, they
are described analytically. The balance readings can then be corrected
by subtracting out the interactibns calculated using these analytical descrip-
tions. The load reading on gauge A, corrected for interactions is given
by
FA -_ PA -- IA -- CLDA
where
js
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FA "- force on gauge A corrected for interactions;[Newton (lb)]
PA --- force on gauge A uncorrected for interactions;IN(lb)]
IA -_ total primary interaction correctionfor gauge A;[N (lb)]
CLDA --- total combined interaction correctionfor gauge A;[N (lb)]
In the aboveequation, PA is the output of gauge A without any interactions taken
into account. FA is the gauge output correctedfor primaryinteractions(IA) and
secondary, or combined, interactions(CLDA.) The primary interactions on the
gauge are created by loading another gauge(called the prime gauge) singularly.
The secondaryinteractions arecreated by loading the primegauge in combination
with a secondary gauge.
For the initial calibration, loads are applied to only one load cell
at a time. During this prime loading, each load cell is loaded from
zero to full scale and back to zero. The change in load with mil-
livolt output is described by a least squares polynomial curve that is
fitted through the loading data for each load cell. The coefficients of
these curve fits are considered the prime gauge coefficients(for gauge A,
KAi). The load on gauge A(uncorrected for interactions), is given by the
polynomial
n
where
!
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PA "_ force on gauge A uncorrected for interactions;[Newton(Ib)]
KA_ -----it_'prime gauge coefficient for gauge A;[N/mV (lb/mV)]
RA -_ millivolt output of gauge A;[mV]
i = numberof the polynomial term
n -" orderof curve fit
The primary interaction loads, loads induced in the other load cells by
loading the prime load cell, can now be determined. Figure 4.13 gives an
example of the effect that loading gauge N1 has on gauge A. Gauge A must
be corrected for the primary interactions induced by loading gauges N1 and
N2. The prime gauge coefficients determined above are used to convert the
millivolt output of the load cells into interaction loads. The change in the
S-_ interaction load with the load on the primeload cell is fitted with a least squares
polynomial curve. These curve coefficients are called the primary interaction
coefficients. The total primary interaction correction for load cell A, is given
by
IA --'--IANI -_-IANa
The primary interaction terms are given by the polynomials
n
i,-,,O
i,--,O
where
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Figure 4.13: Primary interactions on gauge A due to load on gauge N1
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IA = total primaryinteraction correction of gauge A;[Newton (lb)]
IAN, -- primaryinteraction correctionof gauge A due the load on gauge N1 ;IN (lb)]
IAN2 -----primary interactioncorrectionof gauge A due the load on gauge N_ ;[N (lb)]
P_v_ ----"load on gauge N1 uncorrectedfor interactions;IN(lb)]
P_v2 ----load on gauge N2 uncorrectedfor interactions;IN(lb)]
J_AN_ --- ith primary interaction coefficient for gauge A due to PN,
J_AN2 = S_ primary interaction coefficient for gauge A due to PN2
The combined interactions are found by repeating the prime loading cycles
with a full scale load on a secondary load cell. For this example, gauge
A must be corrected for the combined interactions where N1 is the primary
gauge and N2 is the secondary gauge, and where N_ is the primary gauge
/-, and N1 is the secondary gauge. First, the difference is computed between the
actual load applied and those calculated using the prime gauge and interac.
tion coefficients. This difference is described as a function of the prime load
with a least squares curve fit. This function is then ratioed by the secon-
dary load. The coefficients of this polynomial are the combined interaction
coefficients. The total combined interaction correction for load cell A, is given
by
OLDA = OLDANI N2 + OLDANa NI
The combined interaction correctionterms are given by the polynomials
CLDAN, Ni _ _ JiAN,N2PNIPN2
imO
CLDANs Nx _-- _ JiAN2 N1 PNs PN1
i,,.O
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where
CLDA _---total combined interaction correctionfor gauge A;[Newton (lb)]
CLDAN1N_ -_ combinedinteraction correctionof gauge A due the primary load
on gauge N1 and the secondaryload on gauge N2;[N (lb)]
CLDAN2N1 "- combined interaction correctionof gauge A due the primary load
on gauge N2 and the secondary load on gauge N1 ;IN (lb)]
J_AN1N2 = ith combinedinteraction coefficientfor gauge A due the primary
load on gauge N1 and the secondaryload on gauge N2
J_AN2N1= ieh combined interaction coefficient for gauge A due the primary
load on gauge N2 and the secondaryload on gauge N1
The force on load cell A correctedfor the primaryand secondary interactions
is FA and is given by
FA _- PA -- IA -- ULDA
The corrected load cell values can then be substituted for the uncorrected
values in the above equations and the process begun again. This process is
repeated until a specified tolerance for the difference in valves between iterations
is met.
• &2. Resiltive Foreel.
This category includes any parameter that resists the free movement of
the metric frame. This effect is seen as an increase in the hysteresis and a
decrease in the sensitivity of the load cells. The hysteresis is defined as the
differencein the force measurementdepending on whether it is approachedfrom
48
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a higher or lower value. The hydrostatic bearings, flexures, instrumentation
wiring, and air lines will all contribute to the force measurement system's
hysteresis. This effect occurs because all of the energy put into the system
during the loading is not recoverableduring unloading. If necessary, this effect
can be ignored if readings are only taken while loading the system in increasing
increments.
The springresistance from the flexures, instrumentationwiring, and air lines
will oppose the free movement of the metric frame. All of these elements should
behave similar to spring connected to the frame. The resistive force for each of
the elements can then be defined as:
Fspr_ng --'_ _x
where
F, sr_,_g-----the resistive springforce;[Newton(lb)]
k ffi the springconstant;[N/cm (lb/in.)]
x -- the metric frame's displacement;[cm(in.)]
Since x shoula be less than 0.025 cm (0.01 in.), these forces should be
negligible if k is not too large. As discussed earlier, the flexures(section 4.2.3)
and the air lines(Section3.4.3) have been designed to make their springconstants
as small as possible. This is also true of the instrumentation wiring, which
was mentioned in Section 3.5. Instead of grouping the cables in large bundles,
the wiring crosses the metric break in small, loosely arranged bundles. For
the flexures and the instrumentation wiring, k will remain constant. These
effects are a function of the frame's displacement due to loading. The air
lines present a different problem in that their stiffness will change as they
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are heated and pressurized. These effects can be taken into account in a
manner similar to the flexures and wiring, only in addition to the frame's
displacement, the resisting force will be a function of the lines' pressure and
temperature.
Another possible effect of the air lines is the chance that they may
not expand symmetrically as they are heated and pressurized. If this is
the case, some offset load will be placed on the frame. This effect too
can be described as a function of the air lines' pressure and temperature.
The effects of all of these resistive forces can be determined experimen-
tally.
4.3.3. Flow Effects.
The design of the high pressureair system is such that flow crosses onto the
metric frame perpendicularto the plane of measurement. This should prevent
the momentum of the air traveling through the lines from being sensed by the
load cells. A load will be sensed by the force measurement system for any flow
crossingonto the frame at an angle. This load will be a function of the momentum
of the flow in the pipes and their misalignment from perpendicular. This effect
can be eliminated by adjusting the air lines, or can be corrected in the data
reduction equations. The correctionwould be a function of the airflowin each
llne.
The quality of the force data may also be effected by simulator exhaust
impingment on the metric frame. The frame should be very sensitive to
any flow that is not captured by the exhaust extractors. Spillage from the
5O
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exhaust extractors could create random fluctuations that either have to be
eliminated by fine turningthe extractor designor couldbe correctedby statistical
methods.
4.3.4. Environmental Effects.
The calibration tank is a unique operatingenvironmentfor the load cells. The
reduced pressure and increased temperature could effect the load cell readings.
_-- Vibration from the pumping plant and the simulators could also producereading
errors.
If changes in the tank pressure and temperature do effect the load cells
this will be seen as a change in sensitivity. This can be taken into ac-
count by calibrating the load cells over the expected operating range of
pressure and temperature. The necessity for temperature corrections can
be eliminated by placing the load cells in a temperature controlled environ-
ment. The effects of the vibration should be managed using statistical
methods.
The PSCL was designedso that the misalignmenterrors,resistive forces, flow
effects, and environmentaleffectswould be negligible. A calibration was required,
however,to verify that these parameters areinconsequentialand that other sources
of error have not been overlooked.
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4.4. Force Measurement System Alignment and Installation
The purpose of aligning the force measurement system was to minimize
the misalignment effects on the force readings(as discussed in subsection 4.3.1.)
Misalignment of the force measurement system and/or the calibrating forces
can degrade the desired performance(-_-0.05%F.S.)of the force measurement
system. The analytical analysis of a jet engine test stand in which the
alignment had a critical effect on the stand's performance is discussed in
Reference 4. Because the force measurement system has a flexible configuration,
the system will need to be aligned as it is changed to adapt to various
calibrations. The following subsections outline the procedures developed to
perform the alignment of the system and the installation of the load cells and
flexure/connecting rod assemblies. Also discussed are the problems encountered
during the performance of these procedures and the changes made or those
suggested to be made.
4.4.1. HorisontalAlignment.
The initial alignment was performedto level and the align the components
of the force measurement system in the horizontal plane. The hydrostatic
bearings were also leveled so that they would operate properly. This initial
phase was performed using precision bench levels, a surveying transit, and
stainless steel pointers(see Figure 4.14). The stainless steel pointers are designed
to mount to the load cell rails at the load cell and flexures/connecting rod
5_
Figure 4.14: Stalnleas Steel Alignment Pointers
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positions. They are used to determine if the rafts are level and at the same
height.
This phase began by leveling the hydrostatic bearings. This was accomplished
by placing the levels on the bearing pads and then adjusting the legs of the
isolation frame until the pads were level. The oil supply to the bearings was
turned off during this phase. Because all the pads could not be brought to
level at the same time(probably because of distortions in the isolation frame),
the pads were brought to positions where the sum of their misalignment was
a minimum. Each pad was brought to within _0.87x10 -8 rad (-4-0.05°) of
horizontal.
The pointers were installed at several positions on the load cell rails.
_ : The pointers screw directly into the center rail and mount onto the side and
rear rafts using the load cell mounting brackets. Using the surveying transit,
the height and level of the pointers was determined at each position. This
information was to be used to determine how the rails should be shimmed
so that they would all be level and at equal heights. This would allow the
flexure/connecting rod assembliesto be level when they were installed. However,
the survey showed that the load cell rails were bowed enough that leveling
all of the load cell positions at one time would be very difficult. For this
reason only the three load cell positions used in the later calibration were
leveled. Using a precision bench level, the center rail and the mounting
brackets were shimmed until the pointers were level. Once the pointers were
level, the height difference between the corresponding pointers was measured.
Lower mounting bracketswere then manufacturedto compensate for the height
difference.
/o ,
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While the lower mounts were being fabricated, two changes were made
to the load cells' mounting hardware to allow the load cells' position to be
adjusted. The horizontal alignment of the system demonstrated the need for
greater flexibility in positioning the load cells. Slots were put in the mounting
bracketsothattheloadcells'positioncouldbe adjustedfromsideto side.
The loadcellmountsweremodifiedby placingtheloadcellpositionoffthe
centerlineofthemount toallowa heightadjustmentof-4-0.318cm (-1-0.125
in.)
The horizontallevelingoftheforcemeasurementsystem,usingthebench
levels,teelpointe_andthesurveyingtransit,wasperformedwithanaccuracy
of 4-0.038cm (_0.015in.)
(f- i
_4.2. Component Alignment.
The purpose of this phase of the alignment was to position the load
cells so that the lift gauge connecting rods were parallel to one another and
perpendicular to the thrust gauge connecting rod. During this phase, dummy
load cells(steel blocks of the same geometry as the live load cells) were installed
in place of the load cells. This was done to protect the load cells from being
overloaded. Figure 4.15 shows a dummy load cell installed on the side load
cell rail. Live load cells were initially used during this phase, but a problem
with the frame lock-outs caused a load cell to be destroyed. The lock-outs
seated in a different position, which overloaded the load cell. To prevent this
from occurringagain, the dummy load cells were installed and the lock-outs left
disengaged.
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This phase of the alignment was performed using precision bench levels,
plum bobs, a steel tape, and a surveying transit. The hydrostatic bearings
were operating. To begin this phase, the frame was centered(using the travel
stops) such that the bearings were in the middle of their travel. This would
help insure against their fouling later during the calibration. The flexures, con-
necting rods, dummy load cells, and load cell mounts were assembled prior
to their installation. The jam nuts on the flexure/connecting rod assemblies
were not tightened down. The assemblies were then installed on the rails
and leveled. The jam nuts were then tightened down. The flexures were
marked so that they could later be used as the assemblies' reference center-
lines.
For the component alignment, the thrust load cell connecting rod was used
as the reference from which the lift load cells were positioned. First, the
thrust load cell was positioned such that its flexures were undeflected. This
placed the entire assembly normal to the rear load cell rail and normal to
its connecting point on the center load cell rail. To do this, the frame's
position was adjusted using the travel stops, while the load cell's position was
adjusted by moving the mounting bracket from side to side. A reference
centerline for the force measurement system was then established through
the thrust load cell's two flexures. This was done by sighting a line, using
the surveying transit, through the plum bobs positioned over the assembly's
centerUne.
/
With the reference line established, plum bobs were located over the
centerlines marked on the lift load cells' four flexures. The plum bobs over
the two flexures nearest the center rail were set at an equal distance from
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force measurement system's reference centerline. The plum bobs positioned
over the two flexures nearest the load cells were then set at an equal distance
from the system's reference centerline. Observed from above, the plum bob
lines formed a trapezoid. Measurements were then taken between the plum
bob lines using a steel tape. With this information, the load cells' positions
were adjusted until the lines over the flexures formed a rectanglewhich was
parallel to the reference centerline. This placed the lift load cell connecting
rods parallel to one another and perpendicularto the thrust load cell connecting
rod.
After the component alignment was completed the frame's position was
locked in place with the travel stops. All the load cell and mounting bracket
positions were marked using tool makers die and a scribe. By marking
these positions, the live gauges could to be installed in place of the dummy
load cells without changing the force measurement system's alignment. A
positioning accuracy of _0.1588 cm (i0.0625 in.) was attained using these
methods.
The use of the plum bobs and surveying transit during this phase
was both cumbersome and timing consuming. The positioning accuracy
was also less than desired. One way to improve the alignment procedure
would be to develop precision jigs to aid in the process. These jigs
would be used to quickly and accurately position the connecting rod as-
semblies. Better control over the positioning would be obtained by in-
corporating adjustment screws into the design of the load cell mounting
hardware.
S-_
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4.4.3. Load Cell Installation.
Beforeinstallingtheloadcells,thehydrostaticbearingsupplyand scavenge
pumps wereturnedon. The framewas heldinpositionby thetravelstop
blocks.The loadcells'outputwas carefullymonitoreduringthisphase
to reducethechanceof theirbeingoverstressed.The flexures,connecting
rods,loadcells,and loadcellswereassembled,withouttighteningthejam
nuts,priorto theirinstallationon therails.The assemblieswerethenin-
stalledon therails,finalpositioningadjustmentsmade,and thejam nuts
lockeddown. Carewas takenwhen installingthe assembliesand tighten-
ingthejam nutssothattheloadcellsand flexureswerenottorqued.The
S_ mounting bracket bolts were finger tightened to hold the assemblies in posi-
tion.
Prior to the final tightening of the mounting bracket bolts the travel
stops were gapped to 0.015 cm (0.006 in.) Because the mounting brackets
were shimmed, loads were introduced into the load cells as the bolts were
tightened. Gapping the travel stops allowed the frame to move as the bolts were
tightened which helped prevent overstressing the cells. As another precaution
to protect the load cells during their installation, the bolts werealways torqued
such that the force was applied perpendicular to the load cells' sensitive
axis.
The original intent was to perform the fine adjustment of the align-
ment of the force measurement system using the load cells as the align-
ment instrument. This would be accomplished by individually loading each
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cell and adjusting its position until a maximum load reading was obtained
while minimizing any moments or off axis loads. Difficulties with the
load cells, explained in Chapter 5, prevented this phase from being com-
pleted.
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Chapter 5
Force Measurement System Calibration:
Procedures and Results
(
The purpose of calibrating the force measurement system was to deter-
mine the accuracy with which simulator calibrations can be performed. This
be done by placing known loads on the metric frame and compar-
ing them with the resulting load cell output. This comparison between
the forces applied and those sensed shows any basic tares or mechani-
cal intera_,tions inherent to the design of the force mea,_Irement _st_Tn.
This calibration was conducted to validate that the for_e measurement
system could perform force calibrations within the required accuracy of
±0.05%.
To evaluate the system'serrors,a piecewisetest plan was developed
for the calibrationof the PSCL's force measurementsystem. This was
done in an effort to determinethe individualcontributionsto the overall
system error. This will help in later directing any efforts for improving
/
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the system to the areas where the most benefit will be realized. Also, by
using this method, any unexpected increase or decrease in the error could
be used to identify any problems with the calibration procedures or equip-
ment.
Dead weight testing of the force measurement system was selected as the
method of applying the known loads to the metric frame. Other methods of
applying the loads, such as using hydraulic actuators, were considered but dis-
carded. The overriding factors favoring the use of weights were their inherent
simplicity, physical stability(their properties are not effected by time, tempera-
ture,etc.), availability, and accuracy.
Figure 5.1 shows the set up used for the calibration of the force
measurement system. The basic concept is to place known loads on the metric
frameusing a dead weight/pulley/cable arrangement. To better simulate the con-
ditions expected duringa simulator calibration, the loads wereappliedin the same
horizontal plane as the simulators will be mounted. This allowed any effects of
the off axis loads produced by the simulators to be taken into account during
the calibration. As mentioned in Section 4.2.5, there are fifteen(15) possible
positions to place the two lift axis load cells. This will allow the setup of the
force measurement system to be tailored to best fit the needs of each particular
simulator calibration. For the initial calibration of the metric frame, the load cells
were positioned as shown in Figure 5.2. The serial numbersof the load cells are
shown in their respective positions in the figure. 222 N (50 lb) capacity load cells
were used in all three load cell positions because of their ability to discern small
forces.
6_
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Figure 5.1: Calibration Setup for the Force Measurement System
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Figure 5.2: Load Cell Positions for the Initial Calibration
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5.2. Calibration Equipment
L2.1. Te.t Hardware.
Figure 5.1 shows the test hardware used to apply the calibration loads to
the force measurement system. Cables are attached to the metric frame at
the load beam and are run over the pulleys to the weight pans. As weight
is placed on the pans, the load is transmitted through the cables to the
force measurement system. The test hardware has been designed to provide a
convenient setup to perform the calibration. Pulley positions are provided so
_ that both forces and moments to can be applied to the metric frame during
calibrations.
5.2.1.1. Weights
All weights used in the calibrationof the forcemeasurementsystem werefirst
calibrated by the Materials and Test Engineering Branch(EEM) at ARC. Each
weight was calibrated to an accuracy of i0.044 N (+0.01 lb) using standards
traceable to the National Bureau of Standards.
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_ 5.2.1.2. Load Rails(Thrust and Lift)
The load rails, shownin Figure 5.1, supportthe pulleys duringthe calibration.
The rafts are bolted to support blocks which are in turn welded to the vacuum
tank.
The lift load rafts(Figure 5.3), which are angle beams, have pulley stations
at 0.3 m (1 ft) increments which correspond to the load cell positions. This
allows the lift load cells to be loaded directly in line. The lift load raft
design also allows off axis loads to be applied at 0.3 m (1 ft) increments.
Horizontal slots in the beams permit the rafts to be adjusted from side to
side on the support bolts. Once the lift load rails are aligned with respect
(_ to the load cell rails, they can be locked down and subsequent alignment is
unnecessary.
The thrust raft(see Figure 5.4) is an I beam positioned across the front of
the vacuum tank. Because its position decreases access to the tank, the thrust
rail is not a permanent tank fixture. The thrust load rail is brought into the
tank using the vacuum tank's crane, placed on its support blocks, and aligned
priorto each calibration. The thrust raft, like the side rails, has horizontal slots
to allow it to be adjusted from side to side. The thrust rail has three pulley
stations, one directly in line with the thrust load cell, and one on either side at a
0.3 m (1 ft) spacing. The offset stations can be used for placing moments on the
frame.
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Figure _.3: Lift Load Raft
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Figure 5.4: Thrust Load Rail
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5.2.1.3. Load Beamand Support Frame
The calibration loads are applied to the force measurement system at the
load beam. The beam is mounted on the metric frame in a manner similar
to that used to mount the wind tunnel stings. The load beam has one
centerline cable attachment point for loading the thrust load cell, and side
attachment points spaced 0.3 m (1 ft) apart which correspond to the lift load
cell stations. The support frame has screws in the bottom and sides of the
load beam cradle so that the position of the beam can be adjusted. The
frame also adds stiffness to the load beam for loading higher capacity lift load
cells.
f
5.2.1.4. Pulleys
The pulleys used in the calibrationwere designed around precisionmachined
double row bearings. These high quality bearings were employed to reduce the
hysteresis introducedinto the calibration by the test hardware. The base of each
pulley has slots where the pulley is bolted to the load rail(seeFigure 5.5) to allow
vertical adjustment of the pulley's height.
5.2._. Data Aequidtion System.
Because the PSCL's data acquisition system was not yet operational, the sig-
nal conditioning, amplification, and data acquisition was performed by the control
and data acquisition system used for the CMAPS. This system, seen in Figure 5.6,
-.
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Figure5.5:CalibrationPulley
7O
5.ForceMeasurementSystemCalibration: 5.2.2.Data AcquisitionSystem
Figure 5.6: CMAFS Control System (ref. 5)
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had all the hardware needed to perform the calibration,but requiredmodifications
to the system's software for it to be used as a stand alone data acquisition sys-
tem.
The CMAPS Control System has 30 channels of signal conditioning and
amplification. The transducer conditioners supply the excitation voltage for
the load cells. The differential amplifiers furnish the amplification and filtering
of the output signal. The analog to digital converter transforms the analog
output signal to digital form so that the minicomputer can acquire and store
the data. The following paragraphs describe the system's hardware and
software.
I
5.2.2.1. Transducer Conditioner
Voltage excitation for the load cells was provided by Pacific Precision
series 80A Transducer Conditioners. The transducer conditioners can be used
to excite, balance, and calibrate 1, 2, and 4 active arm transducers need-
ing constant current excitation and 4 active arm transducers needing con-
stant voltage excitation. The load cells, which fall into the later category,
had an excitation voltage of 10 VDC for the calibration. Each con-
ditioner has a balancing potentiometer built in so that any bridge out-
put offset can be zeroed. The conditioner also has two precision shunt
resistors(10k Ohm and 75k Ohm) built in that can be used for calibrating the
transducers.
7_
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5.2.2.2. Differential Amplifier
Signal amplification for the load cells was provided by Pacific Precision
series 70A differential data amplifiers. The amplifiers have ten selectable
power gain steps of 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100, 200, 500, and 1000. A
gain of 200 was used for the load cells. The amplifiers have nine selec-
table filter bandwidths of 1, 3, 10, 30, 300, lk, 3k, and 10k. A 1 hertz
filter was used on the load cell signal. A relay is built into the amplifiers
which allows the channel inputs to be shorted to check the amplifiers for
drift.
5.2.2.3. Analog-to-Digital Converter
The CMAPS Control System uses an Analogic ANDS5400 analog-to-
digital(A/D) and digital-to-analog(D/A) converter to perform its data ac-
quisition and engine control functions. For the force measurement sys-
tem calibration, the A/D converter transformed the analog transducer sig-
nals to digital so that they could be acquired and stored by the minicom-
puter.
5.3.2.4. Minicomputer
The minicomputer used for the CMAPS Control System consists of a
Data General(DG) Eclipse S/140 central processor, a fixed disc subsystem, a
9 track magnetic tape subsystem, a printer, and a C1RT.The Eclipse S/140
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central processor(which performs all the data acquisition, health monitoring,
and control for the engines) has 64k words of MOS memory and floating
point hardware. The 12.5 Mbyte fixed disc subsystem is used to store
system software and data. The 9 track magnetic tape subsystem can be
used to load software onto the system or dump data so that it can be
stored or processed elsewhere. Data monitoring as well as system program-
ing and other system input are performed with the printer and CRT dis-
play.
5.2.2.5. System Software
..... The CMAPS Control System is designed to provide the user control over
two CMAPS, and furnish engine health monitoring and emergency shut-down.
The system also has the capability to acquire CMAPS performance data and
transfer this data to the computers of the NASA-ARC Wind Tunnel Data
Acquisition System and output it to a printer. In acquiring the CMAPS
data two scans of the 128 available data channels are taken. The first
of these scans is discarded(it contains transients from the A/D converter),
while the second scan is transferred to the ARC data acquisition system
and/or sent to the line printer. No other provisions are made to store the
data
Modifications to the system software, initiated for this test, provide the
user a much more flexible means of acquiring data. The new software, detailed
in Reference 6, allows the user to specify at random which channels are to
be acquiredand storedon theharddisc.Multiplesamples(from1 to 9999)
5. Force Measurement System Calibration: 5.3. Calibration Sequence and Results
can be specified to be averaged for a given test condition. Multiple data
points can also be specified. For example, the user can request that three(3)
data points of 500 samples each be taken for a test condition of a 22 N (5
lb) load on the thrust load cell. The user can also input the value for the
applied test condition to be stored in the raw data file. Figure 5.7 shows
an example of a raw data file taken during the force measurement system
calibration.
The data acquisition system also provides automatic control over the calibra-
tion features built into the signal conditioners and amplifiers. The system can
be used to automatically switch in the shunt resistors in the conditioners or the
input short relayson the amplifiers.
(_, The raw data files were stored on the fixed disc subsystem during the data
runs and then transferred to the magnetic tape using the 9 track magnetic tape
subsystem. The raw data files were then transferred via the magnetic tape to a
Digital Equipment Corporation(DEC)VAX 11/780 for data reduction and plot-
ting.
5.8. C8/ibrstion Sequenee and Results
The test sequence for this initial 'calibration was designed so that the
effects of the individual contributions to the total system error could be deter-
mined. This is done by building up the elements piece by piece which are
expected to effect the force data. The loading schedule for each sequence(the
number and order in which the loads were placed on the gauges) is given.
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Figure 5.7: Raw Calibration Data File
BAROHETER=14.698 NUMCHNL= q MSAMP= 50 MDATA= 3
ANALOGDATA SCAN
TIME 13:49:19
DATE 4/27/84
TEST CONDITION : I
DATA POINT= 1
CHNL RAW SIGNAL ID ENGR UNITS CONV APPLIED CONDITION
13 1597 PP6 0.2q1911E 2 O.5OOOOE 2 O. qO6OOOE 1 (POUNDS )
15 -4 PP8 0.335519E 0 0.50000E 2 O,O00000E 0 (POUNDS )
18 -4455 PP11 0.731103E 2 0.19960E -2 O.O000OOE 0 (DEGREES )
34 -2 PP21 O, O00000E 0 O,50000E 2 O, O00000E 0 (POUNDS )
DATA POINT= 2
CHNL RAW SIGNAL ID ENGR UNITS CONV APPLIED CONDITION
13 1597 PP6 O,2q1911E 2 0.50000E 2 O.qO6OOOE ! (POUNDS )
15 -4 PP8 0.335519E 0 0.50000E 2 O.O00000E 0 (POUNDS )
18 -4455 PP11 0_731103E 2 0.19960E -2 O.O00000E 0 (DEGREES)
3q -2 PP21 O. O00000E 0 O,50000E 2 O.O00000E 0 (POUNDS )
DATA POINT= 3
CHNL RAW SIGNAL ID ENGR UNITS CONV APPLIED CONDITION
13 1597 PP6 0,2_1911E 2 0.50OOOE 2 0.406000E 1 (POUNDS )
15 -4 PP8 0.335519E 0 0.50000E 2 O.O00000E 0 (POUNDS )
18 -4q55 PP11 0.731103£ 2 0.19960E -2 O.OOO00OE 0 (DEGREES)
3q -2 PP21 O,O00000E 0 0.500ODE 2 O. O000OOE 0 (POUNDS )
r
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The results of these calibrations are presented at the end of each subsec-
tion.
Prior to the calibration,all of the calibrationfixtures werebe aligned with the
force measurement system using the Surveyingtechniques described in Chapter
4. Misalignment of the calibration loads with respect to the load cells results
in a lost of the load sensed by the load cells. This relation was discussed
in section 4.3.1. It is important that the errors due to the misalignment of
the calibrating loads not be attributed to the force measurement system. For
, thisreasoncarewas"takentoalignthecalibrationl adswithin-_0.07938cm
(-4-0.03125in.)
5.3.1. Load Cell Calibration.
Before the calibration of the metric frame, each of the load cells was
calibrated individually. This allowed the load cells' characteristics, free
of errors associated with the force measurement system, to be determined.
Calibrations were performed to determine the nonlinearity, hysteresis, non-
repeatability, and sensitivity of the load cells. Calibrations were con-
ducted at different temperatures to determine the load cells' temperature
sensitivity. A check was also made of the load cells' creep characteris-
tics.
Figure 5.8 shows the arrangemen_used in these calibrations. Flexures were
placed on either side of the load cell to insure that the load was directly in
line with the load cell and that no side loads were being applied. The entire
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Figure 5.8: Load Cell Calibration
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5.ForceMeasurement System Calibration: 5.3.1,Load CellCalibration
assembly was hung from the load beam, which was installed on the metric
frame.
A resistance calibration was performed prior to the load cell calibration.
This is done by shunting across the negative excitation and negative signal
leads of the load cell bridge with a precision resistor and monitoring how this
simulated change in load effects the output. Later calibrations can then be
referencedto this one by simply ratioing the resistance calibration results from
the new test to the resistance calibrations for this test. A detailed explanation
of the use of resistance calibrations can be found in references 2, 5, and
7.
The loadingscheduleforthe loadcellcalibrationsconsistedof a series
! i
of 21 and 11 pointcalibrations.For a 21 pointcalibration,theloadcellis
loadedup and down scaleinincrementsof1/10thofthe loadcell'sfullscale
Capaclty.For a 222N (50Ib)loadcell,thiswouldmean thatloadingincrements
of 22 N (5 Ib)would be used. An 11 pointcalibrationsimplyusesloading
incrementsof 1/Sthof the cell'sfullscalecapacity.21 pointand 11 point
calibrationsarethemost commonly usedby calibrationlaboratoriesat Ames.
The 21 pointloadingisusuallyselectedforthe initialcalibrationsto build
confidence that the gauge's behavior is being fully investigated. After the gauge
is proved not to have any unexpected deviations, an 11 point calibration is
used.
By loading both up and down scale the nonlinearity and hysteresis of the
load cells is discovered. Nonlinearity is defined as the maximum deviation
that the readings have from a linear fit placed through the load cell output.
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The hysteresis is defined as the maximum deviation between readings for the
same load, one being taken on the upscale loading and the other taken on
the downscale loading. Figure 5.9 graphically illustrates these definitions.
One 21 point and four 11 point calibrations were performed at a constant
temperature to determine each cell's nonrepeatability. The nonrepeatability is
defined as the maximum variation of the load cell's output for the same load
between the five calibrations. Five calibration cycles were performed to gain
greater confidence in the calibration data. The total error is calculated by sum-
ruingthe load cell's nonrepeatability and nonlinearity. 11 point calibrationswere
performed at various temperatures to determine each load cell's change in sen-
S _ sitivity due to the change in temperature. A full scale load was placed on the load
cells and the voltage output monitored over time to determine the cell's creep
characteristics.
The individual performance characteristics of the load cells, as deter-
mined in the calibrations, are summarized in Figure 5.10. For reference,
the required performance specifications are also listed in the figure. The
average sensitivity is simply the average of the slopes of the least squares
linear fits placed through the five calibration cycles performed on each
of the load cells. Whenever a value is based on full scale(F.S.), this
refers to the load cell's rated output as calculated using the average sen-
sitivity. The creep value is based on the amount the load cell output
varied under a constant full scale load 20 minutes after the load was ap-
plied.
8O
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Figure 5.9: Load Cell Calibration Curve;Error Description
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Figure 5.10: Results of Load Cell Calibrations
LOADCELL SPEC, IS/N2228S/N 2229 S/N 2230
AVERAGESENSITIVITY(mV/N@54.4°C) 0.1353090.1359850,136082
NONREPEATABILITY(%F.S. @ 54,4° C) +_0,01 +_0,200 +_0,125 +_0,248
CREEP(%F.S.@ 54,4°C_after20 min) 0,06 0,253 0,214 0,236
TEMPERATURESENSITIVITY(%F,S./°C) 0.0029 0.049 0.054 0.068
HYSTERESIS(F.S,@ 54.4°C) 0,04 0_028 0.084 0.051
NONLINEARITY(%F.S.@ 54,4°C) +_0,03 +_0.016 +_0,046 +_0,026
8_
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The initiaload cellcalibrationsrevealedsome unexpectedproblems.
Although they met, or came closeto meetingmost of theirperformance
specifications,theloadcellsperformedbadlyintwo areas.The loadcellswere
verysensitivetotemperaturechanges,and hada veryhighcreeprate.Figure5.1i
showsS/N 2229'stemperaturebehaviorandFigure5.12showsitscreepbehavior.
Methods were developedin an attempt to eliminatetheseproblems
from the calibrationdata. "Hot boxes_, likethe one shown in Figure
5.13,were builtto providea stabletemperature nvironmentforthe load
cells. This allowedthe temperaturesensitivityproblem to be controlled.
The load cellswere kept at a stable54.4°C (130°F)duringthe calibra-
..... tions.(
Figure 5.12demonstratesthatifthe load remainson the gauge long
enough(approximately40 min.),a stablevalueisreached.So,toeliminatethe
creepproblem,a procedurewas establishedtocreepthe loadcellsatfullscale
loadbeforeachcalibration.Justbeforeachcalibrationwas begun,theloadwas
cycledon and offthecellsfourtimes.
The data for thesecalibrationsare presentedin Appendix A in Tables
1.1-3.9.The data from the shuntcalibrationscan alsobe found in Table
4 of Appendix A. A samplesizeof 50 valueswas averagedforeach data
point.
Creepingthe gaugesbeforeeach calibrationcycleimprovedthe accuracy
obtainedduringthe individualloadcellcalibrations.Without creepingthe
loadcellsbeforeeachcalibrationcycle,higherlevelsofnonrepeatabilitywould
fE_\
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Figure 5.11: Load Cell Temperature Sensitivity(SjN 2229)
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Figure5.12:Load CellCreepBehavior(S/N2229)
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Figure 5.13: "Hot Boxes" Used to Control the Load Cells' Temperature
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have been seen. The benefit of creeping the load cells is uncertain in the
later calibrations. This is because of the longer time spans over which the
data was taken for these calibrations. The load cells performed best im-
mediately after they had finished their creep and loading cycles. For the
following calibrations the creep problem appeared as higher levels of non-
repeatability.
Because the creep(seen asnonrepeatability) is so large, the maximum accuracy
of the forcemeasurement system is limited by the accuracy of the load cells and
not the errors associated with the system's design. The load cells' low accuracy
levels made it difficult to detect the small contributionsof the forcemeasurement
system's errorparameters.
( '_, The positions of the load cells in the force measurement system for the fol-
lowing calibrations were:
A ffi S/N 2229
N1 ffi S/N 2230
N2 ffi S/N 2228
$.&2. Pulley Calibration.
The pulley system was checked for hysteresis before it was used in
the force measurement system calibration. This was done by taking one
of the load cells that was calibrated as described above, and loading it
through the pulley(see Figure 5.10). Flexures were placed on either side of
the load cell and the assembly attached to the load beam. A cable was
run from the load cell over the pulley to the weight pan. The difference
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Figure 5.14: Pulley Calibration Setup
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between the in line calibration of the load cell(Subsection 5.3.1) and this
calibration was the hysteresis due to the friction in the pulley's ball bear-
ings.
The loading schedule for this calibration consisted of four 11 point calibra-
tions performed for each of the two pulleys. Performing the 11 point calibra-
tion several times gave a higher confidence that the pulley hysteresis was
repeatable.
The pulley calibrationwas conducted using load cell S/N 2229. Because the
sensitivity was not of concern,only the hysteresis and nonlinearity, the calibration
was performedat room temperature. The results of the calibrations arepresented
in Tables 5.1 and 5.2 of Appendix A.
Interestingly, loading the load cell through the pulleys does not increase
the hysteresis. In fact, the output from the upscale and downscale load-
ings are scattered fairly randomly about the least squares fit through the
data. The load cell's nonlinearity is at at approximately the same level as
in the individual load cell calibration. For pulley @1 it's _0.038%F.S. and
for pulley @2 it's -4-0.031%F.S as compared with the -Jf-0.046%F.S. found
during the individual calibration of S/N 2229. These data indicate that
the level of friction present in the pulleys is less than can be discerned
by load cells. The pulley system therefore did not effect the calibration
data.
_ 5. Force Measurement System Calibration: 5.3.3. Bearing Friction
5.3.3. Bearing Friction.
For the first stage of the force measurement system calibration, all the
wiring and air lines were disconnected from the metric frame. Only the
thrust gauge was installed in the force measurement system. With the
frame free of all wiring, the air lines, and the lift load flexures, the only
thing efl'ecting the load readings was the hydrostatic bearing friction. The
thrust cell was then loaded through a pulley positioned on the thrust load
rail.
Three 11 point calibrations were performed for the bearing friction calibra-
tion. For the calibration of the hydrostatic bearing friction, the load cell was kept
at a constant 54.4°C (130°F). A comparison of the results of this calibration with
the individual load cell calibration gives the magnitude of the hysteresis due to
the bearing friction. The results of this calibration are shown in Appendix A in
Table 6.
The hysteresis again was not a definite effect. The data is ran-
domly scattered about the linear fit for the upscale and downscale load-
inks. The reduction in hysteresis might be attributed to the vibration
of the metric frame caused by the hydrostatic bearings. The vibration
from the bearings increased the data scatter enough that the data sample
size had to be increased. The sample size for this and the follow-
ing checks had to be increased from 50 to 500 to get the data to con-
verge.
The nonlinearity measured during the bearing calibration was _0.049_F.S.
9O
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This is of the same order of magnitude as experienced during the individual
load cell calibrations. The sensitivity of load cell increased slightly above
that exhibited in the individual load cell calibration. Although this could
be due to a high point on one of the bearings, it is more likely due to the
characteristicsof the load cell. However,because the hysteresis is lower and the
nonlinearity is the same(comparedto the individual calibration of the load cell),
the effects of the bearing friction must be below the accuracy level of the load
cell.
$.3.4. Resistance Due to Flexures.
For this check, the test setup was the same as for the bearing friction,
except that the N2 gauge was installed. In this case, the thrust gauge
was effected by both the bearing friction and the resistive stiffness of the
flexures. The difference between this calibration and the bearing friction
calibration was the contribution of the flexures to the force measurement system
error.
The loading schedule for this check consisted of three 11 point loadings. The
effects of the flexure stiffnesswas also below the level of accuracy of the load cell.
For this calibration, the nonlinearitywas _0.027%F.S. and the averagesensitivity
was 0.136460mV/N (0.606976 mV/lb). No hysteresis is displayed. The data taken
during this calibration, conducted at 54.4°C (130°F), are presented in Table 7 of
Appendix A.
_ 5. Force Measurement System Calibration: 5.3.5. Mechanical Interactions
$.&$. Mechankal Interactiona
The mechanical interactions were determined in a manner similar to that
used to calibrate the wind tunnel model balances at Ames. All three gauges
were installed in the force measurement system. To determine the primary
interactions, each gauge was loaded individually through a 21 point, followed
by an 11 point calibration. By recording the output of all three gauges,
the interactions between the loaded primary gauge and the other gauges was
seen.
Next, each gauge was again loaded through an 11 point calibration, but this
time one of the other two gauges had a constant full scale load applied. This
I_'_ was repeated for all the possible load cell combinations(six total.) This gave the
combined, or secondary, loading effects.
For this and the remaining calibrations, all the load cells were kept at
130°F. Although mechanical interactions are present in the force measurement
system(see data in Tables 1.1-1.9 of Appendix B), their order of magnitude
was less than the nonrepeatability of the load cells. A definitive calibration
of these interactions was thus impossible. As in the earlier calibrations the
low accuracy of the load cells masks the effects of the mechanical interac-
tions.
The sensitivity of gauges N1 and N2 increased(Tables7.1-7.9 of Appendix
A), with no change in the hysteresis or nonlinearity. A large decrease
in sensitivity of gauge A, - 0.608%F.S. based on the uninstalled average,
was seen during this calibration. The output at maximum load for
9£
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gauge A falls considerably short of that predicted by the linear fit, in-
dicating that the frame may have been fouling on the thrust travel stop.
This was confirmed in later tests. The fouling was not detected be-
cause the data reduction was not performed until after the test setup was
changed.
$.3.6. Inltrumentation Wiring Redstanee.
Following the check for mechanical interactions, all the instrumentation
wiring was installed on the metric frame. The loading schedule consisted of two
11 point calibrationsfor each of the three gauges. Two calibrationswere made to
check the repeatability of the results. The differencebetween these calibrations
S-_ and the calibrations conducted to find the primary mechanical interactions was
the effectsof the wiring.
The rather large drop in sensitivity in the A gauge during the previous
calibration was recoveredduring this loading. The sensitivity of the NI gauge
remained the same while the N2 gauge saw another increase(see Tables 8.1-8.3
of Appendix A.) The nonlinearity and hysteresis for all the gauges remained
at or below those levels experienced in the bare calibration of the frame. The
addition of the instrumentation wiring therefore does not effect the force data.
The calibration of the wiring resistance was limited by the accuracy of the load
cells. The data for this calibration are presented in Appendix B, Tables 2.1-
2.3.
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3.3.7. Air Line Redstsace.
This check is similar to the wiring resistance check. The air lines were
connected to the metric frame. Each gauge was again loaded individually
through two 11 point calibrations. The results from this test are compared with
the wiring resistance check to determine the incremental effects the air lines
have.
The results from the air line calibration are very similar to the results of
the check of the instrumentation wiring resistance. The air lines do not effect
the force data(see Appendix A, Tables 9.1-9.3, and Appendix B, Tables 3.1-
3.3.)
NOTE: Because the safety reviewof the high pressureair system has not been
completed and the pumping plant is not operational, the following calibrations
could not be performed. They are outlined here,however, so that as these systems
become available, the force measurement system calibration can be completed.
To save time and energy, it is suggested that these checks be performed in
conjunction with the checkout of the high pressure air system and the pumping
plant.
5.3.8. Air Line Redstsaee(Pressurised sad Heated).
This test checks the results of heating and pressurizing the high pressure
air lines. For safety reasons, no one can be allowed in the vacuum tank
while the air lines are pressurized. All test runs will be made with the tank
S_ 5. Force Measurement System Calibration: 5.3.9. Flow Effects(Momentum and Impingment Tares)
door shut and clamped. This will mean that the pressure in the lines will
have to be bled off before a loading change can be made, which will making
the testing very time consuming. For this reason, it is suggested that only
a limited number of conditions be investigated. This is done to determine
if the contribution to the system error is large enough to warrant further
study.
For the first step, the air lines should be heated and pressurized to their
maximum expected operating conditions. This is done with no flow in the lines
and no load applied to the gauges. Any load sensed by the load cells will be
due to the unsymmetrical expansion of the air lines. The next step will be
to place a full scale load on the load cells and again bring the air lines up to
their maximum operating temperature and pressure. From the zero and full
f
scale points the sensitivity of the load cells under these operating conditions
can be determined. By comparing these sensitivities with those obtained in the
previoussequence, the magnitude of the heating and pressurization effectscan be
determined.
If the error is large enough to effect the accuracy of the system, correction
maps that are a function of the air line pressures and temperatureswill have to
be developed for the force readings.
$.&9. Flow Effects(Momentum and Impiagment Tares).
Because the size of the momentum tares will be a function of the airflow
through the air lines, this effect should be initially checked with the maximum
expected airflowpassingthroughthe lines. This will indicate whether the momen-
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t.um tares are large enough to require further investigation. One method of per-
forming this check is to simply route the airflow from the inlet and drive air
lines back out of the vacuum tank through bleed air lines. Any force sensed
by the load cells would be a consequenceof the air momentum not crossing the
metric break at a right angle, ff the tares are large enough to degrade the force
measurement system's accuracy, the piping will either have to be adjusted to
eliminate the tares or the tares will need to be documented as a function of the
line airflow.
An operational check of the exhaust extractors will have to be made
to determine if there is any imping_aent of the exhaust flow on the metric
frame. To perform this check, a nozzle should be installed in the tank
just as it would during a calibration. Tufts should be put on the nozzle,
the exhaust extractors, and the rear portion of the metric frame so that
any flow disturbances can be seen. The nozzle should be run from zero
to its maximum operating airflow to check the extractor's efficiency over
the nozzle's entire operating range. The load cell signals should also be
monitored to determine the magnitude of the signal perturbations caused by the
exhaust.
$.3.10. Vacuum Effects.
The effects of ambient pressure variations on the load cell output can be
determined during the pumping plant checkout. This is done with a no load
condition on the force measurement system. The load cell output is recorded
and checked for variations over the pressure operating range of the vacuum
/f-'_
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tank.
5.3.11. Standard Nozzle Calibration.
Ultimately, the quality of the PSCL will be judged by its ability
to reproduce the performance characteristics of known reference nozzles.
This must be done over the ranges of thrust, mass flow, and pressure
ratio at which the PSCL is expected to operate. For the proof test
of the PSCL as a calibration facility, several standard nozzles should be
calibrated. The calibration of these reference nozzles(such as the ASME
standards) will demonstrate the accuracy of the laboratory. They should
be calibrated again periodically to check for changes in PSCL's perfor-
mance.
5.4. Calibration Summary
Because the accuracy of the load cells' was so low, the performance limits
of the calibration equipment and methods, and the force measurement system
could not be defined. However,some conclusions about their performancecan be
made.
The equipment and methods developed for the calibration of the PSCL's
force measurement system were convenient and easy to use. The equipment
did not add any detectable hysteresis or misalignment error to the calibration
data.
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The effects of the hydrostatic bearings, flexures, instrumentationwiring, and
the air lines are below the level of accuracy obtainable with the laboratory's
present load cells. This is indicated by the comparable or lower levels of non-
linearity and hysteresis shown by the load cells, between their installed and
. uninstalled performance. In fact, the vibration of the hydrostatic bearings
seems to have eliminated the gauges' hysteresis. The increases in the sen-
sitivity of gauges between the uninstalled and installed calibrations have no
physical meaning. The increasescan more than likely be attributed to the non-
repeatability of the load cells and not to the design of the force measurement
system.
Mechanical interactions are present, but their order of magnitude is quite
small. Using load cells with higher accuracies, these interactions could be
calibrated, allowing them to be taken into account.
While the fact that the system errors are too small to be detected by the
load cells is good, it does not validate the force measurement system's design.
The system errors could still be above the i0.05%F.S, accuracy required for
the force calibrations of propulsion simulators. To obtain a realistic idea of the
accuracy of the force measurement system will require that these calibrations
be repeated using higher accuracy load ceils. The calibrations described in
Subsections 5.3.8 through 5.3.11 will also have to be performed. The equipment
and procedures validated in this project should be used to perform these
calibrations.
An accuracy level can be stated for the force measurement system from
the data taken during these calibrations. The accuracy is, however, mainly a
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function of the load cells' characteristics and not those of the force measure-
ment system. The accuracy obtainable with the present system is the sum
of the nonrepeatability and nonlinearity for the individual gauges over all the
calibrations. The worst case is for gauge Nx. It limits the system accuracy to
_0.826%F.S.
!
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Chapter 6
Recommendations
6.1. Introduction
/ _ Having completed the operational checkout and initial calibration of
the force measurement system, recommendations for improvements and fu-
ture investigations can be made. The system improvements are broken
into two groups. The first, operational improvements, contains recom-
mendations to make the alignment and calibration process safer and more
efficient. The second, accuracy improvements, has suggestions for hardware
and methods that will improve the accuracy of the force measurement sys-
tem.
6.2. OperationalImprovements
Overall, the force measurement system and the calibration equip-
ment operated well. However, several improvements can be made which
I00
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will increase the accuracy and decrease the time spent aligning the force
J
measurement system and the calibration equipment. Improvements can be
made to protect the load cells from being overstressed. Additional equip-
ment is also needed to make the individual load cell calibrations more
efficient.
It is recommended that fine controls for adjusting the position of the
load cell mounts and pulleys be developed. Better control over the horizon-
tal and vertical position of the load cell mounts and the pulleys would im-
prove the accuracy with which the force measurement system and the calibra-
tion equipment is aligned. Eliminating the cumbersome methods presently
used could reduce the time required for setup and alignment by up to
r_ 25%.
The fouling of gauge A during the calibration of the force measure-
ment system's mechanical interactions demonstrated the need for a warning
system(mentioned in Subsection4.26) to be developed. The mechanismsfor warn-
ing that the travel stops are fouling will alert operators to problemssuch as over-
load conditions. They will also help prevent data from being taken while the
frame is fouling.
Changes should be made to improve the operation of the frame lockout
system. To prevent damage to any more load cells(see Subsection 4.4.2), two
of the four lockouts have been removed from the system. Using only two
lockouts, the frame will still be secured and there is a better chance that
the frame will always lock out in the same position. To test this theory,
high capacity load cells should be installed in the force measurement system,
I01
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and the lockouts released and engaged several times. If the output from
the load cells remains constant, the frame is locking out in a consistent
position.
Additional equipment is needed to support the ongoing load cell calibrations.
During the individual calibrations the equipment available could support only
two simultaneous load cell calibrations. It is recommended that a calibration
stand be developed that can be used outside the vacuum tank, so that the
tank can be freed for more important tasks. The stand should accomodate
four or more load cells, so that the time consuming creep checks can conducted
on several load cells at one time. Each load cell station would have all the
electrical hookups needed. Additional weights will also be required to perform
several load cell calibrations at one time. These equipment improvements could
reduce the time required for the individual load cell calibrations by 33%to
50%.
6.3. Aceuruy Improvements
The accuracy of the force measurement system will be improved most
by replacing the present load cells. The desired accuracy of -_-0.05%F.S.
for force measurements is not obtainable with the present load cells. It
is recommended that several manufacturers be contacted in the effort to
select the new load cells. Suggested sources include Interface Inc., Ormond
Inc., and Saber Corp. A competitive calibration program should be set
up using demonstrator load cells from each manufacturer. The replace-
ment load cells will be those which perform best during the demonstra-
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tion calibrations. Identical procedures should be used for each calibra-
tion.
Precision alignment jigs should be developed for installing the load cell
hardware. These jigs would insure that the lift force connecting rods are
parallel to one another and that they are perpendicular to that thrust force
connecting rod. This would greatly simplify the the installation of the load
cell hardware. These jigs would have to be adjustable to accomodate various
force measurement system configurations. Using the jigs to align the force
measurement system could provide a time saving of at least 50%. The
accuracy with which the alignment is performed could be improved by 33%to
50%.
r_ After the new load cells have been installed using the precision alignmentjigs,
the system should be checked for interactions. The interactions should be zeroed
out using the fine position controls on the load cell mounts to adjust the positions
of the load cells.
Even with new load cells the temperature effects will still need to be taken
into account. One solution is to calibrate the gauges at various tempera-
tures and then correct the force measurement system data using these calibra-
tions. An easier approach is to develop a Temperature Control Unit(TCU)
to keep the cells at a constant temperature. The TCU temperature should
be set higher than the maximum tank temperature(about 48.9° C (120°
F.))
The TCU is similar in concept to the "hot boxes" mentioned in Chapter
5, but would be much more compact. Once the load cell is installed in the
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TCU, theycouldbe moved as a unit.Thiswouldsimplifytheindividual
calibrationsofthegaugesandtheirinstallationintheforcemeasurementsystem.
Each TCU shouldhaveprovisionsforelectricalhook-upto thepowerforits
heatingelement,loadcellexcitationa dsignal,and theloadcelltemperature
instrumentation.
6.4.FutureInvestigations
Becausethe low accuracyof the loadcellsmaskedthe characteristics
of the forcemeasurementsystem,the calibrationsperformed uringthis
projectmustbe repeated.Theseshouldbe done afterhigheraccuracyload
cellshavebeenpurchasedforthelaboratory.The taresdue to thebear-
ings,flexures,instrumentationwiring,and airlinesand themechanicalin-
teractionsshouldthenbe determinedusingthemethodsoutlinedinChapter
5.
To completethecalibrationoftheforcemeasurementsystem,thefollowing
calibrations(asoutlinedinChapter5)mustalsobeperformed:
• AirLineResistance(PressurizedandHeated)
• FlowEffects(MomentumTaresandExhaustImpingment)
• VacuumEffects
• StandardNozzleCalibration
Itisrecommendedthatthesecalibrationsbe performedinconjunctionwith
thecheckoutof thefacility'shighpressureairsystemand pumpingplant.
S_ 6. Recommendations 6.4. Future Investigations
This will reduce the manhours and equipment run times required for the
calibrations.
After the first three of these calibrationsare completed, the methods for cor-
recting any errorsin the forcedata need to be developed. Variouscheck forcesand
moments should be placed on the frame to verify that these correctionroutines
properly calculate the loads. Once the loads are adequatelypredicted, the stan-
dard nozzle calibrationcan begin.
The results from the standard nozzle calibration are very important. The
quality of the laboratory as a whole will be judged by this calibration. The
information from this calibration will be used to document the accuracy
levels that can be obtained in the PSCL. The nozzles should be calibrated
/-'_ again periodically to check for any changes in the laboratory's characteris-
tics.
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APPENDIXA
GE_ISC_ LgAD CELL
MOP kaU-50
S/N 2228
EXCIT&T12Neg.90 VDC
DATEs 4/17/_4
TI"E; ]5s23129
TEMPI 130 F
BAROe 14.7t PSI
FIRST & SECOMD CYCLE
Coefficients C(1) ..... C(O_I 6.0153963£-01 6_6670459E-04
Point lb mY Calculated mV Devlstion eV 1
1 4.090000 2.458500 2.460964 0.002464
2 9.090000 5.467100 5.468662 0.00156_
] 14.090000 8.472800 8,47636_ 0.003560
4 19,090000 11.479900 11.4A4058 0,00415B
5 24.090000 I4.488600 14.4Q17S6 0.003156
6 29.090000 17.497300 17.4Q9455 0.002155
7 34.090000 20.506000 20.50715] 0.001153
8 39.090000 23.516200 23.5148_l -0,001349
9 44.090000 26.520300 26.52254Q 0.002249
10 49,090000 29.529000 29.530247 0.001247
11 54.090000 32.536200 32.5_7Q4_ 0.001745
12 49.090000 29.$30500 29.53_47 -0.000253
13 44.090000 _6.523300 26.527549 -0.000751
14 39.0900n0 23,517700 _3.5t4851 -0.002849
15 34.090000 20.507500 20.5071_3 -0.000347
16 29.09_000 17.501900 17.40Q455 -0.002445
17 24.090000 14.491700 14.491756 0.000056
18 19,090000 11.484500 11.4R40_B -0.000442
IQ 14.090000 8.477400 8.476360 -0.001040
20 9.090900 5.470200 5.46R662 -0.001538
21 4.090000 2.463000 2.4_0964 -0.002036
22 14.090000 8.477400 8.476360 -0,001040
23 24.090000 14.491700 14.491756 0.000056
24 34.090000 20.509000 20.507153 -0.001847
25 44.090000 26.523300 26.572549 -0.000751
26 54.090000 32.537700 32.537945 0.000245
27 44.090000 26.523300 26.5_549 -0.00075t
28 34.090000 20.509000 20.5071_3 -0.001847
29 24.090000 14.493200 14.4€1756 -0.001444
30 14.090000 8.477400 8.476360 -0.001040
31 4.090000 2.463000 2.460964 -0.002036
RMS Deviation= 0.00033045 mV
-, A,1 -
TkBb{ 1.2
GENISCO LOAD CELL
WOD kWU-50
S/N 222@
[XCI_ATIDN=9.9@ VDC
DATE= 41171@4
YIM_t 15:23:29
TEWP; 130 P
BARD: 14.71 PSI
FIRST CYCLE
Coe_£elents C(I) ..... C(0_: 6.0154824[-01 -7.237115S[-0S
Point lbs mV CalcUlated mV Deviation mY 1
! 4.090000 2.451500 2°460261 0,001761
2 9.090000 5.667100 5.46g00_ 0.000902
3 14.090000 R.472800 g.475743 0.002943
4 19.090000 11.479900 11.483485 0°00358S
S 24.090000 14,48_600 14,4q1226 0,002626
6 29.090000 17.497300 17.498967 0,001667
7 34.090000 20,S06000 20.50670g O,O0070B
8 39.090000 23.516200 23.514449 -0.00175t
9 44.090000 26.520300 26.522101 0.001891
10 49°_900_0 29.529000 29.5_9932 0.000932
11 54,090000 32.536200 32.537673 0.001473
12 49.09000n 2q.530500 29.5_g032 -0.00056_
13 44.090000 26.523300 26._271_1 -0.001109
14 3q.090000 23.517700 23.514449 -0.003251
15 34.090000 20.507500 20._0_70g -0.000792
16 2q._90000 17.501900 17.4_9967 -0.002933
17 24,_90000 14.491700 14.491226 -0.000474
18 19.)90000 11.4_4500 11.4_34B_ -0,001015
19 14.0g0000 _.47740_ 8.47_743 -0.001657
20 9.090000 5.470200 5.4_e0_ -0.00219@
21 4.09000_ 2.463000 2.460261 -0.002739
RR6 Dev_at2onl 0.00043373 mV
TABLE 1.3
GENZSCD LOAD CELL
_OD AWU-50
6/N 2228
EXCZT_TION=9o98 VDC
DATEI 4/17/84
TINEI 15Z39128
TEMPI 130 F
EARO_ 14.71 PSI
SECDND CYCLE
Coefficients C(1) ..... C(O)s 6.0151242E-01 2.5319468E-O3
Point lb mV Csleulsted IV Oevlstlon mV )
1 4.090000 2.463000 2.462718 -0.000282
2 14.090000 8.4?7400 8.477842 0.000442
) 24.090000 14.491700 14.492966 0.001266
4 34.090000 20.509000 20.508090 -0.000910
5 44.090000 26.523300 26.523215 -0.000085
6 54.090000 32.5)7?00 32.538339 0.000639
7 44.090000 26.523300 26.523215 -0.000085
8 34.0g0000 20.509000 20.508090 -0.000910
9 24.090000 14.493200 i4.4q2g66 -0.000234
I0 14.090000 g,477400 8.47?842 0.000442
11 4.090000 2.463000 2.46271_ -0.000282
RM3 Deviation| 0.00018819 BV
- A._ -
iTABLE 1.4
GENIg_O LO_O CELL.
_OD A#U-50 .
S/N 2228
EXC_TATI3N=9._8 VDC
DATE: 4/17/84
TIM_ 16:47:02
TE_P! 130 F
BAROI 14,70 PSI
Coef_i¢i,nts C(t) ..... CCo_1 6.oto8381[-oi 2.254898tE-01
Point lb mV Calculated mY Deviatto_ _V
! 4,090000 2.682900 2,68)923 0.001023
2 14.090000 _.695000 8.694761 -0.000239
3 24,090000 14.705700 14.705599 -0.000101
4 34,090000 20.716300 20.716437 0.000137
S 44.090000 26,726900 26.72?275 0.000375
6 54°090000 32°73?500 32.738113 0,000613
7 44,090000 26.728400 26°72?275 -0.001125
B 34.090000 20,716300 20.716437 0,000137
9 24,090000 14.705700 14,705599 -0.000101|0 14.090000 8.6q5000 8,694761 -0.000239
11 4.090000 2.604400 2.683923 -0.000477
RNS DevlB_lonl 0.00016334 _Y
. A° _ -
TABLE 1.5
GE_ISCO &OkD CELL
WOD _WU-50
$/N 2228
EXCITATIb_s9.g8 VDC
DATEz 4/18/84
TIME: 10:41:46
TEeP: 130 F
BaRO: 14.69 PSI
Coe_iclent$ C(1} ..... C(O): 6.0163329[-01 -b.S?65610[-04
Point lb mV Celculated mY Dev_etiOn mY )
1 4.090000 2.459080 2.460022 0.000942
2 14.090000 8.472530 8.47635S 0.003825
3 24,090000 14.487500 14.49268B 0,005188
4 34,090000 20,507100 20.509021 0,001921
5 44.090000 26.522000 26.525354 0.003354
6 54,0g0000 32,541599 32,541687 0,000088
7 44.090000 26,525101 26.525354 -0°002?47
8 34,090000 20.513200 20.509021 -0.004179
9 24.090000 14.496700 14,492688 -0.004012
I0 14.090000 8,478630 8,476355 -0,002275
11 4.090000 2,462130 2.460027 -0.002108
RMS OeviBElonl 0.00094522 mV
TAfLE 1.6
GENISCO LO_D CEbL
MOD _,UoSO
S/N 2228
£XCITATIONsg.98VDC
DATE2 4119/84
TIME: I0:03:36
T£qP: 130 F
8ARO: 1&.76 P$I
Coef_Ic_en_$ C(t) .... ,C(o_: 6o0349724E°01 °7.7644996£-03
Point l_s mV Caleu;sted mV Oevlstlon mV
1 4,090000 2.457B60 2.460539 0.002679
2 14.090000 8.494700 8.495512 0.000812
3 24.090000 14.530000 14.530484 0.000484
4 34.090000 20.565300 20.565456 0.000156
5 44.090000 26.59900C 26.600429 0.001429
6 54,090000 32,634300 32.6]$401 0,001101
7 44.090000 26.602100 26.600429 -0.001671
8 34.090000 2C.566800 20.565456 -0.001144
9 24,090000 14.531500 14.530484 -0.001016
10 14.090000 8.496230 8.49S512 -0.000718
11 4.090000 2.462450 2.460S39 -0.001911
RNS Devle_1on: 0.0004180_ mV
. A.O -
?ABb{ 1.7
GENISeO LOAD CELL
NOD AaU-50
$/N 2228
EXCITATI_Nw9.9_ VDC
DATE: 4/19/g4
TIW_: 12x45:43
TE_P: 85
BARQ: 14.76 PSI
Coe_£iclent$ C(t),...,C(O)i 5.9450490E-01 -1.6593764Eo02
Polnt Ibs mY CaZcUtatee mV Oevtatlon mV )
1 4,090000 2.414560 2.414931 0.00037!
2 14.090000 8.360690 8.359980 -0.000710
3 24,090000 14,306800 14,305029 -0.002771
4 34.090000 20.251400 20.25007R -0.001322
5 44.090000 26.196000 26.195127 °0.000873
6 54,090000 32.139100 32.140176 0.001076
? 44.090000 26.194500 26.195127 0.000627
8 34,090000 20.249900 20.2_00T8 0,000178
9 24.090000 ]4.303800 14.305029 0.001229
10 14,090000 8.359160 8.359980 0.000820
11 4.090000 2.414560 2.414931 0.000371
RMS Dev18_1on: 0,00029021 mV
- A,7 -
TJRLE t.6
GENI_O LOAD CELL
#OD &_IJ-50
EXC_&TTONzg.98 VOC
DATE r 4/t7t94
TIUE_ 9:09st3
TEmO! 130 P
B&R_t t4.73 PSI
_PPLZE_ LOAD • 54.0_ _
_baPSED OUTPUT
YIUE_SECI mV
FIRST CYCLE
o o=49ooo=
92 0,325069_02
401 0,_25373E+02
690 0,!25526E?02
918 0,325587E_02
_219 0,]25663E_02
159! 0_325663E_02
togo 0,325693E.02
2191 0,125693r?02
2488 0,_75724E?02
2811 0,37570"E.02
3089 0,32570q[+02
3_8_ 0,3_5774_0_
36_0 0.!25693_.02
SECOND CYCL_
27_ 0_I_77S0E.0_
576 0,1_7765_+02
q74 0,3272%9_+02
1235 0,327280_?02
14_4 0_3277_5E_02
1781 O_!272R_r+_2
2074 0,327765E_02
2372 0,327265E.02
2672 0,327255_02
2972 0,327250E.02
3271 0,127250E_02
3572 0.327235E.02
THIRD CYCbE
368 0,327_35E?02
692 0,327265_02
969 0,327_35E.02
t266 0.$27265_,02
1556 0_327765_*02
1_66 0_3277_5r*02
21_5 0,3?7250[?02
2466 0,_27265r+02
2764 0,1772_0_.02
3066 0,127265[.02
3365 0_377250E*0?
3656 0.!272&5[.02
TABLE 2,1
GENTleD LOAD CELL
_00 A_U-SO
S/N 2229
[XCITkTION=9,98 VDC
DATEZ 4126184
TI_E: 13=23Z56
TE_P_ 130 F
BARO! 14,68 PSI
_IRST & SECOND CYCLES
CoefftcLent$ C(1) ..... C(O_: 6.0471717E-01 o1.t066373[-02
Point lb m¥ Calculated mV OevLa_iofl mv )
1 4.060000 2.4453S0 2.444085 "0.00129S
2 9,060000 S,452140 S_467671 0_0t5531
3 14.060000 8.4?4260 8.491257 0.01709?
4 19.060000 11.494600 11.514843 0.020243
S 24.060000 14.518200 14.538429 0.020229
6 29.060000 17,543300 17.$62014 0.018714
? 34.060000 20.56S300 20.SgS60n 0.017300
8 39.060000 23.593400 23.60918_ 0.015786
9 44.060000 26.615400 26.637?72 0.017372
10 49,060000 29,642000 29.6563Ek 0.014358
1! 54.060000 32.662500 32.6?9944 0.017444
12 49.360000 29.649600 29.6S6358 0.00675_
13 44.060000 26.632200 26.612777 0.000572
14 39.060000 23.6|4800 23.609186 -0.00S614
15 34.060000 20.591200 20.5_5600 -0.00S600
16 29,0_0000 17,569200 17.567014 -0.007t86
17 24.060000 14.545700 14.538420 -0.007271
18 19.060000 11.519100 11.5!4843 -0.004257
19 14.060000 8.495510 8.4912_7 -0.004253
20 9.060000 5.4?0450 5.467671 -0.00_77o
21 4,060000 2.443850 2.444085 0.000235
22 14.060000 8.497040 8.491257 -0.005783
23 24,060000 14.548700 14.53842Q -d.010271
24 34,060000 20.601900 20.58_600 -_ .016300
25 44°060000 26.652000 26.632772 -0.019228
26 54.060000 32.696000 32.&79944 -0.016056
27 44,060000 26.653500 26,632772 -0.02072A
28 34.060000 20,606500 20.58S600 -0,020900
29 24.060000 14,554800 14.53R4_9 - ,016371
30 14,060000 8.503140 8.4912S? *0.0118R3
3t 4.060000 2.4.49950 2.444085 -= .005B6S
RMB Devlatio_ 0,00242788 mV
. A,_ -
?IEL[ 2.2
GE_ISCO LOAD CELL
_OD A_U-S0
S/N 2229
[XCITATION_g,98 VDC
DAT£! 4/26/84
TIN[! 13:2):56
TEMp! t30 F
BARO: 14,68 P$1
fIRST CYCLE
Coefficients C(1) ..... C(01S 6.0454945E-01 -13220084[-02
Point lb mV Caleu]ated mV Deviation mY
! 4.060000 2.445380 2.4412Sl -0.004129
2 9,060000 5._52140 5.463q98 0.011858
3 14060000 8.474160 8.486745 0.012585
4 19,,060000 11.494600 11.S09492 0.014892
5 24 060000 14.518200 14.537240 0,014040
6 29.060000 17.543300 17.554987 0.011687
7 34.060000 20.568300 20,577734 0.009434
8 39.060000 23.593400 23,600481 0.007081
9 44.060000 26.615400 26.623229 0.007829
10 49.060000 29.642000 29.645976 0.003976
11 S4,060000 32.662500 32.668723 0.006223
12 49.060000 29.649600 29.645976 -0,003624
13 44.060000 26.632200 26.62_229 -0,008971
14 39.060000 23.614800 23.600481 -0.01431_
15 34.060000 20.591200 20.57?734 °0.013466
16 29.060000 17.569200 17.S_4987 -0.014213
17 24.060000 14.54570C 14.532240 -0_013460
18 19.060000 11.519100 11.509495 -0.009608
19 14.060000 8.49S510 8.4_K74_ -0.00876S
20 9.OGO000 S.47045C S.663998 -0.006452
2! 4,060000 2.443850 2.441251 -0.002599
RMS DevJatio_l 0.00223717 mV
. A, I0 -
TABLE 2.3
GENISCD LOAD CELL
MOD A.U-50
S/_ 2229
EXCZTI?;_NRg.g8 VDC
DATE_ €126184
TZM£t 13133Z46
TE_P_ t30 P
BAROt 14.6% PST
SECOND C_CbE
Coe_J¢len[s COt) ..... COO}: 6.0506248E=01 =?.3026q06_o03
Point lb| IV Calculated sV Oevlstio_ mV
l 4.060000 2.443850 2.449251 0.005401
2 14.060000 6.497040 6.49987_ 0.002836
3 24.060000 14.548700 14.550501 0.001801
4 34.060000 20,601900 20.601125 -0,000775
5 44.060000 26.652000 26.655750 -0.000250
6 54.060000 32.696000 32.?02375 0.0063?5
7 44.060000 26.653500 2b.6_1750 -0,001750
O 34,060000 20.606500 20.60tt25 -0.005375
9 24.060000 14.554000 14.550501 -0.004299
10 14.060000 8.503140 8.499876 -0.003264
11 4,060000 2,449950 2,4492hl -0.0006_9
RMS Deviations 0.00108A38 _V
- A.11 -
T_RLE 2.4
GENIS_O LOkD CELL
#OD AWU-SO
8/N 2229
EXCITkTIO_sg.98 YDC
n&TEI 4/26/_4
TXNE; 14130t17
?E_P! 130 r
5ARO! 14,67 PSI
Coefficients C(I) ..... C(O_s 6.0396382£-01 -2.82ss365[-02
point los mY Calculsted gv Devlst{on my
! 4.060000 2.418280 2.42383_ o.oosssR
2 14.060000 g.4Se660 g.461476 0.004916
3 24.060000 14.496000 14.S03t!4 0.0071t4
4 34.060000 20.537900 20,S42?S? 0,004952
S 44.060000 26.S79eO0 26.Sg239t 0.002591
6 54,060000 32.617100 32.62202g 0.004929
7 44.060000 26.587400 26.582391 -O.OOSOOq
fl 34.060000 20.551600 20.542752 -O.OOgE48
9 24.060000 14.511200 14.503114 "0.008086
10 14.060000 _.469330 8.463476 ?0,005854
11 4.060000 2.425900 2.473R3P -O.O020b_
R_S Devla_io_: 0.00174043 mV
. A.1E' .
G[_ZS:O bOAD C_LL
_OD lWU-SO
S/N 2229
[XClT_TION=9.98 VDC
DATE_ 4/2?/B4
TIM[_ t214S:52
T[_P! 130
@ARO|14.?O PSY
Coe_lctents C(1) ..... C(O): 6.0548634£o01 -2_386032g_'02
Po_et lbl mV Calculated mV Oevietton mv )
! 4.060000 2.432320 2.434454 0.002094
2 14.060000 8.484140 8.4892TR 0.00513_
] 24.060000 14.539000 14.544141 0.005141
4 34,060000 20.593900 20.sggo04 0.005104
5 44.060000 26.648?00 26.6S386B 0.00516_
6 54.060000 32.706700 32.708731 0.002031
T 44.060000 26.659400 26.6S386R o0.005532
8 34.960000 20.606100 20.S99004 -0.00?096
9 24.060000 14.551200 14.544!4t -0_007059
10 14.060000 8.493300 8.4Rg_TR -0.00402_
11 4.060000 2.435380 2.434414 00.00096_
RMS Dev_at_o_l 0.00147147 mV
xTABL[ 2.6
G[NIS_D bO_D tILL
NOD AWUoSO
8/N 222e
[XClT_TIOh,98 VDC
DAT£t 4/27/84
TIM[_ 13:49t19
T£_P_ 130 F
BAROI 14.70 PSI
CoeffiCientS C(1), .... C(_11 6.0519459[-01 -3:4852630[;02
Point lb8 DV C81culete_ mY Dev2at_on mV
1 4,060000 2.419110 2.42223T 0,003t27
2 14 060000 8.465360 8.474183 0,000823
3 24.060000 140519200 14,52_12g 0,006929
4 34.060000 20.57t600 20.S?80T5 0,0064?S
S 44 060000 26.625400 26.630021 0.00462!
6 S4 060000 32,679300 32.68196? 0,002667
7 44.060000 26.634600 26.630021 -0.004579
8 34.060000 20.508400 20.579075 -0,010325
9 24.060000 14.536000 14.526129 -0.009871
10 14.060000 8.479080 8.4741e3 00_004_97
11 4.060000 2.425210 2.422239 00.00297_
RNS Oevlationt 0.001_5794 _V
f'--_
- A,IQ .
?ABL[ 2.7
G[NlS_O _O&D C[LL
NOD A_U-SO
S/_ 2229
[XCZ?kTZONag.98 ¥DC
DAT[t 4127104
TIM[t 15:52124
T[MP! 80 r
BARO: 14.68 PSI
COe_eio{ents C(13, .... c(n), 5,9S802041[:*0 ! .,2:2630793[-02
Point: lb mV ell ICU lill_ed mV DevLiit ton mY
1 4.060000 2.397700 2.3€3632S -0.00137S
2 14.060000 8. 355290 8. 354346 -0.000944
3 24,060000 14.31'/500 14.312366 -0,005134
4 34.060000 20.27S100 20. 270387 -0,004713
S 44,060000 26.229600 26.228407 -0.001193
6 S4. 060000 32. 181100 32. 1864_7 O. 005327
7 44.060000 26. 228100 26.22840"/ 0,00030"/
8 34.060000 20.272000 20.2"/038"/ -0.001613
9 24. 060000 14.311400 14.312366 0.000966
10 14.060000 8. 349180 8.314346 0.r)0516
11 4,060000 2. 393120 2.3€3632S 0.003205
RMS Devia_.iOn: 0.00.100309 mV
GENTS_O LO&O CELL
_OD ZWU-_O
8/N.222q
EXCZTJ_ZONm9.g8 VDC
DkT_t 4127/84
TZU[t RzOOs30
T[_at |30 r
_&R_t 14.71PS!
&PPLZEn _OA_ • 54.06 L_
EL&PS_D OUTPUT
TZ_E(SEC1 mV
PZRSTCYCLE
0 _32654gE_02
366 0,_26839_02
661 0,326961[.02
945 Op327022E_02
1265 0,327083t_02
lS62 np32?144E?02
1874 Q,3271?$Ef02
2166 O_327190K?02
2464 0p32725tE+02
2760 0.377751[.02
SECOND CYCLE
0 0_327236E+02
260 0,327312K+02
_-_, 575 0_377342E?02
1585 _p32738_[+02
t532 0.327398E+07
iT75 n,327403_02
20T2 0,377418[?02
2)74 0r327449_+02
268_ 0_327434E?02
29?5 _.327449[+02
THZRDCYCLE
o o_3=_2stz,o2
300 O.32T32T_02
600 Ot327358E.02
901 0,3774|g[?02
t19T O_32741R_+02
tS36 0,327418[+02
_824 Op327418[_02
2099 _,3_T403_.02
2410 Op32?403E+02
2TO! _.3_7434E,02
- A.16 -
TABLE 3.1
G[NZSCO LOkD C[L_
MOD _WU-$O
SIN 2230
EXCZT&TIOMsg.g8 V_C
DiT[! 4/17/04
TINEt 16JOOZ54
TEMP_ 130 F
BAROI 14.70 PSZ
fIRST & SECOND CYCLE6
coefficients c(1), .... c(o); 6.0642710[.01 9_es2231g[.02
P©i,t lb mV Calculated uP DeylptlO_ mV 1
1 40090000 2.565300 _.57_80q 0,011009
9,090000 5.597900 5.60_945 0.011045
$ 140090000 80630400 9.6450_1 0,0t0691
4 190090000 11.663000 11.6?3217 0.010217
5 29,090000 17.731200 17.7374_R 0.006288
6 34.090000 20.763000 20.769_24 0,000824
• 7 390090000 23.799400 23.801760 0.002360
8 44.090000 26.820900 26.033_9_ 0_00499_
9 49.090000 29.059900 29.86K031 0,006131
10 04.090000 32.09SS00 32.898167 0,002667
11 49.090000 29.067600 29.866031 -0.001569
1_ 44.090000 26.836500 2_.8_38Q_ -0.002600
13 39.090000 23.80?000 23.00t760 00.005240
14 34.090000 20.772900 20.7_9624 ,0_003276
15 29.090000 17.740300 17.7374P_ 00,00281_
16 24.090000 14.?07_00 14.700352 -0.00244_
17 19.090000 11,676700 11.673217 -0,003483
10 14,090000 8.644200 _.6410P5 -0#003110
t9 9.090000 5.613100 5.60894_ ,0,004155
20 4.090000 2.582100 2.57680o -0.005291
21 14.090000 8.642700 8.6410_1 -0.001619
22 24.090000 14.707800 14.7053_ -0,00244A
23 34.090000 20.772900 20.769624 00.003276
24 44.090000 26.836500 26.8_3_90 00,002605
25 54.090000 32.097000 32.8qB167 0.001167
26 44.090000 26.836500 26,833095 -0.002605
27 34.090000 20.?74400 20.7R96_4 -0.004776
21 24.090000 14.712400 14.70S352 -0,00704R
29 14.090000 8.647200 8.6410_1 00.006119
30 4.090000 2.585200 2.576009 00.008391
RMS Deviation: 0.00103530 mY
- A.ll .
TABb[3,2
G[NZSCD bOAD C_LL
.OD _wU-SO
E/N 2230
[XCZT_T;ON-9,ge VDC
DAT£! 4/17/84
T1M[_ 16100=$4
T£mP2 130 F
_AROs 14,70 PSZ
PZRS? CYCLE
Coefficients C(1) ..... C(01_ 6.094?g16[-O] 9.]203S60E-02
Point lb eV Calculated mV Devla_lo. _v I
I 4.090000 2.565300 2.573699 0,008399
2 9,090000 5.597900 S.606090 O.O081go
$ 14,090000 8.630400 0.638481 0.008081
4 lg.ogo000 11.663000 11.670872 0.007872
5 29,090000 t?.731200 17.73S6S3 0.004453
6 34.0t000_ 20.763800 20.76B044 0,004244
7 39.090000 23.799400 23.80043S 0.001035
8 44.090000 26._28900 26.832R26 0.003926
9 4g.090000 29,8599_0 29,B6S216 0.005316
10 54.0900n0 32.8g5_00 32._q7607 0.002107
11 49.090000 29.067b00 29.86521_ -0.002384
12 44.090000 26.83650C 26.f!32826 -0,003674
13 39.090000 23.807000 23.80_43_ -0.00656_
14 34.090000 20,7?2900 20.76_044 -0.004856
15 29,09000n 17.T40300 17.?]E6S3 °0.004647
16 24.090000 14,707600 14,703262 -0.004536
17 1q.090000 11._76700 11.670872 oO.005E2B
I$ 14.0900_0 _.644200 8,63fl4_I -0.00571_
19 9.09_00 5.61310_ S,60_ogn -0.00701o
20 4.090000 2.582100 2,57_699 -0.008401
RM8 Deviation: 0.00129069 mY
TABLE 3.3
GENZS_O LOAD CELL
MOD AWU-50
StN 2230
£XCZTATZON_9,98 VDC
DAT£_ 4117184
T/M[: 16=20128
TEmPt 13or
BARDI 14.70 PSI
SECOND CYCLE
Coeftieientl C(I) ..... C(01; 6.06314]0[w0! 5_034640_£-01
Point Zb uV CaleuZsted mv _evtstio_ my
1 4.090000 2.582100 2.5032B9 0.001189
2 14.090000 8.642700 8.146430 0,003730
3 24.090000 14.707800 14.T0917! 0.00t77t
4 34.090000 20.7?2900 20.772712 -0,00018B
5 44,090000 26.838500 26.831813 -0.000647
8 54.090000 32.897000 32.89R994 0e001994
7 44.090000 26.836500 26.835_3 -0.000647
$ 34.090000 20.774400 20.??_712 -OpOOIESA
9 24.090000 14.712400 14.700571 -0.002829
10 14.090000 8.64?200 8.64_430 00.000770
11 4.090000 2.505200 2.5_3289 -0.001911
RMS Deviation: 0.000_6341 UV
S_
T_[[ 3.4
GENZ_O LOAD CELL
NOD _¢U-SO
6/N 2230
[XCZTATZONng.98 YDC
DAT£! 4/18/84
TIME! I0:23t25
T[MPt 130 F
BAROI 14.?0 PSI
Coo,_£1clen¢| C(1) ..... C(01t 6.0494270E-01 t_844SSIT[-02
Point Ib _V Calculated eV Deviation mV I
1 4.090000 2.489280 2.492661 0.003381
2 14.090000 8.534040 8.542088 0.008048
3 24.090000 14.583400 14.591SIS 0,00811S
4 34.090000 20.634200 20.640942 0,006742
S 44.090000 26.68810! 26.6903_9 0.002268
6 54.090000 32.740500 32.739796 -0,000704
7 44,090000 26.694199 26.690369 °0,003830
8 34.090000 20.646400 20.640947 o0.0054S8
9 24.090000 14.S97099 14.595S15 -0.00S584
10 14.090000 8.549290 8.54208_ ,0.007202
11 4.090000 2.498440 2.4Q76_1 -0.005779
RMS Deviation! 0.001_1057 mY
?L_[ 3.S
G£NZS_D 60AD CE_L
MOD &wUoSO
&/N 2230
£XCZ?ATTOHm9.98 VDC
DATE! 4/18/84
?1ME! 1t:17z15
?IMP; 130 F
BARO_ 14.68 PSI
Coettieientl C(1),....¢(o_= 6.0S249ss[-01 2._49sses[;o2
Point lb rV Coleulated mV oeylatlon mv )
1 4,090000 2.499B00 2,5009_9 0.001169
2 14,090000 O.SS24SO B.S_]46S 0,00101S
3 2t,090000 14.605099 14,605960 0.000861
4 34.090000 20.6S6200 20.6S_456 0,002256
S 44,090000 26.70?300 26.7t0951 0.00365S
6 54,090000 32.763000 32,?_3447 0,00044?
? 44,090000 26.713400 26.710951 -0,002449
B 34.090000 20.660800 20,6_4S_ °0,002344
9 24.090000 14.60970G 14.605960 -0.003740
10 14,090000 8.555500 B,SS34E5 -0.00203_
11 4,090000 2.49980_ 2.500969 0.001169
R_S Oevlat|on| 0.00066024 mV
/ !
- A.2! -
TABLE.3o6
GENISCD bOAD CELL
MOD A_U-SO
$/N 2230
/XCTT_TI_Nmg.9$ VDC
DAT[_ 4/fg/84
TXM£| 11105:25
T[MP; 130 F
BARD: 14.76 PS/
Coe_L¢le.t| COS) ..... c(O)I 6.0346eSSE_O! 2.401926g_*02
Point lb IV C.lculated mV DeV{atLo_ mV
! 4.090000 2.4898S0 2,492206 0,002396
2 14.0g0000 8.525?90 8.$2689! 0.00110|
3 24.090000 14.561800 14.561577 -0p000223
4 34.0g0000 20.593200 20.$g6262 0,003062
S 44.090000 26.629200 26,63094S 0,001T41
6 54.090000 32.66S100 32.665633 O,O00S3]
? 44,090000 26.633700 26.63ng48 -0,002T52
8 34,0g0000 20.597800 20.596262 . "O_OOtS38
9 24.090000 14.563300 t4.561577 .0.001723
10 14.090000 8.S27320 8.52689_ *0,000429
11 4.090000 2.494380 2.4g_206 -0.0021?4
R,S Deviation: 0.00055699 _V
i f_ i
- A.22 -
?ABb[ 3.7
GENISCO LOAD CEbb
NOD AWU-50
$/N 2230
£XCZ?ATION=9.98 VDC
DATE: 4/30(84
TZ_[I 8sS?143
TEMP_ _0 F
BARDS 14.82 PSI
Coefficient| C(1),...,C(O)! 5.936862R[.01 2'209409?[.02
Point ;b$ IV Celeulated mY Deviation my
1 4,060000 2,4401G0 2.432460 -0.007640
2 14,060000 8,3?3900 8.369323 -0.004577
3 24.060000 14.310750 14.30618_ -0.004564
4 ]4.060000 20.244S50 20,243049 -0,001S01
S 44.060000 26.1e1450 26.179912 -O.O01S3R
6 S4.060000 32,1_8300 32,11677S -0.001S25
? 44.060000 26.17P400 26.179912 0.00151_
8 34,060000 20.240000 20,24304Q 0.00304_
9 24.060000 14,301600 14.30618_. 0.004586
10 1t.060000 8.3_1700 e.3_q_2_ 0.00762_
1! 4.06000_ 2.427_5 2.432460 0.004575
_M$ Devlstlon| 0.00134456 _V
._A86£ 3.8
GENTR_O LOAD CELL
MOD A_Uo50
SIN+_230
rXCt?_?lONx9.98 Y_C
DkT_ 4/171e4
TIuE_ 9:09113
TE_! 130 r
SkRD! 14.73 PS!
APPLI[_ LOAD x 54,29 [,8
ELAPSED OUTPUT
TZNE(SEC1 mV
FIRST CYCLE
o b;.,822z.o2
92 0,]29005[+02
401 0,329219_?02
690 Op329401E+02
988 Or]29447E_02
1289 0_379539/?02
1S91 0,329554r?02
1990 O,379_f14E+02
219t n_329600_02
2488 0#329600E+02
2811 0,3296]0E*02
3089 0#329630E?02
3388 _32g610E+02
3690 0.3_9630E+02
SECOND CYCLE
/_ o %3293.6E+o2
272 0_3_950_E+02
q?6 np329_S4F+O?
874 0_37956qE+02
1235 0,329569£.02
1474 _329_84_.02
1781 0,329569E?02
2074 0p3_9594_,02
2372 _,329569[_02
26T2 0,329569[_02
2972 0,3_9569E+02
3271 0,329S54E.02
3572 _.379569E+02
THIRDCYCLE
o o 329,55+o2
368 0,329462E?02
5_2 _329493_.02
96q _#329508_+02
1266 0_329523P.02
1566 0,329523r+02
1866 0e329539_+02
2165 0_329523[+02
2466 0,3295q4_0_
2764 0e32953_+02
3066 0,329539E.02
3365 0,329539_.02
3656 0.329539_+02
TAALE Q
GENISCO LOAD CELLS
_OOEL Aa,J.SO
EXCITArION=9oQ_ VOC
DATE= 5!tT/Bq
TIME: 15:a2:_o
TE_P: 130 F
RARO: 1_o7b PSI
LOAD CELL i_a CTa, _V C"ANGE
_/N 222q 7201 10,go_LB
S/H 2_30 7203 1L.1_@57
$/N 2228 o5q3 iO,_t_O
NUTE: A I0K ,3wM PpECISION RESISTOR _A6 PLACtO ACROSS THE
NEG_TIV_ 5[_NAL kNr) rlEGATIV E E_CITAT_O_ LE_D _ TO
OBTAIN T_E uV C_tNGE. T.E RESISTOR _&o pLAck O ON
THE LEAO$ AT T_E OATA SYbTEM
- A.25 .
?ABL[ 5.1
G£_I$Cg 60_0 CEbL
MOD AWU-50
8/N 2P29
£XCZTkTIO_=9.98 VDC
O&YE_ 4120184
TZ_: 10_02:01
TE_PI Room Temp.
8AROt 14.8) PSI
PULLEY 11C&blBRATION
_]RST CTCLE
Coefficients C(I), .... C(o1_ 5,9214124E-Ot -4_910_9$4£'03
POint 2b mV ClZCUla_ed mY OeVlatio_ mV
1 0.000000 0.003052 -0.004911 -0.007962
2 10.000000 6.912960 5.916502 0.003542
3 20.000000 11.858100 11.837914 0.002814
4 30.000000 17.761800 17.78g327 -0.002473
5 40.000000 23.682400 23.600739 -0.001661
6 50.000000 28.609100 29.60_15_ -0.006949
7 40.000000 23.682400 23.68073g -0.001661
8 30.000000 17.752600 17.750327 0,006727
9 20.000000 11._27400 11.837914 0.0.10514
10 10.000000 5.911430 5.916502 0.005072
11 0.000000 0.003052 -0.00491t -0.007962
RMS Devletion: 0.00179232 mV
S_CONDCYCb£
Coe_lelen_s C(I) ..... C(O_l 5.9201192[-01 -6_6970500£-03
Polnt 1_ qV Cslculstee mV Oevlation mv
1 0.000000 0.003052 -0.006697 -0.009749
2 10.000000 5.902200 5.913422 0.011142
3 20.000000 11.032000 %1.033541 0.001541
4 30.000000 17.749600 17.753661 0.004061
5 40.000000 23.673200 23.673790 0o000580
6 60.000000 29.601400 29.593899 -0.007501
? 40.000000 23.676300 23.673790 -0.002520
0 30.000000 17.751100 I7.783661 0.002561
9 20.000000 11.832000 11.833541 0.001541
10 10.000000 5.905330 5.913422 0.008092
11 0.000000 0.003052 -0.006687 -0.009749
RWS Deviation| 0.00197183 mV
- A,26 -
THZRD CYCLE
Coefficients C(1) ..... _C0_t 5.9207646E-01 -7.612856SE-03
Pelnt Ib mV CSteu]ated mV Oevtatton mv
1 0.000000 0.003052 -0.007613 -o.010665
2 10.000000 5.906860 5.913152 0.006292
3 20.000000 11.827400 11,833916 0.006516
4 30,000000 17.755700 17.754681 *0.001019
5 40e000000 23.67_300 23.6?5446 "0,0008S4
6 50.000000 29.606000 29.596210 -0.009790
7 40.000000 23.674700 23.675446 0.000746
8 30.000000 t7.751100 17.754681 0.003581
9 20.000000 11.827400 11.833916 0.006S16
10 10.000000 5.903810 5.9131S2 0.009342
11 0.000000 0.0030S2 -0.007613 °0.010665
RM5 Deviationz 0.0021324? mV
rbURTH CYCLE
Coefficients C(1),....C(n_: 5.9181037_-01 -4.0589855_-_]
Point lb mV Celculate_ mV Oevtatton mv )
I 0.000000 0.003052 -o.oo4o59 -0.007111
2 10.000000 5.903810 5.914045 0.010235
3 20.000000 11.829000 11.832148 0.003148
4 30.000000 17.743500 17.7%0_52 0.006752
5 40.000000 23.671700 23.668356 -0._3344
6 50.000000 29.599200 29.5_6460 -0.002740
7 40,000000 23.668600 _3.66935fi -0.000244
8 30.000000 17.757200 17.7_0_52 -0.00694E
9 20.000000 11.827400 11.8_2t4g 0.004748
10 10.000000 5.911430 5.91404E 0,002615
11 0.000000 0.003052 -0.004059 -0.007111
RM$ Deviation: 0.00171958 mV
" A,27 -
TA_L_ 5.2
GENZSCO LOAO C£LL
_OO _WU-50
S/N 2229
£XCI?ATIO_sg.9B VOC
DATEr 4/20/84
TZ_[: 11110134
TE_P! ROOm TemD.
8k_O: 14.83 PSI
PULLE_ 12 CAUISRATION
fIRST CYCLE
Coefficients C(1) ..... C(O)g 5.9226422[o0! -1.939g745[-03
Point Zb _V C01c.l_ed mV Oev{attom mv )
1 0.000000 0.000000 -0,00tg40 *0.001940
2 10.000000 5.919160 5.9_0702 0.001542
3 20.000000 11.847500 11.84334_ -0.004155
4 30.000000 17.771200 17.76_9R7 -0,005213
5 40.000000 23.690400 23.6156_g -0,001771
6 50.000000 29.608000 29.611271 0,003271
7 40.000000 23.&88900 23.6AR62q -0.000271
8 30.000000 17.766600 17.765997 -0.00061_
9 20.000000 11,_39900 11.84334_ 0,003445
10 10,000000 5.911530 S.920702 0.009172
11 0.000000 0.001526 -0.001940 -0.003466
R_S Deviation= 0.00119533 sV
S[COND CYCLE
CoeJ_leten_s C(1) ..... C(01! 5.9230265_-01 o3._671K84_-0]
Point ID mV CalcUlated mv Oevtatton mV
1 0.000000 0,001526 -0.003367 -0.004894
2 10.000000 5.916110 5.91965q 0,003549
3 20,000000 11.847500 11.R4_686 -0,004814
4 30.000000 17.769200 17.765712 -0,002488
5 40.000000 23.696500 23.68873q -0.007761
6 50.000000 29.614100 2g.611765 -0.00233_
7 40.000000 23.684300 23.69873g 0.004439
8 30.000000 17.759000 17.76_712 0.006712
9 20,000000 11.836800 11,842686 0,005886
10 tO.O00000 5.913060 5.9196_ 0.00_599
11 0.000000 0.001526 -0.003367 -0.004894
RM8 Oevla_oqz 0.00157064 mV
- ^.2_ -
THZRO CYCL_
Coe_ticientm C(,1)..... C(Oiz 5.919047eE-01 -?.tss_$4_[-04
Point 1) _V Catculsted mV Oevistlo, mv
I 0.000000 0.001526 -0.0007tW -0.002242
2 t0.000000 5.9t7640 5.91_33_ 0.000692
3 20.000000 tlo833700 II.B373_0 0,003680
4 30.000000 17.763600 17,75_4_H -0.007177
5 40,000000 23.672100 23.675475 0.003375
6 50.000000 29.$92700 29.594523 0.00t823
7 40.000000 23.676700 23,67547S -0.001225
O 30.000000 17.760S00 I7.TS642R -0.004072
9 20.000000 it. B36800 11.837380 0.000580
10 10.000000 5.911530 5.918332 0.006802
11 0.000000 0.001526 -0.000716 -0.002242
RMS oeviattons o,00113153 sv
POURTH CYCb_
Coeff tclen_,s C(13, .... C(olz 5.9190556£-01 -?. 132_742r-04
Point 10 mV Calculated mV Oeviation mV )
1 0.000000 0.001S26 -0.0007113 -0.002240
2 10.000000 5,914580 5.91 R342 0.003762
3 20. 000000 11. E39900 11.8317 )gFI -0. 00250?
4 30,000000 17.762100 17.7r_6453 -0.005647
5 40.000000 23.682800 23.67q5_9 -0.007291
6 50.000000 29. 588200 29.504,564 0.006364
7 40.000000 2)1.678200 23.67r)Eog °0.002691
8 30,000000 17. 752900 17.756453 0.003553
9 20.000000 11, g30700 1t.g)739R O, 006691:)
10 t0.000000 5.916110 5,919342 0,002232
11 0.000000 0.001526 -0.000713 -0.002240
RM6 DevJ atJ.onl 0.00136579 eV
" Ao2q -
TA_b_ 6
G[NISC_ bOAO CELL
_OO _4UoSO
S/_ 2229
EXCITATIOn=9,98 VDC
OAT_: 5/t4/84
TIME; 10:42150
T£_PI 130
8AROz 14.73 PSI
H¥DROSTATI_ BEERINC CALIBRATION
fIRST CTCLE
Coe£_icients C(11 ..... C(01z 6.057f1843E-01 o4.725_399E-02
Point lb mV Calcu]eted mV Devia_ton mV 1
1 ].t$O000 2.055890 2.060890 0.005000
2 t3.480000 8.105960 8.11877S 0.012815
3 2].480000 14.172100 14.17&&S9 0.003859
4 33.480000 20.236600 20.234543 -0.002057
S 4].480000 2_.297400 26.29242T -0.004973
6 5]o450000 32.342900 32.350312 .0,007412
7 4).480000 26.298900 26.292427 -0.006473
8 33.4_0000 20.236600 20.234S43 -0.002057
9 23.4800n0 14.174400 14.17_65q 0.002259
10 13.480000 _.122760 8.11_77_ -0.003985
11 ]°480000 2.072690 2.060890 -0.011800
RM$ Devla_{onz 0.00202125 mV
SECOND CYCL£
Coefficients C(1) ..... C(O)z 6.0554770£-01 -4.?744717Z-02
POint 1_ mV Calcula_e_ mV Pevtatto_ mV
1 3.410000 2.072bg_ 2.064S61 -0.008129
2 13.480000 8.105960 8.1_0038 0.014078
3 23.480000 14.IT2800 14.1T5515 0.002715
4 3],480000 20.230500 20.230992 0.000492
5 43,480000 26.288200 26.286469 -0.001731
6 S3.480000 32.341400 ]2.341946 0.000546
7 43.480000 26.288200 26.2_6469 -0.001731
8 33,480000 20.232100 20.230992 -0.001108
9 23.480000 14.1TS900 14.17SSIS -0.00038S
10 13,480000 8.125820 8.12003P -0.005782
11 3,480000 2.063530 2.064561 0.001031
RNS Devia_tons 0.00161103 mV
- ko30 -
THIRD CYCLE
° .. °
Coefficients C(t) ..... C(O)s 6.0565gqSE°OX -4.4970995E-02
Point lb sV Celculated mv OeviatLo_ mv )
1 3.480000 2.063530 2.062722 -0.000808
2 13.480000 8.107490 8.£19312 0.011822
3 23.480000 14.163700 14.175902 0.012202
4 33.480000 20.229000 20.232492 0.003492
5 43.4e0000 26.298900 26.28908! -0.009819
6 S3.4e0000 32.339800 32.345671 0.00587!
? 43.480000 26.286700 26.28908! 0.002381
8 33.480000 20.23S100 20.232492 .0.002608
9 23.480000 14.189600 14.tTS902 -0.013698
iO L3.480000 8.130400 8.119312 -0.01108B
11 3.480000 2.060470 2.062722 0.002252
RMS Deviation: 0.00250701 mV
- A,31 -
TA_ 7
G_I_O LO_D CELL
_OD _U-SO
SIN 2229
£XCIT_TT_=9.98 VDC
DAT[_ 5114184
TI._ 13:24z47
TE_P_ 130 r
BARO: 14,7] PSI
F_[XUR_ CALIBRATION
TZRST CYCLE
coefficient, c(1) ..... cCe_i 6.o7o418o_-ol -4_o_o910s_-o2
Point Ib _V CalCulated mv Oevletlo_ mV
1 3.480000 2.070130 2.071596 0.001466
2 13.480000 8.116790 8.1420_4 0.005224
3 23.480000 14.209600 14.212432 0.002832
4 33.480000 20.279300 20.282850 0.003550
5 43.480000 26.349000 26.353268 0.004268
6 53.480000 32.420200 32.42_6E6 0.003486
7 43.4_0000 26.359700 26.353268 -0.006432
8 3 .4_0000 20.291500 20.2_2_50 -0.008650
9 2 .4_0000 14.215700 14.212439 =0.0032b_
10 I .480000 0.139850 8.14_014 0.002164
11 .480000 2.076240 2.071_q6 "0.004644
RMS Oevlation: 0.00138931 _V
SECOND C¥Cb[
Coefficients COt) ..... C(01: 6.0680945['0t =].3846246_=02
Point lb mY CslcUl_ted _Y Oevtatlo_ mV 1
1 3.480000 2.076240 2.07785t 0.001611
2 13,480000 8.142900 8.145945 0.00304S
3 23.480000 14.217200 14.214040 "0.003160
4 33,480000 20.296100 20.282134 =0.013966
5 43.480000 26.347500 26.350229 0.002729
6 53.480000 32.409500 32,418323 0.008823
7 43.480000 26.349000 26.3_022_ 0.00122q
8 3].400000 20.283900 20.2R21_4 -0.001766
9 23.480000 14.220300 14.214040 -0.006260
10 13.480000 8.142900 8.14S945 0.003045
11 3.4_0000 2.073180 2.07_51 0.004671
RMS Oevlatlonl 0.00_7K537 mV
THtRD C¥CL£
Coefficients C(1) ..... C(o_: 6.o707631[-oi -t.09_?q66[o02
Point lb sV Celcula_ed mY Oev_etlo_ mY
1 3.480000 2.073180 2.07163R -0.0_1542
2 13.400000 8.139850 8.142401 0.002551
3 23.180000 14.211100 14.213164 0,002064
4 33,480000 20.283900 20.2R3927 0.000027
5 43,480000 26.353600 26.354690 0°001090
6 53.480000 32.424800 32.42S453 0.000653
7 43.450000 26.356600 26.3546gO -0.001910
8 33.480000 20.298400 20.2R3927 -0.004473
9 23.480000 14.211100 IE.213164 0.002064
10 13.480000 8.139850 8.142401 0.002551
11 3.480000 2.074710 2.07163R °0.003072
RM8 Deviat_o_l 0.00069604 mV
T&BL_ T.!
GENIS_O b3_D CELL
MOD A,U-50
CAUGEz A/t2229
_XCITaT_O_sg.98 VDC
OkTEz 5117184
TI_Es 1313gt43
T[_P_ 130
BAROt 14.76 PSI
_ECHANICAb INTERACTIONS - BARE PRAM_
PRIMARY gAUG[ OUTPUT
FZRST _ S£CO_OCYCLE
Coe_Jlclen_= C(t). .... C(01: 6.0118300E-Ot O.t366862E-02
Point lb mV Celculatod mV Oeylatlon mv
1 3.290000 1.982320 2.0sg2s9 0.076939
2 8.290000 5.022910 5.06St74 0.042264
3 13.290000 8.052020 0.07_08Q 0.018269
4 18.290000 tl.OST300 11.077004 -0.010296
S 23.290000 14.129400 14.0R291Q ,0.04648]
6 28.290000 17.I54700 tToO_OA_4 =0.06S866
7 33.290000 20.152600 20.og474g 00.057851
0 38.290000 23.139000 23.100664 -0.03913_
9 43.290000 2b.102600 26.106579 0.003979
10 40.290000 29.047200 2g.lt_4q4 0.065294
11 53.290000 31.965800 32.11840_ O.tS260q
12 48.290000 29.057800 29.112494 0.054694
13 43,290000 26.113300 26.10_5_ -0.006721
14 3_.290000 23.152000 23.100664 00.051336
15 33.290000 20.t66300 20.094749 "0.071551
16 28.290000 t7.163900 17.088834 -0.07506_
17 23.290000 14.t35500 14,002919 o0,052S81
18 18.290000 11.090400 11.077_04 "0.013396
19 13.290000 8.054340 8.07108_ 0.016749
20 0.290000 5.025960 5.06Et74 0.039214
21 3.290000 t.g83850 2.0S92S9 0,075409
22 13.290000 8.057390 8.07108g 0_013699
23 23.290000 14.130900 14.087919 "0.047981
24 33.290000 20,164800 20.094749 o0.0700S1
25 43.290000 26.122500 26.106579 "0.015921
26 53.290000 310981000 320110409 0.13740g
27 43.290000 2S.125500 26.106579 "0.0t8921
28 33.290000 20.169400 20.09474g "0.07465t
29 23.290000 14.141600 t4.08_gt9 "0.058681
30 13.290000 8.061970 0.0710_g 0.009119
31 3.290000 1.908420 2.0sg25q 0.070839
RNS Oevlottont 0.01093R01 qV
G[_IS_O b3AO C[LL
GAUG£I _/12229
EXCITATZONug.g8 VDC
DATE! 5117164
TI_: 13|39143
TEVP_ 130
BAROs 14,76 PSi
N_CHANICA_ ?NTERACTIDN$ - BAR_ rRAU_
PRZ.aRY_,uGzouTpuT
VZRSTcYcL
coefficients cct_.....c(o_, 6.o129_1sz-oI 7_61269z_o_
Point ib mV CaIeutn_ed mV Devlsttom mv 1
1 3.290000 1.982320 2.0_30_ 0.07164_
2 6.290000 S,022910 So060439 0.030538
3 13.290000 8.052620 8.066914 0.014094
4 18.290000 11.087300 11.073390 -0.013910
5 23,2g0000 14.129400 14.079866 -0.049534
6 28,290000 17,154700 17.086342 -0.068358
7 33,290000 20,152600 20.092_18 .0,0597%2
8 38.290000 23.139800 23.09q2q4 -0.04050_
9 43,290000 2_.I02600 26.I00770 0.003170
1o 49,290000 29.047200 29.11_24S 0.06504S
11 53,290000 31.965800 32.116721 0.1S292_
12 48,290000 29.057800 29.t12245 0.054445
13 43.290000 26.t13300 26.tn5770 ,O.O07530
14 38.290000 23.152000 23.0992_4 °0.052706
15 33.290000 20.166300 20.0_?_1R -0.073482
16 2g.290000 17.163900 17.00_342 -0.07755_
17 23.290000 14.135500 14.079q66 t0.055634
Ig 1g.290000 II.090400 11.073390 -0.01701_
$9 13.290000 8.054340 8.066914 0.012_74
_0 8°290000 5.025960 S.060438 0,034478
21 ],290000 1.g03850 2.053962 0,070112
RN6 DevLatlonl 0.01293286 mY
- A.35 -
G_ZSCO _O_D CELL
_OD _U-50
GAUGe: A/02229
EXCITATZON=9.98VDC
DATES 5/1.7184
TIuE! 14_01143
TE_P: 130 ?
8ARO! 14.76 PSI
_ECHANICAL INTERACTIONS - _ARE PRAM_
PRIMARYGAUGE OUTPUT
SECONDCYCLE
Coefficients C(t), .... CCO_t 6.0161945E-01 6_8168929E-02
point lb mY Ctleula_ed aV Oeviatlon mV )
! 3,290000 1.983850 2.047497 0.06J647
2 13.290000 8.05T390 8.0636_t 0,006301
3 23.290000 14.150g00 14.079886 -O.OSlOt4
4 33,290000 20,164e00 20.OgbOBI -0.060719
5 43.290000 26.122500 2fi.117275 -0,01022S
6 5].290000 ]1.981000 32.128470 0.147470
? 4].290000 25.125500 26.117_7_ -0.01322S
8 3].290000 20.169400 20.OqSOA| -0.073319
g 23.290000 14.141600 14.07_qq6 -0.061714
10 1].290000 8.061970 8.0_3691 0.001721
I| 3.290000 1.9_8420 2.04?497 0.059077
eMs DeviQclons 0.01qS2315 mV
T_8_E 7.4
GENISCO _OAOCELL
_00 _U-50
GAUGE! _1/12230
EXCIT&TZON-9,98VDC
DATE! $1.18184
TI_E: 11:23:08
TENP: 130 F
_ARO: 14.80 PS!
_ECHANICkLZ_TE_ACTIONS - 8ARE VR&_
PRZq&R¥ GAUGE OUTPUT
FIRST & SECONO CYCLE
Coe_£2cten_s C(1), .... C(O_: &.10998946-01 1.0376488_-02
Point 10 mV Calculated sv Deviation mv
I 3.290000 2.0164S0 2.020563 0.004113
2 8.290000 5.071620 5.075SSe 0.003918
3 13.290000 8.126800 8.130SS2 0.0037S2
4 18.290000 41.180400 11.18$S47 0.00514?
5 23.290000 14.234100 14,240642 0.006442
6 28.290000 17.289300 17.29SS37 0.006237
? 33,290000 20,344400 20,3SOS31 0,006t31
8 38.290000 23.402700 23.405526 0.002826
9 43.29000_ 26.457800 26.460524 0.002721
10 48,290000 29.514500 29,515515 0.001015
11 53.290000 32.566700 32.570510 0.003810
12 48,290000 29,519100 29.515515 -0,003S85
13 43,290000 26.465500 26.460521 -0.004979
14 38,290000 23.413300 23.40SS26 -0.0077?4
15 33.290000 20.356600 20,350531 -0.006069
16 2_.290000 17.301500 17.295537 -0.005963
17 23.290000 14.244800 14.240542 -0.00425_
18 18,290000 11.188100 11.1flS547 -0,002553
19 13.290000 8.131370 8.13055_ -0.000818
20 8.290000 5,079250 5.O?S5S8 -0.003692
21 3.290000 2.025600 2.020563 -0.005037
22 13.290000 8.126800 8.130552 0.00375_
23 23,290000 14.234100 14,240S42 0.00644_
24 33.290000 20.349000 20.3SOS31 0.001531
2S 43,290000 26.459400 26.460S21 0,001121
26 53,290000 32,566700 32.570510 0.003810
27 43.290000 26,463900 26.460521 -0.003379
28 33.290000 20.355100 20.350531 -0,004569
29 23,290000 14.244800 14.240542 -0.004258
30 13.2g0000 8.132900 8.t305_2 -0.002348
31 3,290000 2.024070 2,020563 -0.003507
RMEOevLation: 0.00078926 mV
?_BLE 7.5
G[NISCO _OAD CELL
_00 AWU-50
GAUGE: N1/t2230
_XCITATZ_Mmg,98 V_C
DATE! 5/18184
TIME:11:23|08
YELP= 130
BARO: t4.B0 PSI
N_CHANXCAL INTERACT_ONS - BARE FRAME
PRIMARY GAUGE OUTPUT
FIRST CYCLE
Coe_l_leB_s COl), .... C(O)! 6,1101962E-01 9.74920251-03
Point 2b mV CalcuLated mV Devtatlon mY )
1 3.290000 2,016450 2,020004 0,003554
2 8.290000 5.071620 5.07SI02 0,003482
3 13,290000 8.126800 8.130200 0.003400
4 18,290000 11,150400 11.1852Qfl 0,004898
5 23,290000 14.234100 14.240396 0.006296
6 28,290000 17.2S9300 17.29S494 0.006194
7 33.290000 20.344400 20.350592 0,006192
8 38.290000 23,402700 23.405691 0.0029_1
9 43.290000 26.457800 26.46078q 0.002989
10 48.290000 29.514500 29.515q87 0.001387
11 53.290000 }2.566700 32.570985 0.004285
12 48.290000 29.519100 29.515867 -0.003_13
13 43.290000 26.465500 26.460789 -0.004711
14 38.290000 23.413300 23.4n5691 °0.007609
15 33.290000 20.356600 20.]50592 -0,006008
16 28,290000 17.301500 17.2_5494 -0.006006
17 23,290000 14.244800 14.240396 -0.004404
18 18.290000 11.188100 11.1g_2"8 -0.002g0_
19 13.290000 8.131370 8.130200 -0.0011?0
20 8.290000 5.079250 5,07S]02 -0.00414P
21 3,290000 2.025600 2.020004 -0.005596
RMS Devtationl 0.00101524 IV
- A.38 -
TABLE 706
GENISCD GOAD CELL
NOD A#U-50
GAUGEI N1/122]0
EXCZTATI3Nz_.90VDC
DATEx 5/18/04
TI_I 11136140
TE_O! t30 F
BkRQI 14.80 PSI
MECHANICAL Z_TERACTtONS - 8ARE FR!_
PRIMARY G&UG_ OUTPUT
SECOND CYCLE
Coefficients C(1) ..... CC01| 6.1092331E-01 1.2929902Z-02
Point Zb mV Calculoted iV Oeviet_on. mV !
! 3,290000 2,025600 2,022868 -0,002732
2 13.290000 0.126800 8.13210t 0.005301
3 23.290000 14.234100 14.241334 0.00?234
4 33.290000 20.349000 20.350567 0.001567
5 43.290000 26.459400 26.459800 0.00040_
6 53.290000 32.566700 32.569033 00002333
7 430290000 26.463900 26.4_9800 -0,00410_
8 33,290000 20.355100 20.35n567 -00004533
9 23.290000 14.244800 14.241334 -0.003466
10 13,290000 8.132900 8,132101 -0.000799
11 3.290000 2.024070 2.022868 °0.001202
RNS Devla_onl 0000110374 mV
" A,3q "
G[NIS_Q L3AD C[LL
_OO AWU*50
GIUG_t N2/12228
EXCIT_TIONm9.go VDC
DkTEf 5/17/84
TI_E: 15105136
TE_P: 130 F
8ARO: 14.76 PSI
qECHANZC&_ ZNT_R_CTION8 - _ARE _Rk_E
PRImaRY CADGE OUTPUT
_IRST & SECONDCYCLE
Coe££1¢Les_s C(I) ..... C(O_I 6,0366124E-01 2.g193€T6£-02
Poln_ 1_ mV Calculated mV Oevto_Io_ my
1 3.290000 1.995040 2.014239 0.019199
2 8.290000 5.024210 5.032S46 0.008336
3 1].290000 8.040800 8.050652 0.002052
4 18.290000 11.071900 11.069158 -0.002742
5 23.290000 14.096500 14.087464 -0.009036
6 28.290000 17.116500 17.105770 -0.010730
? 33.290000 20.135000 20.124077 e0.010923
8 38.290000 23.151900 23.142383 -0.00951?
9 43.290000 26.162800 26.1_06_9 -0.002111
10 48.2q0000 29.169100 29.17_q95 0.00989_
11 53.2900_0 32.181500 32.197301 0.015801
12 48.290000 29.170600 29.178995 0.008395
13 43.290000 26.159700 26.16068Q 0.000989
14 38.290000 23.151900 23.1423_3 -0.009517
15 33.290000 20.138000 20.124077 °0.013923
16 2_.290000 17.122600 17.10S??0 -0.016830
17 23.290000 14.102600 14.0_7464 -0.015136
18 1_.290000 11.078000 11.069158 -0.008842
19 13.290000 0.051050 8.050852 °0.000996
20 8,290000 5.028?90 5.032546 0.003?56
21 3.290000 1.998090 2.014239 0.016149
22 13.290000 8.050330 8.0509%2 0.000522
23 23.290000 14.096500 14.087464 -0.009036
24 33.290000 20.133400 20.124077 -0.009323
25 43.290000 26.150600 26.160689 0.010089
26 53.290000 32.173800 32.197301 0.023501
27 43.290000 26.152100 26.160689 0.008589
28 33.290000 20.130400 20.124077 -0.006323
29 23.290000 14.094900 14.087464 -0.00?436
30 13.290000 8.051850 8.050852 °0.000998
31 3.290000 1.998090 2.014239 0.016149
RMS Devto_ion: 0.00195611 mV
?A_bE 7.8
GENISCO LOAD CELL
MOO A_U=50
GAOG[S N2/|2228
[XCITATXO_-9,98VDC
OATE$ 5117184
TIME! 15z05136
TEqPz130 F
BIROI 14.76 PSI
q_CHA_ZCAL INTERACTIONS - BARE PRAM£
PRI.kR¥ GAUGE OUTPUT
FIRST CYCLE
Col_ficie,t$ C(I).....C(O)! 6.0376564E-01 2.6190057_e02
Poln_ 1_ mV CQICUla_ed mY Deviat_on _v
1 3.290000 1.995040 2.012979 0.017939
2 8.290000 5.024210 S.031807 O.O0?Sg7
3 13.290000 9.048800 8.0S063$ O.OOI03S
4 18.290000 11.071900 11,069464 -0.002436
S 23,290000 14,096500 14.088292 -O.OOi20A
6 28.290000 17,115500 17,107120 -0,009380
7 33.290000 20,13S000 20,12_948 -0.009052
8 38.290000 23.151900 23.144776 -0.007124
9 43.290000 26.162800 26,163605 0.000805
10 48,2900_0 29,169100 29.192433 _,013333
11 53,290000 32,1e1500 32,201261 0.019761
12 48,29000_ 29,170600 29,1_2433 0.011933
13 43.290000 26.159700 26.163605 0.00390q
14 38.290000 23.15190_ 23.144776 -0.007124
15 33.2g0000 20.138000 20.125948 -0.012052
16 29.2g000_ 17.122600 17.I0712_ -0.015480
17 23,29000_ I4.102600 14.088292 -0.014308
18 18,29000_ 11,078000 11,069464 "0.00g536
19 13,29000') 8,0518.50 8,050635 "0.001215
20 9,290000 5,028790 5,031807 0,003019
21 3,290000 1,998090 2.012979 0,014889
RNS Oevtat2ons 0.00230b71 _V
- A,_ 1 -
TAS_[ 7.9
GE_IS_O bOAD CEL_
MOD _U-50
GAUGE= N2/|2228
[XCITA_IONu9.9fl VDC
DATE= 5117164
?I_E= 15=2t105
TEqP| 130 F
BARO= 14.76 PSI
MECHANICA6 INTERACTIONS - BARE FRAM_
PRIMARY GAUGE OUTPUT
SECOND CYCLE
Coet_icien_l C(1] ..... C(O_= 6.0360209[-0t 2.592S2S2E-02
Point lb mV CllCUlate_ mY Oevlation eV
l 3.290000 1,998090 2.011776 0.013686
2 13,290000 8.0503)0 8.047797 -0.002533
3 23.290000 14.096500 14.083818 -0,012682
4 33,290000 20.133400 20.119839 -0.013561
5 43.290000 26.150b00 26.155860 0.005260
6 53.290000 32.173800 32.191881 0.018081
7 43,290000 26.152100 26.155860 0.003760
8 33.290000' 20.130400 20.119839 -0.010flbt
9 23.290000 t4.094900 14.0838t8 -0.011082
10 13.290000 8,051850 8.047797 -0.004053
11 3,290000 1.998090 2.011776 0.013686
(F-_ RNS Devtatlo_z 0.00333435 mV
- A,_2 -
?_8LE 8.1
GENISCO b_lO C£LL
GA_G_z A/#2229
[XCT?ATIONu9.q8 VDC
_ATE: 5/2t/84
TZU[t 13_12139
T_uP! 130 F
B_O: 14.71 PSI
MECHAMICAbINTERACTIONS- INSTRUMENTATION _IRING INSTALLEO
PRINAR¥ GAUGE OUTPUT
FIRST CYCL£
Coe_ic_ests C(1) ..... c(o)t 600594461E001 01.1972615E-02
Poln_ lb mV Cslculete_ mV Deviation mV )
1 3.290000 1.974820 1.981585 0.006765
2 130290000 8.041210 9,041031 =0.000179
3 23.290000 14.090400 14.100477 0.002077
4 330290000 20,163300 20.1sgg_4 °0.003376
5 430290000 260217500 26.219370 O.O01B70
6 530290000 32.271700 32.278816 0.007116
7 430290000 260220500 260219370 00.001130
8 330290000 20.166400 20.159924 "0.006476
9 23.290000 14.106100 14.100477 -0.005623
10 13.290000 8.042740 8.041031 -0.001709
11 3,290000 1.9B0920 1.981585 0.000665
RNS Devla_onI 0.00126571 mV
SECOND CYCLE
Coefficients C(1)0 .... C(O]w 6.0593294E-01 -8.6288845E003
Point lb mV Calcutated mV Deviation mV )
1 3,290000 1.980920 1.984890 0.003970
2 130290000 8.042740 8.044220 0.001480
3 23,290000 14.103000 14.103549 0.000549
4 330290000 20.166400 20.162879 00.003521
5 430290000 26.220500 260222208 0.001708
6 530290000 32.276200 32.281537 0.005337
7 43,290000 2602_3600 26.222208 -0.001392
8 330290000 200164800 20.162879 -0.001921
9 230290000 14.109100 14.103549 00.005551
10 13,290000 8,047320 8.044220 °0,003100
11 3.290000 1.982450 1.984890 0.002440
RMS Devi_tlo_: 0.00097093 mV
- A.4_; -
?APt E 9.2
_OD k_U-SO
GAUGE_ _1/t2230
_XC_A?T_Nsg,g8 VD_
DATEr St211Q4.
TI_Ez 12108:17
TEWa_ 11_ r
8AROt 14.71 PSI
MECHAMI_Ab IMTERACTZOM_ - _NSTRUM[NTITT_N_TRTNG TM_TAL_
PRIW_RY GAUGE OUTPUT
PIRSY CYCLE
t ].2go000 2_01S470 2,0_0_t 0,0035S!
13.2g0000 _.130S40 1,117041 0_001S03
3 _3.290000 14.242600 14.24SnK_ 0,00_4_
4 33.29_000 20.354600 20,3_R_ 0._034_?
S 4].290000 26.466600 _6,471t_0 0_004_0_
6 53.290000 32.S91T00 32.Sn413! .0,002411
? 43.290000 26.4_?00 26_471109 _0,004_91
8 33.290000 20.363700 20.3q_0_7 -0,_0_61!
g 23.290000 14.248700 14_2450_ -0_00363_
_0 t3.290000 9.136650 _11904! -0,004607
11 3.290n_0 2.018S20 ?.01_091 0.000S01
RqS Oevt_O_l 0.0011007_ mV
I 3.2900Q0 2.010S20 2_0_4_I 0,00397_
2 13.290000 0.13S|20 _.|344_ eO_ooo6s!
3 23.290000 t4.244100 14.24_44_ 0.00234_
4 33.290000 20.356100 20.]_qa_ 0_00232_
S 43.290000 26.468100 26,47040_ 0_00230q
6 53.290000 32.S77100 32.Sg9!_ 0_00_20_
? 43.290000 26.475700 2_.47040_ -0,00S29E
8 33.290000 20.365200 20_3_R4_ -0_006774
9 23.290000 _4.24_?00 14_24_44_ -0_0022S2
10 t3.290000 8.t35120 R.1!44_9 Q0,0006St
tt 3.290000 2.023_00 _.0_4q1 -O.O00&09
RM80evtat_on: 0.0oIn761S mV
G_T_€O LOA_ CrLL
_OG_t _2/t22?8
_XCZT_T10_a9o98 V_C
O_T_: S/2t/84
TI_E_ 12:30:2!
Tr_p_ 130 r
BAROI 14.71 PSZ
M_CHANZCA6 ZNT[RAC?IOq_ - IN_TRUM[K?A?ION WIRTNG 1NS?AT,LR_
PRImaRY C&UC[ OUTPIJT
fIRST C¥CG£
_oe_Lctents CCI) ..... C(_1_ 6.06tR1Rgg'01 -2_!l_9Rr'n!
Po{nt Ib iV eml(ul.t,_ iv Oeyiatio_ ,v i
° 1 3.290000 1.9909b0 I_9o90)0 O_OOi060
2 t3.290000 0.0S2400 8,0_!A_Q 0_001430
3 23.290000 t4.119900 14,11_&_A -0r004242
4 33.290000 20.184400 20.12T4T_ o0e006924
S 43.290000 26.239700 )6.2192q_ -0,00040_
53.290000 32.796600 32_3QII14 0p004514
? 43.290000 26.236700 26.21a221 0,_02_91
8 33.290000 20.IT8300 ?O,I?T47_ -0,000R94
9 23.2900_0 14.116900 i4.1!_A_ -o.001242
!0 13.2g00_0 R.052400 R.O_I_I_ 0_0_1429
11 3.290000 1.9R9430 1.99209n 0._02_1_
R_S _evLat/o_ 0.00004714 mV
€oe(_ietent| C(I) ..... C(OI_ 6.06082B0[-0t -S_021120R-0t
Po{nt l_ mv C_leui.t.H mv OeyietioO my
1 3.290000 1.9_9430 1.9R_3!0 o0_00t120
13.290000 B.046290 R.Oaqltn O_O0_R4R
3 23,290000 14,112300 14,1n_ -0,00_3_4
4 33.290000 20.173700 )0,17_7_a -0_002_0_
S 43.290_00 26.233600 26.2_1699 -O_O019TR
6 53.290000 32e25S900 32.2o24_ 0_006_
T 43.290000 26.232100 26.2116_ ?0,00047R
8 33.290000 20.I25300 20,1T_?_4 -0_004_0_
g 23.290000 14.109300 14,tn_9_k o,ooo66A
10 13.290000 8.049340 _,O4_IIR -0_00020_
11 3.290000 1.9848S0 t.9R_lln 0.00346n
RMS Dey(it_o_! 0.000_2290 mV
- A,/J_ -
_NZq_O _01_ CELL
_OD A_Uo_O
GAUGEZ k/12229
£XCZ?A?Z3H89.98 VDC
T_I 0R309!13
TE.Pt 130
BARO! 14.73 PSZ
._CHA_T_Ab _NTERA_TZONS
_ZR 6ZNES & ZHSTRLI_HTATZON YZRYNG _NSgir, T,R_
PRIX&RY _&UGE OUTPUT
VZRST _Y_bE
Coe2ft_LenCs C(I)...'..C(01S 6.0493623E-01 ol Ot79R60_002
point Z_ mV _lz¢.le_d _v _evlat_o. .v
1 3.290000 1.964680 t.q?OA_ 0.006tR_
2 Z3.290000 8,012920 _.0_0293 0,007303
3 23.290000 14.067300 14.0_Q_*_ 9.0029R_
4 33.290000 20.121600 20.11nq4T -0.0_76S1
5 43,290000 26.166800 26.16_!fl9 0,001_0o
6 53.290000 32.208900 32.217672 0.0007?9
7 43.290000 26.172900 _6,1_R3_0 -0_04E91
8 33.2900_0 20.124600 20.11a94_ -0.00_!
9 23.2900n0 14.07?900 14.0_q_ -0.00831_
10 13.290000 _.022000 R.0_O2_! -0_0n1_57
11 3.2900n0 1.973840 1.97_n_0 -0.0029Ao
PMS Deviation: 0.00161997 mY
SECOND CYCLE
Coe_te{ents C(1) ..... _(0_t 6.o482541_-o1 -1_s_Z0_47_.02
polnt I_ _V CeZeu!*_._ _v oev{a_to_ mv
1 3.290000 1.973840 1,97_64_ 0.00480_
2 13.290000 9.020550 A,O?_Rgq 0.00634q
3 23.290000 14.076400 14.07_Iq3 -0e00t247
4 33.290000 20,124600 20_19t40_ o0,00119_
S 43.290000 26.169800 26.171662 0,001R69
6 330290000 32.215000 32,21991_ 0,00491_
? 43.290000 26.172900 26.171_67 -0_0012_R
O 33.290000 20.129200 20.1_!40n -O,00STq_
9 23.290000 14.079500 14.07_1_3 °0,004347
I0 13.290000 9.026190 9_0_q90 -0,001_R1
11 3.299000 1.981480 1.97_64_ o0.0028_q
RMS Oevla_ion! 0.001_41_0 mV
- A,:4O .
rA_LE 9.2
GffNTq_O [,OLD CEL5
• 0_ AWU-SO
_AUGEI _!t122]0
[XCZ?k?ZOq=9.gA VDC
_kTEt S/22184
?T_[_ ot0t=30
T_v=t 130 r
8AROe 14.23 PSI
M_C_AMTCAL IMTERACTIONS
AIR LINES & IMSTRUM_NTATION MTRZNG IMST_LLR_
PRI=A_Y GAUGE OUTPUT
_IRSTCYCLE
co,i_icLe.t, c(t) ..... c{o_, 6.1os7643_-ot ti_n_6_r.o2
point _, ,v _ale.l._._ _v o.v{at{o_ .v
t 3.290000 2'017420 2,0_6547 0,009127
2 13.290000 g.132200 8.1_?_11 0_0001|1
3 23.290000 14.237800 14_2_8_7_ 0,0_027_
4 33.290000 20.346S00 2n,34_t0 -0,002661
43,2g0000 26.447600 26.44q_04 0_002004
6 5].290n00 3_.547100 32.S_3_ .0,00826_
7 43,290000 2_.4_600 2_.44_n4 -O,O_OOg_
R ]].290000 20.35_t00 20.34_RI_ *0.007261
9 23.2_000n 14.245500 ]4._R07_ -0..00742_
_-_ 10 13.290000 R.133730 _.11_311 ,0,00141_
tt 3.290000 2.026570 2.0_4_ -0.00002_
R_S _evlatton_ 0.001_0!9S mV
SECONDC¥CL_
Co*_{e{en_s COt) ..... CC_ _.t024040_-01 2_i44_,04_-0_
1 3.290000 2.026570 2,0_11_4 0.004S64
2 t3.290000 _.t33730 8.t_ -0,00019_
3 23.290000 14.236300 14,23_94_ -O.O003S_
4 ]3.290000 20.]_8900 20,]3R)4A *0,000SS4
S 43.290000 26.416900 26.4407_0 0,003850
6 53.290000 32°537900 32.54_1_4 .0,0052_4
T 43.290000 26.444S00 26.44_7q0 -0,0037_0
8 33.290000 20.343500 20_3_R34_ -O,OOSlS4
g 23.290000 14.239400 14,2_q4_ -0.0034SR
10 13.290000 _.135250 8,1_3_!n -0,00t7!_
11 3.290000 2.029620 2.0_1134 O.OOtSt4
R_ Deviation= 0.0010022t _V
- A,q7 -
?z_Lr 9.Z
GAJG_t H2/t2220
_X_ZT_TI_N=9,gR VD_
DATEr S/22/_4
TEmPt 130 r
BA_Ot t4.T] PSI
_CHA_TCAL ZNT_RACT_ONS
AIR 6IN[S & INSTRUMENTATIONwIRING INS?Jth_
PRImaRYGAUGE OUTPUT
FIRST CYCLE
Co,_ic_ents C(1)o.o.oC(01; 6o0622868R-01 tln&i1?esR.o]
Po{nt lb lV CalcUlOt_ mV oeyta_o, my 1
1 3.290000 1.990380 1,9q_4 0_005174
t].290000 R.057700 8.0_?g4_ O,O00_4n
3 23.290000 t¢ 125000 14.190t_? -0,004_?_
4 33.290000 20.18470_ 20,1_414 =0,0022R_
S 4].290000 26.248900 26.244701 -0.004199
& 53.29000_ _2.301000 3_.3_60RR O,OOS_R_
T 43.290000 26.242800 26.2447_I 0.0_1_1
R 33.290000 ?0.1B3200 20.IR7414 -O.qO_?R_
9 23.2900_o 14.120400 14.1_197 oOpO0o_?_
tO 13.290000 _,0_922_ 8.0_7_4_ -O.O0_3R_
i,,*_'_ tt 3.290000 1.994960 1.9qK_%4 0.00_$94
R_S Devlet_o_! 0.000_7_2_ mV
SEC_NO CYC6E
eoe_lc{en_s C(t) ..... C(Ol; 6.0606307_-01 R_?i633_3r-O§
Potnt I_ mY C_teu1.t.a mv OeVii_ton mY
1 3.290000 1.9949e0 1,g040!_ -0.00092_
2 13.290000 4.054640 R.OS4_ 0,00002_
3 23.290000 14.t|S800 14.11_29_ -0,000504
4 33.290000 20.I77000 _O,tTSe?? -0,00t_7!
S 43.290000 ?_.236700 26,23_KR -0,00_149
6 S3.290000 32.294900 32,7971_R 0.007_
? 43.290000 2_.238300 26,216S_R -0e0_1747
B 33.290000 20.17SS00 20,17qq27 0,000427
.9 23.290000 14.115_00 14.11_?_ -0,000S04
tO 13.290000 8.054640 8,0_46K_ 0,00_02_
11 3.290000 1.991_10 t.g_4_3q 0.0021_
RNS Oev_=tlo_: 0.000tS79B mV
APPEND_ B
TARLE t.l
~P;CHINIClL INT~~ACTtON~ - ~IR£ FAI.I!:
P;XCITlTIONa9.QA vn~
DUEt !HP/84
TIMEt 111)9141
tEMPt 130 ,.
RAROt 14.76 PSI
PRIMARY C.IIIG~t 1/"'111
SP.:CONDRY r.IIIGl!:1
)
•0.329000£+01
0.A29000F.tOI
0,. 1 32900£+02
o.192900Il.:t02
O. '12900&:+02
0.282900P.:+02
0.332900£+02
0 .. 382900Et02
O.. 412900!+02
0.482900E:+02
0.5129001tt02
0 .. 492900'-+/)2
0 .. 412900l!:+02
O.381900P.:+02
O. H2900P;;+02
0.282900F.+Q2
o. 232900~;+02
0.1829001r.+0'2
0.112900£+02
0.92900011;+01
0.329000E+Ot
'PPL(ED GAUGE LOAO(LBl
Nt
0.000000'-1'00
O.OOOOOOF.+on
0.00000011:1'00
o. noooorur.+QO
0.00000011:+00
0.000000£+00
O.OOOOOOlr.tOO
0.00000011:+00
O.OOOOOOIP.1'O O
O.ooooorUl:tOO
0.000000[1'00
0.00000011:1'00
O.OOOOOO~+OO
0.00000011.:+00
n.oooOOOr.tOO
0.0000001':+00
0.0000001':+00
0.000000'.:1'00
0.00000011.:1'00
O.OOOOOOr.+OO
0.000000':+00
•
~
•
-
0.l29000E+Ol
0.11290011.:+02
0.212900F.:+02
0.312900P.+02
0.412900F:+1}2
0.532900F:t02
0.432900"-;+02
o•.112900P;+02
0.212900£+02
0.1329001':+02
0.l290001l:+01
O.OOOOOOP:+OO
O.OOOQOOP:+OQ
0.00000011.:+00
O.OOOOOOP:+OO
0.00000011:+00
0.0000001':+00
O.OOOOOOP:+OO
O.OOOnOO!i;+Of)
O.OOtlOOO~+OO
0.00000011:+'10
0.000000"'+00
"',O.ooooonF:+Oo
O. OOOOOO~~+OO
0.0000001":+00
0.0000001":+00
O.OOOOOOF.t OO
0.0000001':+00
O.OOOOOOF.+OO
0.000000117+00
0.000000[+00
O.OOOOOOF:tO O
0.00000011;+00
0.00000011;+00
O.OOOOOOF.tO O
0.000000£+00
0.000000[+00
0.00000011:+00
O.OOOOOOF.+OO
O.OOOOOOF.tOO
0.0000001':+00
0.000000'=+00
O.OOOOOOF.+OO
,~II:r.O~O
O.OOOOO'lF..OO
O.(lO(lOOOtr+OO
O.OOOOOOF:+OO
0.000000":+00
O.OOOOOOF.:+Oo
0.0000001£+00
O.OOOOOOP:+OO
O.OOOOOOF:+no
0.0000001':+00
O.OOOOOOF.+OO
O.OOOOOOF:+OO
•0,.19A212l1:tOt
0,. "i02'9U+Ot
0,. RO"i2Al-:1'nt
0 .• 11097U+02
0, t 4l294lr.t02
0,t11"47Et02
0,,?Ot52~ll;t02
0,. 2J1199I1:t0'-
0 .. 'fil/),~r.+02
01'~90n2It02
0,.1196'811.: ... 02
0,,1"0"7811;+02
I), 'fi1t HII:+01
0,,'H"i20F.t02
0" 20186 U1'O,
0,,17tfi1911:+02
0,1411'i'il!:t 02
0,.1 to904ltt02
O,AO,UUtOI
0.0;02'9611:+01
O.I~IlU"i~+Ol
rYrp~
0.199"'''1[+01
I).A057191!:+01
0,t411091r.t0 1
0,,'01649'-=+0'
0 .. 161 12'Ut02
0.1199'0[+0'
0 .. 16t ,'nF:t02
0,.10169.£.0'
01'14141f)lI:tO~
.). ROti1 91P:+OI
0.1 cH194111:+01
GAIIGP: 01lTPUTt.Vl
. N1
0 .. 427°251:-01
0 .. 15077011:-01
0 .. 30"01 U:-OI
0,,244014[-01
0,211~t'-E-Ol
0 .. t~1011r.-01
0, I U'~AF.-Ot
O,.lJ'~O!'ilP.:-02
0 .. 610016&:'!02
O"lS?!li09l1.:-0'
·Q,4!'il~'6[-02
n, 1()!\0 1U:~02
0,. 30~ntA[-O,
0 .. 610016E-02
0,.1067561:-0.
O,.117?!UIII:-01
f),.1n760E-Ot
O.. 7.I~!\t,r.~ot
0.1 AlOI t 1:-01
n.. ',Ufl7611t-OI
0.1ACU61r.-01
0 .. 2A971>7[-01
O.. 2tl~I'II:-01
O,l lJ lI?62g-01
0 .. 457!'i27J1:-01
-0,,'S'~09E-02
,.0,.76?544[-02
-0,.1 ~?"Oql!:-02
0 .. 91 50"1] I':"!' 02
1) .. 12'097 ':-01
0 .. 2.4014&:~O1.
O.2745161:-0t
, N1
0,106768F.-01
0,1J1'1"161:-02
0,1626)OF.-0?
0,457578F.-01
.0,OOOOOOF.+OO
-0,.t52526F.-02
.0,.610105£-0'
-0,CH51~7E-02
~o, , 22021£-0J.
-n,1112741:-0'
-0,t 6177lJr.-Ot
-0,117774£-01
-0, 1 06768P.:-Ol
-0,.10676811.:-0t
'!0,'iIOl0SF.-02
-0,1050!li21:~02
o,oooooor.+oo
0,1525'6'.:-0'
O,I)OOOOOP:tO O
0,.105052E- 0 1
0.7626101!:-0'
0,76261011.:-0.,
0,451"79F.-01
o,oooonoF.+oo
-0,762nn:-O?
-0,J22021P.:-Ot
-0, t 910)lJr.-OI
~O,12202U:-Ot
.O,61010SP.:-02
-0, 1 525261!:-0?
0,6t 0 105F.-02
0.cH5156€-02
TAAr,~ 1.2
~~CHANIClL INT~AACTION~ - AAR~ FRA~F.
l!:XCI1lTJON~9.99 vnr
OIlTE~ 5/11/114
TIME. 11t 0 1121
TEMPI ilO ,.
UROI U.80 Plil
PRIMARY GAUGEI A/~?"9
SECONORY GAUGgl Nt/.,,)O
'PP~I!:O GlUGF. LOADCL8)
Nt .
I).5U90I)U02
0.SU900lt+0'2
0.532900Il;t 0 2
0.51290011:+02
0.5)2900-:+02
0.5)290011;+02
0.5)2900"+01
O.512900P:+02
0.~11.qO"lI:+02
O.512900P.:+02
O. ''1290010:+02
•
f\)
•
A
0.329000E+Ol
0.1329001':+02
0.2J2900E~02
O. H2900ll:+02
0.4J2~00!:+02
l). 532900':+02
0.4]2900£+01
O. U2900E+02
O.212900P.:+O'2
0.1 ]2900£+02
O.329000r.+Ol
N2
O.OOC'lOOOl!:+OO
O.OOOOOOP:tOO
O.OOOOOO~+OO
O.OOOOOOP:+O()
0.00000011;+00
O.O(JOOOOl!:tOO
o.oonOOOJ:+Oo
O.OOOOOO~+OO
0.000000':+(1)
o.ooooooP.:+OO
0.00000011:+00
A
OJ" t q'lt 961:+0'
O"Q'4'11I':+01
0,.140266[+0'
0,100110.11:+02
0, '';12111[+01
O, .. 21 1 ';Oll:t0 2
n.• ?lil 1?lIl1:t02
n, '00" t 9IUO?
"' .. '401'1l1;+02
n .• ,q7~'lll:+OI
n.IQ1644r;:+OI
Glllr.1I; nnTPIJTCIIVl
, ~t
0, n'51~0[t02
0,12~"'l"'t02
0,12!j~9tEt02
I), 11!Ii J69f:t02
(),)'~'OtP.t02
n,.12!1iOq~I:+0'2
0J""!Ii' .. 'JI:+02
n, l?1I3Qqr.t02
n, "'~~1'7r.+02
0, l?~';QOr.t02
O.1'5R421:+02
, _ N~ _
0,' 2207U:-Ot
O,1U96U- O'
0,1 5259]£-0'
0, t 52!19u:~n
o,noooool:+OO
-0, ~!li11771:-0'
O,OOooooP:+on
·O,152!593P:-O'
0, t !li25QU:-02
n,610170£-02
0.t2207411:-01
TA'tLI!: 1.3
MFCHANIClL tNT'Rl~rIO~~ - RlR~ rR'Y~
!XCITATIO'.9.98 vnr.
OAT~1 5/1111i4
TIM!, 14.tl.tl
T[MP J 130 ,.
SUO, 14.76 Pst
PRIMARY G'UG~. A/.",Q
SrCONDRY GAU~~. N2/,"2A
'PPtlfO GAUG~ LOAOfL8)
Nt ,
0.000000'-=+00
O.OOOOOOll:t°l)
O.OOOOOO~+OO
O.OOOOOOIl:~OO
O.I)OOOOOr.~OO
0.00000011:+00
O.. OOOOOO~tOO
O.OOOooor.+on
0.00000011:+00
0.00000011:+00
O.OOOOnOF:+tlO
•0.129000!:+Ot
0.1 )190011:+02
0.2329001:+02
0.))'9001£+02
O.412900hOl
0.512900F.:+02
0.4129008:+02
O. ]]2900~:+02
0 .. 3H900E+02
0.t]290011:+02
0.J29000e:+Ot
N1
0.53'9001':+02
0.537900F:+02
0.5)29001-:+02
0.512900F.+02
O.lU,QOnF.+02
O.5)2900~t02
0.5129001':+02
O.!U1900Il't0 1
O.532900€+02
0.53'900":+02
0.53290011:+02
• •
0~'00'i12I!:tOI
O,.lJ 0 7li69I1;tOt
0.14149211:+02
o.10tA6'li:t02
0,261 USII;t02
0 .. HQ9HF.t02
I). '''I 4211r.tO,
O,.20111~211:+02
0,.141 "'84IttO'
0,.90IlHU+Ol
0.'0128211:+01
GAileI'.: nIlTPUTfIlV)
. NI
0 .. 191(H1E-01
0.10675611:- 0 1
.0.tS?"0?&:-02
-/) .. ~tf)()1"E-02
-O .. t067~6t:-Ot
-0,.19A'6,';-Ot
-0,12'00711.:-01
-O .. ~"''''~F.-02
0, t!li'''i09~-02
0 .. 91 50!')II:-02
O.tl)'''iOQf;-Ot
,. N~
o,:n 17~UtO'l
0, 12t677r.~O'
0,121612F:+0'
0, 121 !l1)511.:+0?
0,121525[+0'
0,12 U64f:t02
0, Ut 51 0,,+0?
0,12159611.:,,02
0,l2t~n".,.0,
0,.1217?1P:+0'
0.12t799F.+O?
)T"RLF. 1.4
~F.CHANIC_L JNT~RACTIO~~ - AIRP. 'Rl~~
rXCITATTnNtq.~A vnr
DATE. 5/l9/R4
'I'lNE, 1 t t21:09
T!IICP, uO ,.
lURO..... eo PSI
PRIIIlARY GAUGEt NtlO"O
SECorU)RY GAm.r::.
APPLIED GAUGIl: LOAOCLBl (aIJGP.: OUTPUTCIllV)
-
A Nl iii? I N. tn, . o~nOOOOOE+OOO.OOOOOOl':+oo 0.1290001:+01 O.OOOOOOP:+OO ~n,,12~0401l:-01 0,10U4!51tOl
O. OOOOOO~:+OO 0.82900011:,.01 O.OOOOOOE+OO -0.. ' )129'U:-Ol 0.. 150'7."71:+01 0,1526151:-01
o.OOOOOOF.:+OO 0.1l29001l:t02 o.OOOOOOI!:+OO -0.. ,9106011:-01 0,. At 26901+0 t Q, t 52615':-0'
0.000000£+00 O.1829001!:+02 0.0000001'+01) -t).'440801!:-O' 0,,11'8041:+02 0.. 1526t51:-0?
0.0000008:+00 0.21291)0Il:t02 0.0000001:+00 -0. ~AqR4'5I1:-01 0,14'1.'1:+02 0,152AUI:-0'
Q.OOOOOOl!:+OO O.2829001!:+02 O.OOOOOOF.:+OO ~o .. '~ijA6'JI!:-t)t 0,17'A9]1:+02 0,' 5261 !u:-o'
. O.. OOOQOOE+OO 0.]1291)011:+02 0.00(1)0/)11;.01} -0 .. 4"~A,§II;-O' 0,20"."[+02 0,1526' 5':-02
O.OOOOOOIi:.OO 0.18290011:+02 0.0000008:+00 -o.4"i7f;~0P.:-OI O,"l41)''1lt 02 0,.1526'15[-0'
•
o.. oonOOO€+oo 0.432901)11:,.02 0.000000£+00 -0.11; 1192"iIl;-O I 0 .. 2f1.~7R[tO? 0,.57144£-01-
0.00000011:+00 0.48290011:+02 O.OOOOOOP.:tijO -n.'n~f;QQrr.-O' 0 .. 29!i\1"!'i ltt0 2 0 ...Sl8&41:'!0?
cr; o.OOOOOOF.+OO O. '\1291)011:+0' o .0cI000/)F:tIl0 ~O .. f;10'00[~01 0, 32Sflf;7[+07. O.. f;t04Sn~O'
• O.OOOOOllltton 0.48290011:,.01 0.000001)11:+00 -n .. "i6"411JII:~01 O.. 2QS'9' lCt0 2 O.. f;104S8F.-01~ O.OI)OOOOI!:+OO 0.432900F:,.02 O.OOOOOOE+OO ~O. "il 1Jf>7lUr.-01 0,. 264f>Pi!Ui:+o, O,1052?9r.-O?
• 0.00000011:+00 o. l82900Il:tO, O.OOOOOOP:+IJO _0. 4~'1f\"iI)'-OI 0 .. 1H'1U tO? 0,)Q5119F.-0'O. OOOf)OO~:+OO 0.11290()P:tO' 0.(100000£+00 -O .. 4t11J1l'U:~01 O.. 20~"6f\[tO' 0,152M5E-O?
O.OOOOOOE+OO O.21n900P:t02 O.(lOOOI)OF.tI)O -0.11161'1./)11:-0, 0, 1710t 51+02 0.. ' 521" 5[-0"
0.00000011:+00 o. '12900P:+01 O.OOOOOOP:t/)O -O .. 29q~411;1l;-t)1 0,. H?URlft02 0,"215151:-02
0.00000011:+00 0.18290/)1!:+02 O.OOOOoo~+oo ~O .. '44I)AOI!:-t)1 O,.ttt AR 'l!:t 02 0,"261511:-0'
O.OOOOOOl!:tO O 0.1]291)011:,.02 O.OOOOOOP.:+OO -0 .. 1810*,011:-01 O.A.)' 171:+01 0,'5?A'5P:~0'
0.000000£+00 0.81900011:1'01 O.OOOOOOF.+OO _0~,l§1~!\01!:_O' O,'50702SIr.+ot n,'5'l61~F.-O'
0.000000£+00 O.lHOOOII:+ot O.OOOOOOF.+OO -0.1'20401l.:-0t 0.10'''''01':+0' O.I52615P.:-0?
Sl!:CONO ('Y~J.P'
-. ' ..
O.OOOOOOI!:+OO O.1290001!:+01 O.OoOOOO€+OO ~0~1220.0P.:~01 O.. ?O?~fiOI:+OI 0,'SU'5P.:-02
O.OOOOOO'l:+OO 0.1 :n900~:,.0' 0.00000011:+00 ~O .• 1q1060€-01 O~81'f!AO€+Ol Or \ 5261 u-o,
0.0000001';+00 O.231900~~O2 O.OOOOOOE+OO -0,.,1191140;,._0\ 0,1421.,11:1'02 0, ~ $2.... !l!:-O2
O.OOOOOOfl:+OO 0.] J19001l:t02 0.00000011;+00 "!'O,lOfi610P.:-Ot O,?()~.90!+0? 0,105229F.-01
O.OOOOOOE+OO 0.412900P:t 0 2 O.ooooooP.tO Il ~t'!~SIAI\70~-O' 0,.2HIICl411:+02 O,45784411:,,!,02
O.OOOOOOI';+/)O O.512901)1!:+02 O.ooooooc;+OO _o~(,tO'OOIl:_t)l O,I'~6,;7retO~ 0 .. *,10458£-0'
O. 0000 OOUOO 0.41290011:+02 O.OOOOOOF.:+OO -O,,,,,Qfil01!:"!'Ot 0, ?6U19P.:t02 O,t51844P.:-02
O.OOOOOOA;+OO 0.)1290011;+0' 0.00000/)0;:+00 -0.1CJ6f;101l:_O' 0, ,nlPiS,lhO, O,t""SE-02
0.000000£+00 ().232901)11:+02 O.OOOOOOE+OO ell,. 2AqR4~l!:-01 O~ U,?UU:,.02 0, 1516.!iP.:-02
Q.OOOOOOE+OO 0.11290011.:+02 O.OOOOOO~+OI) -n~IAJ060F.:-Ot O~IJI~290!tO' 0,t526t5F.-n,
0.0000001':+00 0.]29000!r.+Ol 0.000000e:+1)0 -0.106111'5".:-01 O.20'407P.:+Ol o.oooonoP;+Oo
.~
}
TUlLE t.S
~ECHANICAL INTF.RlCTIO~S - RAR~ 'Rl~!
EXCITATIO~.9.qa vn~
DATE. ~/tII/84
TII4E. It .46.59
1'1!:"'P' UO F
IURO. I •• AO PSI
PRIMARY GAUGF.. ~1/'2?lO
SECONORY GAUG~. A/'2??Q
)
A
O.5UQOOP.:t02
0.512QOO~t02
O.• 512CJOOP.:t02
O.S32900F.:+02
0.531900lh02
0,. !;12QOOe:+Q2
O.512900I!:t02
0.5329001£+02
O.512900Et02
o.532900E+02
O.Sl2!JOOF.:t02
•
lPPLl~O GAUG! LOAOCLBl
~l
O. U9000P.:+O t
o. t 1190011:+02
0.232900!+02
0.312900Il:t02
0.4)2'JOOlP.+1)2
0.5)2900'.:+02
O.U290()~t02
O.332900F.+02
0.21291)011:+02
O. U2900F,+02
0.)291)0011;+01
N2
O.OOOOOOP.:+OO
O.OOOOOO-:tOO
O.OOOOOOe:+OO
O.OOOOOOlr,tOO
0.00000011:+00
0.00000011:.00
O.OOOOOQI:+OO
O.OOOOOO!+OO
0.000000'.:+00
0.000000£+(1)
0.0000006:+00
A .
0,. 122"152l1;t02
0,.12244511;+02
0 .• 12'.108£t02
O. 122t Il6ll:tO,
0,122064".02
n. Ut942r.t02
0 .. )220111:+02
0 .. )~229tr;:t02
l).lHJ54l1:t0 2
0, 1?2~05r.+02
0. 1121i29P.;+02
GlllGIl: nll.,PUTflllVl
. ~1
0 .. ' n'UEtOt
0,AOClt111!:+ot
0 .. 1,.Cl60I!:t02
O,.~OlOt71!:+02
O.2UOfiOf:+",
0 .. U!§~5"l:tIl2
0,. 28U 2t E+02
0.. 20)119'=t02
0,. 14201'21:+02
0,. 80Q914l!:tOt
ll.tClQQ6711:+0t
•. N2
-0, "99AU-Ot
~O,.'59"51!:-OI
-O,1t 36611':-01
'!"O,ICl8199E-Ol
-0,. t 6181IU:-Ol
-0,' J7I,n:.Ol
-0, t 61816£-01
,!,o"CJ8JCJ9F.-Ol
~(),?2n22r.-Ot
-0, 159...5F.-Ol
-0.2'4106E-Ol
•-,
)
fABLE 1.6 .
~~CHANIClL INTERlCTtnN~ - RaRE 'Rl~E
EXCITATJO~.9.98 vor
DATt;, 5/~9/U
U"U 141'27103
nMPa UO II'
UROI 14.77 PSI
PRJMARY GAI!C;':I ~I/I]21n
SECONDRY ~AUG~I N"'222R
APp~no GAIJr-1t. LOAOnB) calJC;1!: OIlTPUTCIllV)
A Nt N2 A Nt ",0.00000010:+00 0.129000fl:+Ol O.5]790nF.+02 -0 .• qt ~<n6li;-01 O~ '1)2124[+01 O~12]t9Ut02
0.00000011:+00 0.1 J290nJI:+02 0.!I)'900~+02
-0.15'''''61:-''1 O~At'652P:+Ot n,1211961:+02
0.00000011:+00 0.2J2900lr.t 02 0.512QOOlt.t02 -0,. 1,59'$t '11'':-01 0,.t411']£+02 O,.123227f:t 02
O.OOOOOO€+OO o. 1129GO"=t02 0.532900F.+02 -n..16617'H:-Ot 0~201407r.+02 0,. 121242F.,.0'
O.OOOOOO£+OQ 0.4)2900~t02 O.512900"+/)? -0,. tlli19f,liP:-Ot 0,264!'iotl:+02 0,121212F.tO'
0.00000010':+00 O.'U91)0Il:t 1l 2 0.~129001l;+O2 -o.~"4q'AIi:-Ot o .. 12~!'ItRll:+O' 0, H12A8l:t02
O~OOOOOOF.:+OO O.4129001r.t0 2 0.532 0 00Il.:t02 -n.4579U'-01 0~264607r.+02 O,.l1nI8ll't0 2
O.OooooOIl;+no O. U2"(1)~+02 0.5329001:+02 -0,. lb6111§r.~Ot 0 ... 20)"2911:+02 0,. 12J2!71t02
O.OOOOOO€+Q() O. 2J290f)F.~02 0.Sl,900F:+02 ~O,.?747AtP:-OI 0,. t 4'4]!U:+02 0,. 121242llt02
0.0000001':+00 O.I129011I!.+02 0.5J2900f:+02
-"., t 5'6'i6P.:-OI O,.Rt ]7I91:+0t 0, Hl2t U+01
o.ooooooe;+oo o. 1290()0~+01 0.5J1.91l0lr.+1l2 -I). CH SCI l6~-0' 0.2010A7E+Ot o. Ul' 81f:+O'
liF:CO,.O ryr.,.... .
. . . ,
O.OOOOOOhOO 1).1290001';+01 0.S32900E+02 -0,.l:Il'S91611:-02 0~2c)10871+01 0,UJUUt02
0.. 001>00011:+00 0.112900Ir.tO~ 0.5J290011:+02 ~o,. t 'nfjS6~-" t O,.Al'Jt091!:+01 0,.1212' tEt07
O.OOOOOO!:+OO 0.23290011;+02 O.5n900~+01 -0,.25951511:-01 0,. t 4,1741:+01- (I,. l212UP.:t01.
O.OOOOOOI!:+OO O. n29001!:~02 0.5J29001l;+02 -O ... 16#i)7'i€.OI 0~20146&[+O2 0, 121251E~02
O"OOOOOOl!:+oo 0.432900111+02 0.53290011:+02 -0 ... 4579611F.-Ot 0,16flljlitP:t0 7. O,12UU F.t°1.
0 ... 000000l!:+00 O.!5 J2900[t02 0.S12900F: .. 02 .O,.SROOCl11:-ot 0 .. 1'5609I:t02 0, nH' AI!:+02
O.OOOOoO€+OO O.4U900P.:+02 0.532900':+"2 -0.4ASI'iOQF.-Ot O~264fi]AKt02 n, lUlI)JF.+02
O.OOOOOO~+OO O. ))290011:+02 0.51?900F:~l)2 .0.16617''':-01 0,20}544'-+02 0, l21257F.+O~
O.OOOOOOE+OO O.212900r.t02 O.512900~+02 -n~'5q'5''5r.''Ot O,.14.2 466&:t02 0, 12J2~7r.t02
O.OOOOOoe:+OO 0.112900E+02 0.5129001';+01 -O.152#i1§6@;-Ot O. At lA7t P.+Ol 0,12)211£+01
O.OOOOOOE:+OO 0.3290001l:+0t O.51290(lF.+02 -0. q15916~-02 0.201?191+01 O. J21t81E:+O'
)
•)
'URLr. 1.7
M~CHI~ICAL INTFPICTIONS - ~AR~ FRI.€
gXCITATION-9.99 VO~
DUEl 5/11/~4
TIMEI 15105: 16
T,.MP I UO F'
BAROI 14. 76 p~t
PRIMARY ~IUGFI ~2/""R
SECONDRY C;AIJG~I
~PPLIP;D GAUGII.: LIHDC(8) Glum!: OUTPUTCMVl
A
"1 N2 I Nl N?.
0.000000£+00 0.00000011:+00 O. 329000F.:+ 0 1 -0.1)72]8":-01 0~5n7AlF.-Ol 0,1995041:+0'
0.0000001';+00 0.1)0000011:+00 0.829000F.+Ot -o~ t 3721811.:-01 o~ !56." A11:- 0 1 0,1\02411E+Ot
0.000000£:+00 0.00000011:+00 O.112QOOE+02 -O.11111U-01 0~!i4Q012r.-01 0,A04880EtOI
O.OOOOOO€+OI) O.f)OOOOOJ!:+OO 0.18,QOOF.+02 -0 .• I 21t1UII.:-01 0~SH781~ ... 01 0, t 10719F.t02
O.OOOOOO!+oo O.OOOOOOll:tOI) 0.212QOOF.+02 ... 0" 7624111:... 02 0,,5490121:-01 0,,409MIF.t0 1
O.OOOOOOhOO 0.000001)11:+00 0.2'291)0"+02 -0.914920€-O1 O~5117A1F.-nl 0r t 711651:+0'
O.OOOOOO@;+OO 0.000001')11:+00 O.H2900E+02 .0.91491011.:-02 0.511781 !-01 O,.'lJU~O[tO?
O.OOOOOl)hOO O.OOOOOI)P:tOO 0.182900F.+02 .0.4~7411l0F.-02 0~Sl17AU:-Ot 0, ')]1 !5191:+0'
O.OOOOOO~+O() I) .1)0OOOO~:+01) 0.4379001'.:+02 -n.4574~OP:-O' O~5117AtI:-Ot 0,.'616')1[+0'
O.. OOOOOOIt+OO I).OQOOI}O~+Ol} 0.4f11.900P:+O? -0~104q711l:-02 0 .. Sl11Atl:-OI 0,191691I:tO'
O.OOI}OOQE+OO O.OOOOl)flF.+OO 0.'5)'900E+O? o.I)OOOQO€+OO 0"SI8!UOF.:-01 0,12181!5[t01
O.OOOOOOE+OO fl.OOOOOOP:t(1) 0.U2900Et02 ... 0.104971F: ...0, O~1\1A51Q[-01 0,'91706€t02
O.OOOOOOEtOO O.I)OOOOI'lJ:+OO 0.41791)01:+02 ~O,4'574f>OF.-O' 0.5490121:-01 O,261~97FtO'
O.O-OOOOOl!:+llO O.OOOOOOF.+OO O.3A2900F:+O' -0,".OCJQ47l!:~02 O~ 'U9012F.-Ol 0, Ht!5t9[t0.,
O.OOOOOOE:+OO 0.00000011;+00 0.)]1QOOl!:t02 .1l~762411P:-0' 0,,5'.. 'All-01 0,201380E+02
0.000000&:+00 O.OOOOOO~+OO 0.281900E+02 -0.16241l1!:-02 0.564'8:U:~01 0,.\712261:+02
O.OOOOOO~~+OO O.OI)OOOOF:+Ol} 0.21290011.:+1)1. ... o~ 121 <UI9P.:-Ol 0.579!U4l!:-01 0,.141026£+0'
0.0000001£+00 0.001)0001':+00 0.181QOM:+112 -0.IS24AH:-01 0.59418!U:-Ol 0,tt07AOE+02
O.OOOOOOE+I}I) O.OOOOOOF:+OI) 0.131900~:+()2 -O.t52497r.-Ot 0.6100361-01 O,.80518!5Et Ot
O.OOOOOO&:+Ufl O.OOOOOO~+/)O 0.82qOOOf.+Ot -0.16771SF:-Ol 0.f;ln016E-01 0,"I02879l!:tO I
0.000000£+00 O.OOOOOOF:+OO 0.329000F:+Ot -0. U771'H~-OI 0.62~'f16E-OI O.199809EtOt
5F:COillO (" y("~.F'
O.OOOOOOE+OO fl.OOOOOOI!:+OO O.329000~+ot -0,,1677311E-Ol 0 .• 6'-!\'AAF.~Ot O~199909E+Ol
O.OOOOOO&:tOO O.OOOOOOlr.t OO O.1l?9001!:+O2 ... O.18298U:-Ot O~fi40S17I!:~Ot O,A050)lE+Ol
O.OOOOOOF.;+OO O.OOOI)OOF.tOQ O.232900F.:tU2 ~O, 117~)fH:~01 0,.~100)6F.:-Ol O,.,4096SU02
O.OOOOOO€+Oo O.OOOOOOl:'tOO O.l)'2tlOOIr.+Ol -0, 10"141.F:~01 0.610/)lU:-Ol 0r '01l34[tO'
0.000000'.:+00 0.00000011:+00 0.437900E+01 -O,,101i741e:-01 O.• !59.n8§~-01 0,'61 506[+01
O.OOOOOOE+OO 0.00000011:+00 0.!'IU900I':t02 ~O~914920r.-02 n~!57."14E-OI O,121718F.tO'
O.OOOOOOP:tO O O.OOOOOOr.+OO 0.4U900~+02 ... O~I06141l1:,,!,Ot O~ S947R!U':·Ot 0, '6U2tP;t02
O.OOOOOOI!:+OO O.OOOl)OO~+OI) 0.H2(01)1I:+02 ... 0. 1219Stlll;-Ot 0.. UOO16F.-01 °r201104@:t02
O.OOOOOOP;+I)O O.OOI)OOOF:+OO 0.212900E+02 -0.152411111:-01 0.• IIl1001fiE-OI 0,.t.0949[tO~
0.00000011:+00 0.001)00011:+00 0.U1900P:+02 -0.1617l5@:-01 O,,6'2S'A6C.O! O,AO!51A5[t 01
O.OOOOOOP:+OO O.OOOOOOF:+OO 0.32900011;+01 -O.la2(1)4E-Ot O.f\252AU:..Ol 0.1998091:+01
)
-")
TAAf,E 1.1'1
~ECMANICAL INT~RArTIO"S - RARF ~ql~e:
~XCITATIONa9.QR vnr
OATI:. 5/11/1'14
UIoI(I;. 1'5111125
n:IlIPt UO P'
BARO' 14.16 pst
PRIMAPY GAUGF., N2/'2,28
SECONDRY GAUG!, A/"229
)
'PPLI~n GAUG~ LOAOlL8'
'It
0.0000/1011:+00
O.OOOOOIlIr.+OO
O.OOOOOOF.:+OO
0.00000011:+00
O.O/)OOOO~tOO
o.OOOOOOIr.+OO
O.Ot)OOOOll:tO O
0.00000011:+00
0.00000011:+00
0.000000l!:+00
O.OOOOOOIr.+OO
•
•
A
O.532900h02
0.512900£+02
o. 5]1900l!:+~2
0.512900l!:+02
0.51191)0€+02
0.'U2900h02
O.'5129~0€+02
0.5)2900£t02
O.531900p':+1)2
0.517900l!:+02
0.532900£+02
N,
0.1290001':+01
0.1l'900E+02
O.711900 F.tr)1
0.3119001':+02
0.412900F:+O,
0.5J1QOOP:+01
O.-12900F.+02
0.3)7900£+07
O.232900":+()2
O. 13190OF:+O 2
0.3290001':+01
A
O,.11Q627Etll'
0.11967)11:+01
O,.lt96IHI€t0 2
0.119(;RI)P:+02
0,. 119581 ~+01
0 .• 119ii'UH:tOl
0._ 11 9718-=+02
0,. 3l9764P:+1)1
0,. 1t91J10P:,02
0 .. 11 9764P';+02
O. 11 9R~6P:+02
calJGP: ""TPUTl."
. _ N 1
0 .. 1"0770~~1l1
0 .. nO'-691!-Ot
01' 1201.691:-01
O.. 2RQ1611:-01
O,.10~"1 ,.,:-01
O,.'l'4'1Ii161-01
0.'74't61:~01
0,,'fl9161~-OI
l'II'10!'iOtAIt-01
91' H'i~2nl-Ol
n.ll~!§?OE-nl
• N2
01'1966061:+01
0,AOI617E+Ol
0, t 40644£tO?
O,~OO9fi8F.+O'
O,.?61110EtO?
0, :nllA8F.tO,
O,'6120U+O'
0,'00968E+0'
O,U06UEtO?
0,.A02115F.+Ot
0.19691t£+01
•
:D
•
-c
•
)
TARLE 1.9
H~CHANICAL INT!RICrIO~S - ~ARf. FRA~~
EXCITATIONa9.99 vnr.
OAn. 5/0/84
TINE' 15'O'H16
TP:NP. UO ..
AARO, U.76 PilI
PRIMARY GA"Crr ijll.",R
SECONORY GAI'GP;I Ifl "2210
APPLIP:D GIUG! r.OAOCLAl GAUCr. "lJTPUTCIIVl
I NI N2 A Nt N2. . O~2(02)OEtOIO.OOOOI)O€+I)O O.532901)€t02 O.J29000F.:+Ol -0.711182£-01 01' l2~n9Et02
O.OOOOOOF.:+OO 0.51'90011:+02 0.132900E+02 -0,.702511~·01 0 .. 12!117401:+02 O,A0656U:+OI
O.OOOOOOE+OO 0.53290011:+02 0.2129001':+02 -0.6~7219€-OI 0,. 12!'i'771 ~+02 0,I4 U06Et02
o.oonoOO!+oo o. 5J2900~+02 O.H29nOF.:+02 -0.I>7195n:-OI 01'3'''i771E+02 0,101924£.0'
O.OOOOOOl!:tOO I). 'S 129001l:t02 0.U2900!l:t02 -0."'~6"9~P:-Ol 0 .. l'-!'i771F.t02 0, ')62467EtOl
O.OOOOOOEtOO 0.51290011:... 02 0.51291)05:+02 -0 .• 64142111:-01 01'12"i90111:+02 0,.1210)9F.t O'
0.0000001';+00 0.53290011;+02 0.4)290011.:+01
-0 .• "566951;-01 0,. )2"i7A6@:+02 0,'62512F.+02
0.0000001:+00 O.5)2900~t02 0.1J2900J;;+02 -0.tI\7t967~-01 O~12"iAI7I:t02 0,'01914F.tO'
o~ooooooe ... oo 0.51290011;+02 O.2329001!:+O2 -O,."P1219E-Ol 01' 12~817E ... 02 0, t41l16£tO~
G.OOOOOI)p':+OO 0.5129001'.+02 O. U'9f)OI!:~1)2 -0. 71 77R1P~-OI 01'1'IIU21:+02 0,801026'-:+0t
o.OOOOOOg+oo 0.512900r.+02 0.1290001':tOI -0.7))055[-01 O.12~A121!:+02 O. 700688E+0 1
5F:cntiD rYr~.... ,
o~OOOOOI)E+OO 1).5l2900P:t02 0.32!1000I!:tOI -O,.lHOll51!:-01 O.. 12!1I121:+02 O,700688E+Ot
OIOOOOOOOI!:+OO 0.512900'+02 0.11290011:+02 ,!,O~702!ltlP.-01 0,. 12"'A111:,.02 O,A065I>BEtOt
0,,000000".00 0.5129001!:+O2 0.212900Il:t02 .O~~971191P..lH O.. ]2~Al111:+02 0 .. 14129U:t02
O.OOOOOOE+OO 0.5129001l:+Q2 0.))'900[+02 -0. "5fi 69 '1':-0 1 0.12"i91,1:+02 1),.201879£tO'
0.0000001:+00 o. '5.J2900I!:t02 0.412QOOI':+01 -0~"'1Q67P;·01 O~ 17'111 711;t02 I),. 262U6F.tO'
O.OOOOOOI!:+OCl I). '5 12900tt02 O.512CJOOP.:+02 -O~"5~69~P.:-01 O.12~Al 71:+02 O,122961F.+O'
0.00000011;+00 I). !U29011P:tO, 0.4 )2C}OOfl;+01 -0."'tq67~.01 nI'12!'iAl'lI.:t0 2 0,. ?6245U:tO'
O.OOOOOOF.:+OO 0.51290011;+02 O. 1 )2900P~+O '2 -O .• Ii7tQlin:-Ol O~]'!'iA1AP:+0' 0,')OICf'4I!:tO?
O.OOOOOOP:+OIJ O.~)29001l;+l}2 0.2J2900l!:+02 -O;o'702o;I1~-OI O.• 17~A47P; ...0' 0;' 141121EtOl
O.OOOOOC)E+O') 0·.51190nl::+02 O.1329001i:+02 -1).1t779~Ii:-Ot O~ )15847£1'02 O,~06874F.:+O'
O.OOOOOOF,+OO o .!U 2900F.+O 2 0.329001)1£+1)1 -0.7H0551r-OI O.32~941E+02 0.'''9021£+01
•l ~ )
TABI,F. 2. t
~ECHA"ICAL tN?~RACTrONS • INSTRlI~F.NTATT~~ WIRIN~ INSTALLED
EXCITATIONa9.9A vnr
OATE. 5/2'/94
TI'4I:. 1J1t21J9
TF.14P. UO ,
8AROt 14.71 PSI
PRIMARY GAijG~t l/.,,~q
!lECONOPY G1Uc;F..
APPLIED GAUGI: LOAOCL8) G1UG~ n"TPUTt.Vl
I Nt N2 • Nl N'O.J29000E+fH O.OOOOOOI!:+OO O.OOOOOOE+OO 0.1974821:+01 O.t6'7'lAU;-Ol O~ t 526)11:-07.
O. t J29001!:+02 0.00000011:+00 O.OOOOOOE+OO O.1l04t'IP:+Ol 0 .. 7.1 )$•.,1:·01 -0, lO~7.7U:-02
O.212900E+02 O.OOOOOOIJ:+OO O.OOOOOOF.+OO 0 .. t40QA41:+07. O,.lO!\/)f\OE-Ot
-0,'06946£-01
0.33290011:+02 0.00000011;+00 O.OOOOOOE+OO O. '016Hf.+02 O.JUU IU:-Ol -0,198428[-0,
O. 4J'900E+O~ O.OOOOOO~+(lO O.OOOOOOhOO 0 .. ?6217~W;tO' 0 .. 50J149£-01 ~O, 21 169U-Ol
0.5129001';+02 0.00000011.:+00 O.OOOOOOIJ:+OO fl. U711 7I:t02 0.0;94967£-01
-0/,'7474611:-01
O. U2900ll:-t02 O.OOOOOOll:tOO 0.0000001:+1)0 1)."6110511;+01. 0 .. ''HR~02!-01 -0,1984281:-01
0.))29001:+02 O.OOOOOO"tOO O.OOOOOOP.:+OO 1) .. ?016(,411:+02 0 .... "811£·01 ~0,1221091:-01
0.212900IH02 0.00000011:+00 0.00001)0F.+1)0 O.1410~1l!:+0'l 0,10!'i0601:..01 -0,~1!5A2U:-0'l
0.1)29001:+02 0.000000"+00 O.OOOOOOIl:+OO O.. R04274P:+Ol O.. 19A~89E-Ot -0,l0521 ..1:-0'
O. )2900011:+01 O.OOOOOOF.+OI) O.OOOOOOE+I)O o .19809U:+Ol O.1671AlE-OI 0.1526J71:-07
SECO~D r.vr.r.F:
0:1526)7F.-02O.1290001t+Ol O.OOOOOOF.+OO O.ooooonl!:tOO 0 .• t 9809UtOI 0 .. ' §7191E-Ol
0.1 J2900P.:+02 O.OOOOOO~tOO O. (lOOOOOP~+OO o. A04nU+Ot 0 .. 21 'U4 'I l!:·01
-0, '0!5274t-n
O.2119001!:+02 0.00000011:+00 0.0000001:+00 0,_' 410101:+02 O.. 2119A01F.-O, -0,9158'2 U:.07.
0.H2900e:+02 O.OOOOOI)P:+OO O.OOOOOOr.+OO O,.'Otfifi4"t02 0 .. J6~n721:.,)t .0,' '26171:-0t
0.4~29001!:+02 0.00000011:+00 o.ooOOnOf.tO O 0,'62205"+0'2 O.. 412UU:-Ol -0,7.U69U-Ol
0.5l1900P:+02 0.0000001:+00 O.OOOOOOl!:tO O 0,.11.27621:+02 0 .. 5791\141:-01
-Or 774746£"01
0.unOO!!:+U2 O.OOOOOO~+OO 0.00000011:+00 fl .. '~?HU+02 0 .. 4'77.11431:·01 -0, t 9U'lIE-Ot
0.))2900F.:+02 O.OOOOOO~+OO O.oooooor.tOO I) .. 20 U4ltr.+02 0, lAl 12'!U:.Ol
-0, I 52611r.-O'
0.2)2900l!:+02 O.OOOl)OO~tOQ O.OOOOOO€+oO 0.1 .. 'O'Hlh02 0 .. JO!'it)60ll:-01 ~0,f\105.7E-0'
0.lJ2900e:+02 O~OOOOOOll:tOO O.OOOOOOP:+OO O. flon na.:+Ol 0,t9A1.A91!:-Ol .0, U2U7P.:-02
0.32900f)l!+01 O.OOOOOOP:+OO o.oooonO£+I}/) O. I 98245E+Ol o. tAJOltU:.Ot 0.1526,n:·0'
rut.[ 2.2
INTERACTION' - IN~TRijNENTlTlnN ~IRT~G I~STaLLe:D
!XCI1lTION.9.~8 vn~
oan. 5/11/86
Tlltl:. 1~.OIlI17
nltP I 110 po
8ARO. 14.11 pst ,
PAI"lRY GaUG~1 Nt/."10
SEC'ONDRY GAUr-€.
APPLII:D GlUG~ LOlO(LR)
Nl ,
O. J29000EtOI
O.IJ29001:t02
O.2U900P.:t 0 2
O. H290l}[+02
1).4129001!:+02
0.512900E+02
0.4129001':+02
O.ll 290011; 02
0.2 )2900e: 02
o.U2900f.+02
f) • 129000r. ... 0 1
OJ
•
-
-
a
O.OOOOOOE+OO
0.000000[+00
O.OOOOOOE+OO
O.OOOOOoe: ... OO
0.000000£+00
o.OOOOOOE ... OO
0.000000£+00
O.OOOOOOI!:+OO
0,,000000[+00
O.OOOOOOE ... OO
O.OOOOOOE+OO
o.OOOOOo€+OO
O.OOOOOOE+OO
O.OOOOOOE+OO
O.OOOOOOF.;+OO
O.OOOOOOP.:+OO
o.oooooOt+OO
O.OOOOOOE+OO
O.OOOOOOI!:+OO
O.OOOOOOE+OO
O.OOOOOOE+OO
O.OOOOOOF.+OO
0.12900011:+01
O. t )29001=:+02
0.21290011;+02
0.)]29001': ... 02
0.43290011.:+02
0.5)29001':.02
0.41nOOl':tnl
O. HHOOP:t02
0.2329005:+02
0'. 132900€... 02
0.32900'011:+01
N2
O.OOOOOOEtOO
0.00000011.:+00
0.000000£+01)
0.000000£+00
o.ooOO/)OF.;.OO
0.000000£ ... 00
0.00001)011:+00
0.00001)01'.:+01)
O.OOOOOOE+OO
O.oooooor- ... Ol)
0.000000tr.+00
S€CO~O
O.OOOOOOI!:+OO
0.0000001:+00
0.00000011:+00
0.000000£+00
0.00000011:+00
O.OOOOOOE+OO
0.00000011:+00
0.00000011:+1)0
0.00-0000'-+00
O.OOOOI)OE:+OO
0.00000011:+00
1
-0 .• t 0684U-Ol
-0,198425"-01
-0.10'527011;-01
-0.36UHr.-01
-o .• §OUCJ$lt~OI
-1).~tn51U:-OI
-0 .• 5U9~911:-01
-0,411114I[-Ot
-0 .• 2901)0611:-.01
-0~198415e:-O.
-0. "21 OltP;-O t
~ycr,r.
,!O,. 12211)81:-01
-0,1984:1511;-01
-0.30527 Olt-O 1
-0 .• 41211 U:-OI
-0,41184UP.:-OI
-0 .• f.tO'i19g-0t
-o.~)4n';U:-1)1
-0.""1411;-01
-0 .. 11579711.:-01
-0. '2'Uq~2l1.:-01
-0.111 HU-OI
GAUGI: OllTPUTCIIV)
Nl
0.201"'411:... 01
0 .. 81~n54I:tOl
0.U'426Et02
O,,'03~4fie:... 02
O,,264fif>6Et02
0,. )2581 7F:+02
0.26"75711: ... 02
Q.201611tr.+02
0,.1424811:~02
n.~l :Hi55E+Ol
0.20tA52E... OI
0 .. 20IAS?EtOI
O,.lH~512e:tOt
0,. 14?4411:+02
0,20111611':~02
0,. 264f\UF.tB2
0. 111177t£t02
O.2641!1ill':+02
0.2016521:+02
0" 14'491I:t02
O.Rl15121:tO t
O.20"tOl!:+01
. N2
0,.3051821:-02
0,105362E-02
0,1053621:-0'
0,. 105)62E-02
0,.4580431-0?
0,.9160861:-0'
0/,4511041';-0'
0,105362£-02
0/,105362£-01
0,10!n62!-0?
0.1526AIE-0'
.
0, t S2lil1 n-02
0,lOU8U-01
0,30S16U-07
0,. 10!U62F...02
0,105l62!:-01.
0,I'10124£-..0?
O,451104)!:-O'J
Q,305)621-01
0,3053fi2E-O'
0, l05162E-02
0.105362[-02
I)
TA8LE 2.3
"gCH_~IC_L I~TERlCTIONS • J~STRtlM~NTATTON WIRTNG INSTALLED
gXCITATIO~.9.98 vnr
onE, 5/21/94
TIIII!:. 12.30.21
rF.MP. 110 F
BARD. 14.11 PH
PRINARY GlIICE. N21t2?'A
SI!:CONDAY GAU<:lI:t
,PPI.tP.:O GAUGIP. r,OAOC L8) laUGr nllTPUTtmVl
A
'tl N2 1 Nl H2
O.OOOOOOE1'OO 0.00000011:1'00 0.12900011.:+01 -o~ 10690..:-01 O.161~46F.-01 0, 19909611.:t01
O.OOOOOOg+OO O.OOOOOO£tOO 0.1 )291)1)11;.01 -0 ~ fa! 61191:-02 0,.1616461:-01 0/,,,05'40E+Ol
O. OOOOOO~:+OO I).OOOOOO€tO O 0.232900E+02 -0.91611911:-01 0/,161fi46P;-01 0,14114911.:+0'2
O.OOOOOOI!:+OO O.OOOOOO€+()o I). H2CJO(l[+/) 2
-0/,916119&:-02 0 .. 1616.,,11:-01 0,. 201l44E.0'
O.OOOOOOI!:+OO 0.000')0011:1'00 O.412QOOll:+02 -0.916HU:-02 0.161U611.:-01 0,262191[1'02
o.OO(lOOOf.:+OO O.OOOOOOll:tO O O.512900E+02 _0. QI6 It U:-01 0 .. U7~46t-01 0,12296611.:+02
O.OOOOOOE+OO 0.00000011:+00 O.411900E+02 -O~qI6H91!:-01 0/'161646r.-Ol 0,262J67E+02
o.OOOOOOg+OQ O.oOOOOOOF.tOO 0.311900[t02 -0~9161t9[-02 O.161fi41)5:-0t 0, 10t 18)£+02
O.OOOOOO€+OO O.OOOOOI)II:~OO O.211900Et02 -0.10690 U':-O 1 0.15'40!'ir.-Ol o/' t.1 1691:+02
0.01)00001':.+00 l).ooonOOF:+oo O.132900Et02 -0 .. 10690U:-Ol 0.t61A4fiP.:-Ol 0/,A05240!+OI
O.OOOOQOF.:+OO O.I)OOOOOP:+OO O.J29000E+Ol .0.106904E-Ol 0.151405[-01 O.1989UE+Ot
SgCONO ("vq,r-:
O.OOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOQF:+OO O.J29()OOI!:+OI -0•• /)690U-OI 0,. 15?40!U:~01 O~ t 9A94U+0 1
0.0000001':+00 0.00000011:+00 0.112900~+02 -0. t069oU-Ot 0,.16164611:-0t n,A04fi29.!+01
0.00000011;1'00 0.00000011;+00 0.232900';+02 -O.t06904F.-01 0.U>7f;46lt-OI O,14lt23[+01
O.OOOOOOE+OO 0.00000011:+00 O.l12900F.+02 -0. t 0690411:-01 0,.15"O~[-01 0, '01 1)11:+01
o.ooooooP.:+OO 0.00000011:+00 O.431900~+02 -1).9161t9~-0' O/,151405E-Ol 0,2621)6[t02
0.000000[+00 O.OOOOOOC:+OO O.!12ClOnJi:tOl .O,.QI61t911:-02 0/'1311 1)51:-01 0,12185911'+0'
o.oOOOOOoe:+oo 0.00000011;+00 O.4:)2QOOF.+(l2
-0.' Ol;90U:-OI 0,.152.051:-01 0,. '62l2tEtO?
O.OOOOOOIl;+UO O.OOOQonP:tO O O.3J2900F.+02 ~n,.1069041P.-Ot 0 .. t~'·05E-Ot °r101151P:+02
O.OOQOOOF.:+OO 0.00000011:+00 O.232900Et02 -0.106904E~(lt I)~ \]7165£-01 0,141091[+01
O.OOOOOOE+OO O~l)OI}OOI}II;+OO o. H2900r.+n, -0.1 )744811.:-01 0,.15'4051-01 0,.8 049 3411.:+01
o. nooooo~~+oo O.OOOOOOF:+OO 0.129000(.:. II t -O.I)744U:-Ol 0.152405£-01 0.198415[+01
•
OJ
•
-
TABLE 3. t
MECHAflIClf, H1T[RACTlnN~
AIR LIN~S , INSTRU~FNTATIJN WrRI~G INSTALLEO
EXCITlTtONa9.~8 vor
DUE: 5/~2184
TIMEI 01ll091U
UMJ». Sl(l F
BARD' 14.13 PSI
PRIMA~Y GAUGfa l/'?11Q
IIf.CDNOPY lIAIIGr.a
~PP(.H;O GlUGr. LDlOnB) GAlIGr. nllTPUTc.n
1 Nl H2 l
.Nl ,.,,
O.3291l00EtOl O.OOOOOO!+oo 0.000000';+00 O.t9646lUttOI n~ 1170901:-01 O,.OOOoool:+on
O.1l29001!:+02 O.OOOOoorr.tOO 0.000000[+00 0.90\292':"01 0.1 fi1~!UI:-Ot 0,. )0549!J1:-01
0.232900!+02 o.oooooo'.:+on O.OOOOOOE+OO O.140~'1'.:+01 O. tB'7AfiE-01 0,. 1nU8E-Ot
O. U1900E+02 o.OOOOOor.t(1) 0.0000001:+00 f) .. 101116Et01 0 .. 2U2511:-01 0,.'139.71:-01
O.432900E+02 o.OOOOOOF.+OO 0.0000001:+00 O.1616Ul!:t02 0.'41715£-01 O,120170E'!O\
O.!5)2900£+02 O.OOOOOI)l!:+OO O.OOOOOOE+OO 0.122089[+02 O~2A94121:~01 0 .. 4124191:-01
O.U2900!+02 O.OOOOOOP.:+OO 0.0000001:+00 0.161129£+02 0~22114lJ:U:-01 0,.1207'701:-01
0.))29001=:+02 O.OOOOOOll:tOO O.OOOOOOf:+OO 1).'0124611:+02 O.167~5'U:-0\ o,.:U 1847E-Ot
O.2U900E+02 O.OOOOOOl!:t on O. OOOOOO~~tOO O~t401791:t02 0_ 1 ]7090E-Ol 0,. 122t CJ8I:-Ol
o. U2900Etl)2 O.OOOOOOll:t OO O_OOOOOOEtno 0 .. 90n08[+Ot 0,.131090[-01 0 .. 3054951:-02
O. J29000hOl 0.000000"+00 0.000000£+00 O.191lUUOt O.t2IA!511:-01 0.152748[-01
S~CONO c.YCJ..f.
O.329000E+Ol O.OOOOOOP:tO O O.OOOOOOF.+I)O n .. '91184I:tOt 0_UtA57E-01 0, t 521481:-02
O.112900~+O2 O.OOOOOOr.~OO O.OOOOI)OF.:+OO O_1020,UtOI O~ 1211!i'JI:-01 0.. )05495F.-02
0.1)2900£t02 O.OOOOOOEtOO O.OOOOOO~tOO O.14016U+o2 o~ P1o90t-o~ 0,'069211:-01
O. ll2900!:t02 o.ooooooP.:tOO 0.0000001:+00 1) .. 2012461:+02 0,. t 370901:-01 0,.21U4n:-01
O.U2900F.+02 O.OOOOOOP:tO O O.OOOOOOE+OO 0 .. 26169811.:+02 o _l U1A6I:-Ol 0,.10S4CJ!§E-Ot
0.'129001':+02 0.000000"+00 O.OOOOOOF.t OO 0_ 3221501:+02 O~ un15E'!'OI 0,.191144[-01
O.4J2900E+02 O.OOOOOOJ:+OO O.OOOOOOI!:+OO 0 .. 261'291:+02 O.ICJlOtU-OI I),. 190220r.-Ol
O.1l2900~+02 O.OOOOOOl!:+OO 0.0000001':+00 0.20129Ut02 O.I$21221:-0t 0,. 21 lA47E-01
O.212900F.:+02 O~OOOOOOl!:+OO 0.000000£+00 n_ t 401~!H:+O' 0" 117090E-Ot 0,.t22t9R€-01
O. U2900':+02 0.00000011:+00 0.001'100011:+00 0,.802lHAE+OI n.tO"fi,~r.-OI 0 .. 105495£-02
o .1290nor.+o 1 0.00000011;+00 o.OOOOOI')P:+oo O.19"'4AII:+01 0.91 ,cnU:-02 O.15214A~-01
~)
-•
) ) )
TAM.!: 3.2
N!:CHANICAL INTERACTTON6
AIR LIN~S , INITRUMFNTlTION WJR'~G INSrlLLEO
EXCITlTIO~.9.98 vnr
OATEI 5/22/84
TIM[a 091011)1)
,r..PI 130 po
SUO. u.n PSI
PRIMARY GAUGFI N1/'27.30
SlCONDRY GaUGEI
lPPLIE:O GAUGe: LOAOCLBl GAUGF. OIlTPUTCIllV)
.. Nl N2
"
Nt , "2O.OOOOOOEtOO O.3290001~01 0.00000011:+00 -O.I(,80~21£-OI O.7.0t742EtOl O,.10511!U:-02
0.000000£+00 O.t32'OO~+02 O.OOOOOO!;'~OO -0. ]20U~[-OI 0~8t l'20EtOt 0,.30S185[-02
O.OOOOOOE+OO 0.212900F.+02 O.ooooooe:+OO -0.412';16 ..-01 0.14'H7AE+02 O,.105tR5r.-O'
O.OOOOOOE+OO 0.]]290011:+02 0.000000[+00 -O.1I04tA6f.-OI 0.2014651:+0' 0,.105185£-02
O.OOOOOOI!;+OO O.U29001:~02 O.OOOOOOEtO O -0,. !UIO,,78E-01 O~2f;"76E+02 0,.'57777r.-0'
O.OOOOOOE+OO O.532900h02 0.000000[+00 -0.702805F.-OI 0 .• ]2!\£7Ut02 0,.457777E-02
0.000000[+00 0.43290011.:+02 0.000000&:+00 -o."1111~[-Ol O.7.64!1iOf\[t02 O,'57777E-0'
O.OOOOOOE+OO 0.1)29001':+02 O.OOOOOOEt OO -O.48AQOIU:-Ol 0.20151tE~02 0,.~05195F.-02
O.OOOOOOE+OO O.232900Et~2 0.00000011:+00 ~O.181959!-Ol 0~1~'~55E~Oa 0,.l05185E-0'
O.OOOOOOE+OO o .132900P;+02 0.0000001:+00 -0,.'5Q7UE-OI 0,.81 Hll1:tOt 0,.305185£-02
0.000000[... 00 0.329000'.:+01 O.OOOOOOE+OO -O.t68062€-01 O.20'657~+01 0.305185£-0'
S~CI)ND eyel·!!: . .
0:lOSt85F.-02O.OOOOOOP.:+oo o.n90onE+01 O.OOOOOOE+no -0.I68Q62&:-01 0~20"~57!tOI
O.OOOOOOE+OO 0.132900F+02 O.OOOOOO!+I)O -O.2291761!:-OI O,.~I ~J7U:tOI O,l05t8U-02
O.OOOOOOP.:+OO 0.2 )2900F.+02 O.OOOOOOJl.:tOO -0. net 2U-OI 0. 14'lI5Ut02 0,.10St85E-02
0.000000&:+00 O. lJ29001!:+02 0.00000011:+0'3 -0.42779U-Ol O.20ll89!t02 0,10518U-0'
O.OOOOOOE+OO 0.U2900E+02 O,.OOOOOOI!:+Oo -0. ,U474U:-Ol 0,. 26.169E+02 0 .. 105\8SE-O,"
O.OOOOOOP.:tOO 0.53290011;+02 O.OOOOOOE+OO -O.62641U-Ot 0~)2!n"!+02 0 .. 1051851:-0'
O.OOOOOOI!:+OO 0.432900[+02 O.OOOOOO~tOO eO.!li34743f.-01 0 .. 26UUh02 0 .. 105185".02
0.0000001+00 0.3329001!:"O2 o.OOOOOOF.+OO -0.4!i8HU-Ot O.20U)5Et02 0,.)05185£-02
o.OOOOOOEtOO °~ 212900" ..02 O.OOOOOOF.+oo -n ,.1"66811:-0 t f) .. 1.?194[+02 0,.152593Ee 02
O.OOOOOOE+OO 0.1 )2900P.+01 0.000000£+01) -0. H612411:-01 O~811525£tOl 0,.1!i2§93F.-02
o.OOOOOOF.+OO 0.329000~+Ol 0.000000'+00 -O.21H97€-OI 0.20,Qf>2r.+Ol 0.t5259n:-O'
aIR LINn
TAflLP: ).)
MECHANICAL INTERACTIUNS
, INstRUMENTATION WJRt~r.
!XCITATIO~a9.98 vnr
DATE: Sn2l!l4
TtMr.; 091)0:48
TEMP' 130 f'
BARD... ~ 13 PSI
PRIMARY GAUGEr N2/'22'A
SECONDAY (,AUC;l!:1
INSTALLED
))
•
0::
•
•
lPPr.UO GlUGE LOAOCL8) GAUGE OUTPUTCm')
A Nt N2 l N1 N2
o.ooooOOIt+OO O.oooOOOrtOO 0.329000[+01 -Q.915682£-02 0.1616231:-01 0 .. 199018£+01
O.OOOOOO€+Oo O.OOOOOOI!:+OO 0.U29001:+02 -O.CJ15682t-02 0.t61~2:n:-Ol 0,805110£+01
0.0000001:+00 0.0000001:+00 0.232900£+02 -0~11)68101:-01 O. 16162n:-Ol O.. I41250E+O'
O.OOOOOO€+Oo O.OOOOOOEtO O 0.H7900Et02 -0.10(11)0[-01 0.167623£-01 o .. '01947[+0'
O.OOOOOOE+OO 0.0000001:+00 0.4329001:+01 -0.9156A2F:~02 0 .. 191861&:-01 0 .. 262499£+0"-
O.OOOOOOP.:+OO 0.000000£+00 0.53290(1[+0' -0.9U6lU-02 0,. 1671\23E-Ol 0,123010[+0'
O.OOOOOOhOO 0.0000001:+00 0.4)2900£+02 -0.IJ156921:-02 0 .. 167(\211:-01 0.262428[+07
O.OOOOOOhOO O.OOOOOOF.+OO 0.332900[+02 -0.106830E-Ol 0.U7623£-01 0,201832[+0'
O.OOOOOOEtOO 0.00000011:+00 0.232900P:+02 -O.9156IjU-02 0,,167621£-01 0 .. 141204E+02
O.OOOOOOE+')O O.OOOOoo£+on 0.I32CJOOE.02 -0.915682e:-02 0,,1671;23E-Ol O"A05922E+Ol
O.OOOOOOI!:+OO 0.0000001:+00 0.329000E+Ol -0.91!H.82E-02 0.167623£-01 0.199496E:+Ol
S~COND qClJF.
0.000000£+00 O.OOOOOOEtOO 0.329000£+01 -0.915682£-02 0.16762)1:-01 0,199496E+Ol
O.OOOOOOhOO 0.000000"+00 0.13290011:+02 -0.91$6821:-02 0 .. 16'7.~2)E-Ol 0.80~46U:tOI
O.OOOOOOE+OO 0.000000£+00 0.212900E+02 -o.qI5682~-02 0,.167623£-01 0 .. 141158P:+02
0.000000£+00 O.OOOOOn[+oo 0.332900[+02 -O.7li3G6BE-02 O.I61~2)1!;-01 0 .. 201770£+02
0.000000&:+00 0.000000(1;+00 0.432900E+02 -0.761068£-02 0.167621£-01 0,. 262367E+02
O.OOOOOO£~OO O.OOOOOOEtOO 0.532900£+02 ~O.1~3068F.~02 0.(6762)£-01 0,122949[t02
O.IJOOOOOl!:+OO 0.00000011:+00 0.412900P:+02 -1) .. 763068[-02 O,,167(t21E-01 0, 262181P.:t02
O.OOOOOOE+GO O.OOOOOOtr.+OO O. )]2900':+02 .O.7flil061P:-02 O.lfi7623F.-OI 0,201755£+02
O.OOOOOOE+OO O;'OOOOOOl!:+OO 0.212CJOOP:+02 -0. 16)1)6Af:-02 0.lU~2]E-Ol 0, HI 158E+01-
0.000000£+00 O.OOOOOO"tOO 0.132900E+02 -0.76)068£..02 O.. 167~2]E-Ol 0,R05464EtOt
O.OOOOOOe:+OO 0.000000£+00 0.3290001':+01 -O.Qt5fiA2P;-02 0.16762n~-OI 0.199191£+01
I1III111111 ~ilil~l~ll~l[i~ll~lllrll~~~~ 11111111111
3 117600512 8468
e
